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ABSTRACT
instm~'li(ln

of

[)C\"l~lllpmC11l (If

thl'

The goal of this thesis was to develop a model that would lilcililatc direct
study skills within the come,-;l of the grade VI science curriculum.
model proceeded in three stages.

First. lhe Ct.llCCpltmt frfllllcwork fllr the mmld \\';15

refined through a review orlhe research done in the study skills area
review supponed the development of a model based

study skills instruction.

011

Findings from lhm

a cognilivc-S1falcgy approach h'

Accordingly, in the second stage of model development.

it

cognitivc-slratc!,'Y model was developed for direct instruClion ofsludy skiUs in Ihc cnntext
of grade VI science. Third, a small school-based pilot study of the model was umlcll'1kcn
The purpose oflhe pilol study was to identifY any obvious diOicl1ltics in using the model in
classroom settings: the presence of such difficulties would rcquire modilic;nionlH.:forc IfJc
model could be evaluated formally. Limitations in program material nnd lcachcl' lrainiu!(
were identified in the pilot. Overall, findings arc discussed in tcrms
direct instmction of study skills in the classroom and lhe challenges
instruction

or Ille imlKJOanec of
a~~ocialed

willI Ihal
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INTRODUCTION
'~\·'II(~\' skills are 1101 .WJ/lIC""I1~ addell 10 Ihe l'/lrrl('li//lfll (/I/d YOl/r alr"lIl~r

cnJlnkd .1,('lI..dll/... hili rmlla Illt'Y art' PII/}I1I"{~l".\' kcldi/lJ: /0
Coli/I'm mastery.

(J

.\·/I.. ('o.~I/l1

U'({I'IO ,el/chamJ h'III'II" (Tonjes & Zintz, 1'l~1. p J6.1)

Instruction in study skills is

1\ cOll1plc.~

topic; therefore. this inlH1Ihn':lnry Ch;lplcl

Se(H'S

several purposes. First. the purpose and rationale lor invcsligilling the need li,( direcl
instruction of study skills is established.

Second, the objectives \0 he 'lchicvcd in this

thesis are identified. Third. lhr. nature or the problem ofdircct inslluct;llI1 in studv skills is
considered from the Newfoundland and Labrador pcrspcc! ivc

,tS

well as from

il mllrc

global, research-based perspective. Fourth, the three most imllorlllll1 ohjecti"c~ ul" this
thesis are outlined and explained. Finh, the concepts which lire illtcgr.lll\1 this wmk

;l!C

defined in the context of this thesis Finally, lhe organi7.ation orthe cntire report is bridly
outlined

1.1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a model lor tne direct instruction uf ,ludy skills
in the context of grade VI science. The dc"e1opmcnt of the model proceeded in three
steps.

Thc first step was to establish through II literature review the rmionalc and

justification for the approach used in thc model. Adjunct and necessary to lhe primary
goal of this thesis. developing a model for the dirr.'C1 instruction of study skills.
review of the educational research and literature related to study skills instruction

WiiS il

The

second step was Ihe development of the study skills model/.eurninJ: Ilrnv to I.t'urn, Thi.~
involved searching current literature and research for cognitive strategies suitable to study

skills instrJction. Many of these strategies were modified 10 make them more suitable for
students studying the grade VI science curriculum. Three original strategies were also
incluued in the modeL The Ihird slep in the development of the model was a pilot study
involving five intcrested leachers who were asked 10 use the model in their classrooms lor
six weeks. At the end of the pilot study each teacher in an interview aired any difficulties
lhe}' encountered with using the modcl in their science classes. These difficulties would,
of coursc, have 10 addresscd before a full scale program cvaluation could be conducted

The mood prescnted in this thesis is intended to be a tool 10 assist leachers in Ihe
integration of study skills instruction into the grade VI sciencc curriculum. The sludy
skills model, developed for this thesis, is based upon a cognitive approach and is designed
to introduce teachers and students to a strategy.based method of teaching and learning
study skills. The cognitive strateb'Y model was developed with reference 10 the grade VI
science curriwlum. The strategies introduced in the model came from three sources.
Some slr:ltcgies originated in the literature. others came from the literature but were
Illnuilicd by thc illlthur. and still others were developed by the author. The strategies
selected for inclusion in the model were based on three criteria:
I

Students must be able to sec the need for the strategy in that the strategy fits a specific
need within lhe curriculum or for Ihe student (Murphy, 1968; Scruggs & Mastropieri,
I ()92).

Knowledge about the strategy is importam for transferring the strategy to a new
situation (O'Sullivan & Pressley. 1984)
)

Good sTrategies lIrc ones th'lt students readily understand, retain, and continue to use
on a long term basis (Pressley, 1986; Weed, Ryan, & Day, 1990). In his research
Michael Pressley lound that "Good strategies are composed of the sufficient and

necessary processes for accomplishing their imendcd glln!. consuming as ti.'\\
intellectual rcs')urces as are lIeccsSllry to d\l so" (ll)llo, II 1,10)

The primary plan of this thesis was to develop a practical rCSllurCl'lll assiSlll'adlCIS in till'
direct instruction of study skills in the grlloc VI scicncc curricululII
objectives would achieve this primary plan. The fit'st objeclive was

III

l'ullilliuJ; tlIlL'\.'

rCI'icw till' rdcvllm

literature to establish the need lor direct instruction of study skills, The sccond Ilhjcctivc
was to develor- a specific study skills model intended for usc with lhe grade VI st:icncl'
curriculum. The third objective was to identify any prnhlel1l areilS by having

;1

small J:!.I'UUP

of interested teachers use the model inthcir scienceclassesnverasix weck pcriod, This
pilol study was intended to be a part ofprngram development llflhe Ill(ltlcl 'I'he te;l(;hers
were interviewed zt the end of the pilot to del ermine if they had enCtllllltered any nhVlClUS
difficulties while using the model in a classroom

sl~tling

These prohlems would have to

be eliminated before a program evalu<ltiun study could be undcrtaken,

leslinJ.!, till'

effectiveness of the model would require a large sl,;<lle cvaluation stlldy

S~;ch

l,

comprehcnsive study was not aUemplcd in this thcsis becllUse it was simply heyond lhc
scope of the program developmem work conducted here

It was necessary to justify the need for direct instruction of study skills in (;Ontelll llfCU
classrooms through an historical review of commonly held beliefs about study skills and a
review of current research and lilerature in this area,

This knowledge was aHaincd hy

revicwing the history of study skills, deterr. :'1ing how these skills fil ;nlo lhe currictllum,
looking at the external factors which have an llupaet on thcse skills, and cvaluating the
tr~ditional

and

non~traditional

methods orstudy skills instruction, This rev!cw ofliteratufc

and researen was essential to lIle developmcnt of a model for study skills instruction

The rationale for developing a study skills model to be used
CUI riculum

\~1th

the grade VI science

grew nom three sources:

I. Curren! literature aud research in the arl'a establishes the need for direct instruction of

study skills (Forgan & Mangrum. 1989: Rafoth & DeFabo, 19(0).
2. '/be province idenlifiCllllhe nt.'Cd for students to become proficient in the specific skills

of studying Wrovincial guide on core learnings).

J. The thesis work of graduale sludents at Memorial University of Newfoundland
identifies the need for study skills instruction (Cole. 1977; Mercer. 1986; Mullins. 1986;
/{(Isc.

19X4· Wilson. 1976)

The author developed a model to be llsed as a guide lor study skills instruction. The
lIlodcl. intended to be a resource for teachers, includes ideas, strategies, and activities that
arc intended to he easily

1.2

inlcgral~

into grade VI science curriculum.

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

In the past four y~ the author has worked at The Student Resource Centre, a division of
the Roman Catholic School Board for St. John's. This centre is design~ 10 assist children
who arc of average 10 above average

inlclligen~

but are having diffICulty academically.

The author has observed that many of the students who attend the Student Resource
('entre

~ecm

to have difficulty wilh study skills. These observations seem consistent with

research findings. For example. three phenomena arc well documented in the literature
and

rc~clirch

relating to study skills.

First, many students approach a study task

incfliciently (Robinson. 1970). Serond. even atlhe post-secondary Icve] it is reponed that
many students have inadequatc study SkillS and need instructional programs for improved

study and/or re~ding skill~ (Dickinson & O'Connell, IQ90: NisI. Simpsllil &. lIo,\:rdll'.
1985). Third, there is a need for educators to tah~ responsibilily I'm lcachint: SlllIkllls
how to study (Askov & Kamm, 1982: Thomas &. Robinson. 19S:1

11 is

COIl\I111111

li'l

children to continue to use an inefficit'nl study strategy without monitoring llll'
effecliven~ss

of their approach (l'ressley, Goodchild, F1cet, Zajchowski, & I':vntls, 19lN)

Students often believe Ihat they have inadequate skills to memorize. organiz.e, or Ilrillritizc
inlormation for examinations (Grant. 1989: Murphy, 1%8). Al no grade level arc tllest'
problems more evident than in upper elementary and junior high, cspcciilll~' in wades VI
and VII (!-Jaller, Child, & Walberg, 1988: Rabinowitz, Freeman, & Cohen, 1\)()2)

II can

be assumed that in these grades students arc eXJlec:~d to make the IrallSilil'll Ihull
depcnden.-:y on their tcachers' guidance to independence in learning

In a review :mel

compilalion of twenty quantitative studies Haller ct 'II. (1988) rillmd lhal llIclacngnitivc
instruction in the area of comprehension was paniculal'ly ctn,'Ctive lilr iuniur high .~tudcms

Three imponant findings from research in the area of study skills arc

I. Students' acadcmic perromlance improves with direct instruclion in the area of study
skills (Anderson & Anderson. 1992; Pressley el aI., 191N: Robinson. I'no: SimmersWolpow, Farrell, & Tonjes, 1991)
2. Stu~y skills instmction is less elfcctive if eanducll'tl in isolation from Ihe curricuhllll
(Davis, 1990; Farris, Fuhlcr, & Ginejko. 1991; Harris, Graham, & Freeman. 19KH)
3. Teachers, recognizing Ihat study skills arc important, belicve that thcy arc ill-equipped
to integrate study skills instruction into the curriculum.

This problem may uccur

because teachers see study skills acquisition as something audilional. rather thun
something integral. to the curriculum (Dana, 1989: l-till, 19')1, Lloyd & Mitchell,
1989)

Together these findings support the conclusion that instructing stuocnts in study skills in
contcnt-area classes is important. It follows that if teachers arc to instruct study skills in
the context of the curriculum, thcy should be provided with thc resources and the skills to
accomplish thisgoaJ.

1.3

OBJECTIVES

The primary purpose in this work is to develop a model designed to assist teachers in the
direct instruction ofstudy skills in their c1assrooms_ The study skills included in the moc.'cl
developed for this Ihesis are focused wilhin thc cognitive domain. The stratcgies taken
frum lhe litcraturc are generally accepled study strategies considered to bc useful in many
curriculum areas including science (Cannan & Adams, 1972; Thomas & Rubinson, 1982;
Wchrung~Schaffncr&

Sapena, 1990). Several of these strategies have been modified so

as to make them more applicable to the grade VI science cllrriculul11.

Thrcc specific objectives encompassed the primal)' plan of developing a model for the
dircct instruction of study skills. The first objective was 10 establish, through a review of
the most current a:ld relevant research and literature, thai there is a dcfinitive need for
direct instruction of stud:; skills in content areas particularly at the upper elemeniary level.
The second objective was to develop a study skills model that was to bc used in
conjunction with the grade VI science curriculum. The stratcgies in this model were
intended to be applicable outside this COntenl area but were modified in some cases 10
increase cfficiency and use within the context of grade VI science. The final objective was
to gal her pilot data in personal semi-structured interviews with teachers who volunteered
to u~c Ihe model in their science classes. The interviews were conducted after the teachers

had had the opponunity to use the
period.

~tlldy ~kil1~

model in their scicncl' CIlISSCS for

II

si!{ wl'l'k

The pilot slUdy was intended to be pan of program development. not liS

evaluation of the model. The purpose of the interviews was to allow Ihe teachers III
repon any difficulties encountered in use of the program_ I'roblcms wuuld need to Ill.'
addressed before a larger scale evaluative study could take place

1.4

DEFINITIONS

To ensure that there is no misunderstanding in terms of intended meaning, the terminology
integral to this work is defined here. The definitions arc presented as the terminulogy was
intended to be understood in the context of this thesis. The following tC1111S arc dclil1t:-d ill
this chapter and are subsequently discussed in this thesis and the study skills nmdci:
I

cognitive theory,

2. cognitivc strategies,
3

study skills,

4

study tactics, and

5

mctacognition.

C(}gnitil'c theory

Cognitive theory is concerned with the mental processes that take

place within the individual. One of the most signili<:anl educatIOnal implications of this
approach is the emphasis upon the learner's taking an active role in his or her own learning
(Mulcahy. Marfo, Peat. & Andrews, 1986)

From an educational perspective the knowledge a student brings to a task in addition to
the strategies used to acquire and maintain understanding are imegral to tile cognitive

upproach Within the cognitive view more emphasis is placed on the use of strategies than
on specific skills (Dole, DuflY, Roehlcr, & Pearson, 1991). According to cognitive theory
the mOSI important variable in Ihe learning process is the aClive role of the person in
processing and understanding information. This active participation is in contrast to the
passive reception of stimuli in the environment (Mulcahy et aI., 198(..; Wong, 1993). It
follows that the cognitive approach to leaming attempts to take lhe onus off teachers as
mere IransmiUers of information and places more responsibility on students to become
more actively involved in the learning process

Ctwnjtil'f! ,\'lra1f!J:;Cs, or learning strategies, are defined as "a collection of menIal tactics

cmploYI.>d by an individual in a particular learning situation to facilitate acquisition vf
knowledge or skill" ( Derry & Murphy, 1986, p. 2).

To be most effective. strategies

should be personal in nature and should be internalized to the point of being automatic
(Weed et al.. 1990). Cognitive strategies are designed to help students learn, understand.
and remember inf...,rnllltion. Often. but not exclusively, these strategies are presented as
acronyms to assist the student in the retention of the steps of a panicu!ar strategy. For
example, SCORER is a test taking strategy witli steps that involve Scheduling time,
looking lor Clue words, Omitting difficult questions. Reading carefully, Estimating
answers and Reviewing the work (Carman & Adams, 1972).

Strategies seem

10

be effective for most students in that they introduce a more systematic

and organized approach to a learning task and that they actively involve students in the
lcarning process (Rafoth & DeFabo, 1990; Thomas & Robinson, 1982). Generally, the
students who seem 10 benefit most from this approach in any classroom are the
disorganizcd and the learning-disabled students (Dana, 1989; Ellis, 1993; Gamer, 1992).

To gain the most benefit from this approach. stw.knts should be cncouragl'd t('modit)" and
develop strategies to meet their personal needs (Gamer. 1(92)

It is critical that strategies not be confused with skills. Dole ct at (1991) prnpuscd l(lUI"

important distinctions between strategies and skills in the underslanding of cognitive
theory. These four differences involve intentionality. cognitive suphistication. tlexibility.
and metacognitive awareness.

In tenns of intentionality, skills are intended

l\l

be

automatic routines, but strategies are plans that are cOillrolled by the student. Dole et nl
(1991) argue that the cognitive sophistication involved in \Ising skills Cne,111lpaSSCS
unsophisticated lower levels of thinking while strategies demand

.1

higher level of

reasoning and critical thinking. According to Dole et al. (1991). llexibility varies in tlmt
specific skills demand rigidity and consistency while stratcgies call filr l1exihililY_ hnally.
skills should be used automatically and subconsciously. whereas strategies demand
awareness so that the students can self-evaluate their understanding and be capable of
modiJYing the strategies where needed.

Flippo and Caverly (199Ib) defined a .ftlldy skill as "a strategic approach to rcading in
which students adjust their comprehending behavior before. during. and after reading
much as they do in general reading, but with the purpose of satisfying a specifiC task that
comes from either an internal or an external need. Thus it (studying) differs from general
reading in that comprehension is strategically directed toward
gaining knowledge for a future career or passing a course

test~

:l

specific task, such as

(Flippo & Caverly, IW tb.

p. 36-87). It follows that many children do not efficiently learn how to acquire and rctain
information through their reading because they may not know how to read strategically

10

One reason for this is that tiley may never have been formally instructed in strategic
reading skills {O'Sullivan. 1993).

The instructional model for teachers, uurning Hml' to Learn. divides study skills imo
four specific areas of concern. The four areas are chapter attack, organization, lesHaking

and memory. These areas were selected for indusion because they recur in Ihe research

and current education literature as being important to study skills success (Miller &
George. 1992; Robinson, 1970; Spires & Stone, 1989; Weed et al., 1990). To attack a

chapter implies strategically approaching a chapler so that one can glean information from
that chapter efficiently and focus on the important ideas presented within it (Robinson.
1970).

Improving organization is central to improving perfonnance

Oil

evaluation

(Dickinson & O'Connell, 1990; Miller & George, 1992; Whiteside & Whiteside, 1988).
Three points can be considered under the umbrella of organization in study skills:
I. the need to be organized for class (Wehrung-Schaffner & Sapona, 1990),
the need to be organized in notetaking (Pauk, 1984; Spires & Stone, 1989). and
J.

the need 10 be organized in developing an overall approach to independent study
(Dickinson & O'Connell, 1990).

Test-taking performance is panially a measure of ability to recall information covered in
study sessions; however, test performance is also affected by test anxiety (O'Neill &
Spielberger, 1979), lest wiseness (Rafoth & DeFabo, 1990), the ability to approach a task
strategically (Smith, 1988), and an organized approach to test taking (Millman & Pauk.
1969). Rcsearch has shown thaI memory. or the ability to recall information, is affected
by se1t:assessment of memory ability (Wilhite, 1990), learning style (Archambeault, 1992),
lTIctalllcmory or knowledge about memory (Pressley, Borkowski. & O'Sullivan. 1984;

11

Weed et aI., 1990), and the use of strategies in the recall of inlormation (Andreassen &:
Waters. 1989; Sousa, 1992).

A study tactic is "an individual skill such as underlining. nOlclaking. outlining.

summarizing, visualizing, or using mnemonic deviccs (Wade. Trathcn & Schraw, 1\)90. p.
M

149). In this thesis the terms tactic and skill were used interchangeably. Maxwell (1979)
describes the inefficiency of isolating specific skills to be taught outside the curriculum tn

enhance swdy performance. Even though cognitive strategies arc the focus of the model
presented here it is important to introduce some basic study tactics. Study tactics, or basic

study skills. have been integral to study skills instruction for many years (Alley & Deshler.
1979; Maxwell, 1979; Wark & Mogen, 1970) and should not be dismissed as unimportant
In the past, these tactics have generally been taught in isolation; however, Imlay we
understand that it is more beneficial to integrate the tactics into a strategic plan (Dole et
aI., 1991; Wade et aI., 1990). The directed use of two or more of these study taclics Hlr a
specific purpose is, as previously explained, a cognitive strategy

In Chapter 2 of the study skills model (see Appendix A) there are three study tactics
presented in detail.

A tremendous number of study tactics arc available in current

education literature. Three study tactics which rescarchers consider important to lcach arc
notctaking (Criscoe & G:e, 1984; Rafolh & DeFabo, 1990), skimming aod scanning
(Hess, Shafer, & Morreau, 1975; Thomas & Robinson, 1982), and writing summaries
(Maxworthy & Barry, 1992; Monahan & Hinson, 1988). These taclics have been chosen
for introduction and explanation in the study skills model developed for this study because
they have been established as important skills for efficient study.

Additionally, these

12

tactics are useful for the proper execution of particular study strategies included in

J.6Iminx HrlW to I~(J"'. the model developed for this thesis.

MdUall:"ition is defined as knowledge about and conscious elTon to control one's own
cognitive processes (Drown & Briggs, 1989). It follows that metacognition. as it relates

to study skills. is the development of knowledge about study skills and the ability to
personalize the approach to study by self-regulating and manipulating this new found

knowledge (Pressley et al.. 1989). Introducing students to a cognitive approach for
acquiring study skills may help them realize how their Ol,lffl efforts in study can have an
impact on their test performance and subsequently increase their metacognitive awareness
(Hippo & Caverly, 1991b; Robinson, 1970). The phrase oAen used in education literature
to describe mel8cognition is learning how to learn (Mulcahy et al.. 1986). The model ror
study skills instruction designed by the author ror this thesis is built on the hypothesis that
leachers can integrare the eognitive-slrat~'Y approach into their inslruction or study skills
in the conte."(t of the C\Jrriculum (Ellis, 1993; Hoover, 1989; Scruggs & Mastropieri,
1993).

Mctacognitive awareness is achieved when one can actively monitor and regulate the
acquisition ofinsuuclional inrormalion in a strategic way (Dole et at, 1991; Pressley et
I'll., 1984). !t can

be concluded that students should be guided towards learning how 10

usc and monilor their use or strategies independently. lrinronnation is not understood or
retained, the metaeognitively aware student would know that the strategy choice was
incorrect and then make the appropriate adjustment.

This metacognitive awareness is

considered critical to the autonomous use of strategies so that students can choose and
manipulate strategies ror a parlicular need without prompting or assistance (Pressley et aI.,

,.'

1989). This indicates that teachers need to model the appropriate usc of II panicul:IT

stratch'Y for children to help students achieve autonomy_ The criticallCsl ofmclRcognili\"c
awareness is whether or nol the student can translcT that stmleg}' to Rnother appmpriatc
situation accurately and regularly without prompting to'Sul1ivan &. I'rcssk'y. l')X4)

1.5

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

In this chapter the purpose for the thesis was outlined, the need for a model

10

assist the

instruction of study skills within the curriculum was established. and the development of
the model, together wilh the pilot study used in thai development was presented. Chapler

2 oflhi5 thesis includes an overview of the most recent and relevam research and literature

and justifies the need for direct instruction of study skills in content areas. The third
chapter describes the planning and development of the study skills modeL The slllall
school-based pilot study executed for this thesis is presented in chapter 4. I'rcsented in
chaptcr 5 are the conclusions from this thesis which are drawn from three sources. The
first source is the current literature and

~esearch

in the area; the second source is the

development of the model for direct instruction of study skills (l.f!urning lIuw w l.f!um)~
and the final

source·~

the information reponed by the teachers involved in the pilot study.

Of course, the infor.nation reported in the pilot study cannot be generalized to form
conclusions about the effectiveness of the study skills Illodel when used on

II

different

population..

The model developed for this thesis, intended to be a practical guide for the classroom
teacher in the instruction of study skills within the context of the grade VI science
curriculum, includes several strategies for teaching study skills. Some of these strategies

have been developed by the author while others come from sources within the education
literature as indicated throughout the model

The following chapter preseuts an historical overview of research in the area of sludy skills
from the tum of the century to prescnt day. This ovcrview includes the place of study
skills in the curriculum, the external factors affecting success of study, the traditionally
accepted study tactics, the more current philosophy of metacognition, and the strategy
approach with some examples of specific strategies.

"
2

LITERA TURE REVIEW
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This chapter serves fOUf purposes. First, an overview of hisloricl1l1y held beliels llhmJl
study skills in education is presented. Second, the curr~nl mClhodolo:.lY in the area of

study skills instruction is considered through a review of lhe Jilcmlurc 111lU currenl
research. Third. the definitive need for direct instruction of study skills within the conlcxl
of the eunieulum, at an appropriate age of instruction, is established. Fourth, distinction is
made between the traditional study tactics or skills and the curr~nlly dnminant cognitive
approach to learning strategic!:.

2. I

HISTORiCAL VIEWS ON STUDY SKILLS

Historically in education the tenn reading was couplcd with the tcrm study so lhal people
often referred to reading and study skills as a single idea (Davis. IlJ90; Herber, 1965;
Simmers-Wolpow et al.• 1991). It follows that this marriage of study skills amI reading
has frequently leA the responsibility of study skills instruction with reading teachers. The
question of the school's responsibility for, and involvement in, study skills instructiun has
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been a contentious issue in education (Askov & Kamm. 1982; Raroln & Dcfaho, 1990;
Thomas & Robinson, 1982).

Historically, beliefs about study skills were often opinions expressed by educators with no
research 10 support these orinions (Adams, 1917; Kitson, 1926; McMurry, 1909;

Sandwick, 1915). An historical review of education writings in the area of study skills
indicates that ffillny of the tcnets of our pedagogical predecessors are still commonly held
beliefs. The belief thai there is a need for direct instruction of study skills (Flippo &

Caverly, 1991b; Kitson, 1926; Robinson, 1970) and the necessity of establishing learning
styl~

(Archambeault, 1992; Hand, 1990; Sandwick, 1915) are two points that have been

argued in education literature throughout this century.

At the tum of the century,

McMurry (I Q 09) expressed the belief that young people did not learn ade'1uate study skills
without assistance but required direct instruction in study skills. Although this idea was
put fonh almost one hundred years ago, study factors identified by McMurry (1909),
whicl: include organizing ideas. memorizing information, and providing for individuality
are still emphasized loday.

Although McMurry (1909) acknowledged that the Jesuits

were leaders in education for nearly two hundred years. he nevenheless pointed out thai
due to their influence memorizins and studying became interchan,geable ideas in education.
In 1915. Sandwick described thc idea of learning styles by suggesting that students "eeded
to use more than the sense of ~ight. Sandwick (1915) proposed visual, auditory, and
motor skills, facilitated by reading aloud and writing outlines, to add variety to the time
spent studying. The idea that every subject in the curriculum required a different style of
study was also maintained in Sandwick's (1915) writing. "Educational leaders", Kitson
argued. "are seeing with increasing clearness the necessity of teaching students not only
the subject matter of study but also methods of study" (1926, p. 7). It can be concluded
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thai some of the ideas held ami thc problems revealed by these lurn-ol:thc-cc1l1ury
educators are as relevant today as they were then.

2.2

CURRENT RESEARCH AND VIEWS ON STUDY SKILLS

Around the time of the second World War Francis P. Robinson (1970), breaking new

ground in the area ofsludy skills, jdividualized the approach to studying with dillgnostic
and prc:iCriptivc techniques that addressed particular subject areas. II is interesting to nole
that

higher~level

study skills became an important issue during World War 11. Soldiers

were hand-picked because oflhl'ir superior intellectual abilities for quick training in highly

specialized areas which were critical to the war. Although intelligent. many of the soldiers
chosen were found to have inadequate study methods for retaining new information. In an
attempt to circumvent this problem, methods of study were introduced to the soldiers.
One of the study methods introduced was a cognitive stratch'Y called S(}JU devised by
Francis P. Robinson (Robinson, 1970). SQJR remains "the oldest and most comlllonly
used study strategy" to date (Ganz& Ganz, 1990, p. lSI). Much research in the area of
study skills remains focused on SQJR or some modification of that strategy (Bailey, 19S8;
Burmeister, 1974; Farris et aI., 1991; Forgan & Mangrum, 1989; Morgan & Deese, 1957).
It follows thai SQ3R is considered to be an important and relevant study strategy for

instTUetiontoday.

In education the significant turning point that has dralT1J\tically affected the instruction of
study st3's is the introduction of cognitive learning strategies and melacugnition (Ganz &
Ganz, 1990; Robinson, 1970; Maxwell, 1979).

Metacognition is defined as ooc's

knowledge about cognition and the regulation of that cognition (Wong, 1985), or thinking
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about onc's own learning (Ganz & Ganz, 1990). It is commonly accepted that cognitive
strategies are pre-planned methods of approaching cenain intellectual tasks (Flippo &

Caverly, 1991a; Rafoln & DeFabo, 1990). Research demonstrates that students need
knowledge about, and understanding of, the strategies they arc using for those strategies
to be most effective (Haller el al., 1988; Pressley et al., 1989; Pressley et aL, 1984).

Strategies should be modified to meet the needs orthe person or the task with the ultimate

obje<:tive of metacognitive awareness which is accomplished once a person has achieved a
conscious control over a set of strategies. Once

~his

control is reached the person has the

ability to I'1I,nitor and regulate the strategies' usefulness in a givca task (Harris et aI., 1988;
Jacobowitz, 1990; O'Sullivan & Pressley, 1984). From the variety of study strategies
individuals

s~uld

ascertain which ones work best for them. Learning style is important

consideration in this choice according to the research of recent years (Archambeaull,
1992; Hand. 1990).

The many articles in current education journals addressing ways to improve the ability to
memorize infonnation indicate that a good memory is still considered a valuable attribute
for students (Breznitz & Share, 1992; Harris et al., 1988; Higbee, 1989; Levin,
Rosenheck, & Levin., 1988; Pressley et aI., 1984). "Many readers feel", according to
Robinson, "that they understand the material as they read; the trouble comes later when
they try to remember it... these readers have a nebulous feeling that there is much they
have understood bUI now it is jumbled. Rather tllan dwell on this discomforting fact, they
prefer to say. 'Well that's done! r-;ow for the next lesson.'" (1970. p. 15). It roHows that
teachers are faced with the difficult task of helping the individual student remember
specific information efficiently so that it can be retrieved when required.

'"
At leasl three major conclusions can be famled from contemporary litcloliure ;tml

r~carch

findings:
I. Many students have poor study skills (Dickinson & OToMell. 1C)q(); Grant, \98".

NiSI. et aI .• 1985, O'Neill & Spielbo:rgcr. 1979).
_. Study skills can be tausht (Raroth & DeFabo. \990; Robinwn. llHO; 'l1111mas &
Robinson,· 1982).

J. MallY students benefit academically from study skills inslnJctio/1 (Allington & Strange.
1980; Graham & Robinson, 1992; Hafiler, 1974; RolJinwn. 1970; Ryan, 19K9.

Thomas & Robinson, 1982).

2.3

STUDY SKILLS IN THE CURRICULUM

Four questions are frequently asked about how study skills lit inlO the curriculum. The
questions deal with:
I. Whdher study skills i:lStruction should be the responsibility of teachers (Th(llUas &.

Robinson, 1982),
2. Whether this inslruction should be separate from or integrated into the conlent arc.1S
(Allington & Strange, 1980: Rafoth& DcFabo. 1990),

3. Whether students could benefit from assistance with study skills (Dickinson &
O'Connell, 1m; Robinson. 1970). and
4. Whether students of all ages can benefit from the introduction of cognitive slr.lIegil.'S
(Ganz& Ganz, 1990; O'Sullivan & Pressley. 1984)

Recognizing that the demands of curriculum instruction arc great. Graham and Robinson
(1992) argued that it is imponant to teach content. but it is equally as imponantto show

how 10 master that content, Rafoth and DeFabo (1990) argued that teachers should take
morc rcsponsibility for teaching stud)' skills in their classes. It is essential for study skills
to he integrated into the context of the regular classroom and across the curriculum
(Rafolh & DeFabo, 1990). Unfortunately the problem remains. as it did more than eighty
ycars

lIJ:,:0,

when McMurry (1909) purported that teachers had insufficient training in the

instruction of study skills. Then, as now, many teaehcrs believe that they are not properly
prepared to give instruction in the appropriate methods of study (O'Sullivan, !993).
Askov and Kamm (1982) suggested that unless teachers feel comfortable with teaching
study skills,

~hl'Y

may either not teach these skills or teach them poorly. The problem with

study skills instruction has been alleviated slightly, since some teachers reading CUfTent
education literature have been exposed to the concepts of metacognition and the strategy
approach to instruction (Ellis. 1993; Hoover & Collier, 1992; Serna, 1989). Additionally
somc curriculum guide books, including the Addison-Wesley Science program used in the
model developed for this thesis, introduce teachers to the cognitive strategy approach to
study skills instruction.

Furthermore, the Provincial Department of Education for

Newfoundland and Labrador expects that children acquire the skills of studying within the
curriculum (Provincial guide on core learnings).

However, most teacher education

programs include little focus 011 cognitive strategies, the instruction of strategies. or
mCf3coynifion{O'Sullivan, 1993).

Ryan (1989) proposed thaI a teacher of science should teach content of the science course
as well as appropriate ways to study this content.
content areas serve an imponant role in

It follows that resource books in

indepenjeh~

study because the curriculum

demands and lhe style of writing vary greatly for each content area. Research shows that
there will be Sludents, in an average class, who will find the assigned text too difficult to

"
read (Stevens. \984: Simons. [(89). Forgan and Mangrum (198 CJ) argue that iflcachcrs

intend that students read curriculum materials effe<:lively teachers shoultJ instruct the
necessary study skills and strategies. Education literature supports the belief that there arc
specific skills necessary for retaining and comprehending material in panicular curriculum
areas such as social studies, science, and math (Rafolh & DcFabo. 1990; Thomas &

Robinson 1982; Viox. 1968). Study skills arc necessary to help the student understand
and relain more

or tile curriculum infonnation while adjusting their personal rate and style

of Tea ding according to the purpose orthe reading (Forgan & Mangrum, 1(89), It can be
concluded that Icachers should be aware of the specific skills required Jor rending
textbooks in the various curriculum areas. Thomas and Robinson (1982) point out the
importance of making students aware of the different skills needed for reading dincrent
texts. For example, understanding science instructions often involves nUOll'fOUS steps lind
interpreting the correct sequence of these steps is l'ritical to success in science reading
Science textbooks often have several concepts presented in onc paragraph, and drawings
or diagrams may offer important information. When reading mlllhematics, however, it
might be more important to consider re-reading word problcms. translating key words into
mathematical symbols, reading orally, or estimating the answer before solving the
problem,

Finally, Thomas and Robinson ([982) argued that students who did not

recognize and intcrprl.'.t these text differences would bc unlikely to modify their rcading
skills to the demands of the task

It can be concluded thai a great diversity of skj)]s contributes to success in each content
area.

In an educational setting perhaps the most appropriate person to isolate those

curriculum specific skills is the tcaclJer of that particular curriculum area, Clearly it must

be the responsibility of the content area teacher to instruct students regarding which skills

are conducive to success in that particular subject and how students can study
independently (Allington & Strange, 1980; Rafoth & DeFabo. 1990; Sandwick, 1915).

Current research and relevant literature lends further reinforcement to the idea that slUd}'
skills should be laught in Contenl areas:
I. Students need 10 be introduced to study skills in the context of the curriculum benuse
they do not automatically transfer skills taught in isolation (Alvennann & Swafford,
1989; Rafoth & DeFabo, 1990; Robinson, 1970).
2. To facilitate effective transfer of strategies. students-especially younger childrenbenefit from knowledge about the strategy (pressley et al., 1984).
3. When selecting strategies. one needs to consider the curriculum area for which the
strategy is required (Hoover. 1989)
4

Research indicates thaI the ability to transfer strategies to different learning fasks is
imponant for the effective use of strategies (Davis, 1990; O'Sullivan & Pressley,
1984).

Independent transfer of strategies to new situations would demonstrate a

desired level of metacognitivc awareness.

Students at all achievement levels could benefit from study skills instruction (Robinson,
1970). Therefore. it should not be assumed that study skills programs are meant solely for
underachieving students.

Even at the post-secondary level many colleges report that

students have inadequate study skills and need instructional programs for improved study
and/or reading skills (Dickinson & O'Connell, 1990; Nist ct aI., 1985). In recent research
wilh COllege-aged students, Anderson and Anderson (1992) found that when given a long
lisl of choices, students attributed most of their college success to having study and

communication skills. These findings suggest that studellls value study

~kill~

as an integral

part of their academic success.

In designing a study skills program for students, we have

10

consider thc divcrsu)"

Ill'

stuJents in our classes. Montague (1992) described six factors rclevant to the student
which should be considered in the design of any study skills model
1. student's age,
2

developmental level,

3. academic achievement in reading and math.
4. background and prior experience,
S instructional history,and
6. behavioral characteristics like motivation and interest

It follows that if we can expect study skills instruction to be cffectivc, we must consider

the age of our students. The earliest imroduction of specific study skills prcscntcd within
a cognitive strategy domain should take place with students in elementary or early junior
high school (Ganz & Ganz, 1990). The age of introduction is espl.'Cially important when
considering the use of strategies (Haller el aI., 1988; Heldenbrand & Hixon, 1991;
Rabinowitz et aI., 1992). Because many younger children do not generalize. thcy cannot
transfer the use of strategies to different learning situations as independently as o[der
children (Andreassen & Waters, 1989). It follows that in the primary grades, students
need specific direction about how and when to usc a strategy or tactic.

However.

O'Sullivan and Pressley (1984) found that children as young as five or six years o( age can
be taught to transfer strategies effectively to new situations if given more instruction and if
they have an increased knowledge about the strategy. O'Sullivan and Pressley ([984)

acknowledged in their

r~h

that this str-neg)' transfer remains more automatic with

older children.

In the Newfoundland and Labrador Provincial Guide on Core Learnings in the Language
Arts, prepared by the Department of Education, the study skills recommended for
instruction before grade V are task specific. The recommended study skills include such
skills as using a dictionary and glossary. As the children advance through the grades. tile
pro~':;;cial

policy outlines that study skills need to be introduced for the specific content

areas According to the provincial guide, students arriving in grade VI, are expected to
know how to skim and scan, outline, summarize, and to a limited degree take notes
(Provincia! guide on core learnings).

It follows thaI a few basic study skills could be introduced to the bC':~inning student. By

the end of elementary and the beginning of juniOf high school, specific skills such as
summarizing.. notetaking, and questioning r.ould be introduced in content area classes. It
has been argued that, iflrained, most students can bef1efit from study skills instruction, but
many untrained students \.IIi1l use ineffective study methods (Grant, 1989; O'Neill &
Spielberger. 1979; Robinson. 1970).

Ideally, by the time students graduate from

secondary school, they should be well versed in a number of study strategies that are
effective for them. Also they should be able to self-regulate the success of their personal
stralcb'Y use. This level of metacognitive awareness is difficult to auain but is essential if
studcnts are to use strategies for independent and successful study (Davis, 1990;
O'Sullivan & Pressley, 1984; Pressley, 1986)

2.4

OTHER FACTORS WHICH AFFECT STUDY SUCCESS

Over the years, research has shown consistency in dctcmlining lhe cx\cnml l'ilclors lhal
alleel Ihe success of slud}ing. The three factors most commonly idcntilk'd in l'tilication

research as influencing success are
I. motivation to study (Montague, 1992; Morgan & Deese, 1<.l57; Robinson. 197U).

2. physical environment of study (rlipVo & Caverly. It)91a~ Strang. 1%8: Tllrucs &
Zintz, 1981), and
3. individualleaming slyle(Archambcault. 1992: Hand, 1990: Sandwick. 11)15).

Any student's success with a study skills program is affected by ractors which arc

c.~lcrnal

to the program. Given the preceding three factors ;t follows that one spccilic nppmach in
a study skills program coule' be e.~ceplionally effective for one student and virtually
ineffective for another. The succesHlr lack of success in a study skills program mny not
always be directly related to the chosen method of study.

Motivation is held to be the most prominent factor affecting the mastery of academic
material (Estes & Richards, 1985; Ganz & Gahz. 1990; Min1l8crt & Janssen, 1992;
Morgan & Deese, 1957; Robinson, 1970). Motivation is prerequisite to study skills ancl,
therefore, should be the first issue addressed (Serna, 1989). Ganz and Gan7. (IlJI)() founcl
that uns~ccessful students are often passive in their attempts to learn. The titilure that they
may experience as a result of this passivity reinfon;es the feeling of inadequacy.

It is

critical that students desire and expect to improve and that they rcalize any improvement is
not precipitated by luck or fate, Robinson (1970) showed that students' performance will
improve if they believe that their own effons will make the difference in success. Alley
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and Deshler (lfJ79) proposed Ihat poor motivation could be caused by students' unrealistic
belief Ihat school tasks should be cotenaining or tim.

It can be concluded thai, if instruction is to be most effective, students should want to

improve and should believe that t:-tis improvement is possible for them. It is logical to
assume Ihal repealed failure al any task will generally diminish motivation and increase
passivity. Students who have never received instruction in study skills and have nOI
learned effective methods independently may become unsuccessful and unmotivated (Ganz
& Ganz. 1990).

Increased motivation increases one's readiness to learn (Allington &

Slmnge.1980). Unmotivated students may have learned 10 be passive and may no longer
fcellhat they can control academic success. Helfeldt and Henk (1990) found that students
hecame more motivated when lhey were taught strategies that helped them regulate their
own learning. It follows that poor motivation may be facilitated by other factors such as
passivity. feelings of inadequacy, or unrealistic expectations.

The physical environment of sludy has been considered from as early as

ti;~

tum of the

centul)'. In 1909 McMurry encouraged parents to provide the proper environment for
studying by ensuring thaI the study space was quiet and had good lighting and a
comfortable temperature.

Other researchers cautioned students about the e!fect

distractions might have on performance (Flippo & Caverly, 1991b; Robinson, 1970;
Strang. 1968). This consideration seems particularly important for those students who
prcter to study with the television or stereo on in

th~

background. These students may

choose a relatively noisy or distracting environment without giving consideration to how
this environment might positively or negatively affect their learning. This is not to say that
a quiet environment is better than a noisy environment, rather that consideration must be

given to evaluating which environment works best for the individual

Tbe physical

environmem can greatly conuibutc to the success or failure of a session of study (Tonjes
& Zintz, 1981; Robinson. 1970).

Most people who study dlicicntly havc spccilic

preferences about their desired study space. This space may be quiet or have background
music; it may be in a public library or a place of solitude. Some people prefer to sit at

iI

desk. others, to lie down. Possibly there are as many variables for the study cnvironrnenl
as there are people who study.

II seems important to encourage students to analyzc their pL'fsonal environment to
consider which factors most positively alTectthcir study perfomlancc This self-awareness
can be achieved through a varicty of means including self-repon checklists (Hums & Roc,
J

\976; Smith & Smith, 1988). questionnaires (Robioson. 19 /O; Thomas & Robin!lOn,
1982), and personal interviews using open-ended questions. It seems critical that students
understand how these external factors can be critical to the S1JCCCS!i or failure ofthcir scudy
sessions. Also imponant is lhe realization that the faelors which aOCct study efficiency arc
individual and varied. Children should be informed that the physical environment can have
an impact on study success. This heightened awareness could result in positivc. effective
adjustments to the study environment. 1be study skills model, l.Lurninf:

/1(1",

to I.('urn,

included as Appendix A, contains a questionnaire inlendM to assist students in their
evaluation of personal study environment. It is important to make students aware
impact (hat their study surroundings can have on the success of their study

ses.~ions.

o~the

This

new awareness should allow them to analyzc and choose a study environment that works
best for them personally. With guidance students can continue to self-regulate the success
they lind with the chosen environment.

Learning style, which is individually determined, is an imponant consideralion for am'
facet of learning (Archambeault. 1992; Hand, 1990). Rafoth and DeFabo (1990) found
that students who chose and applied cognitive strategies to help themselves understand,
nrocess, and relain information were successful students.

Such successful students

understand which strategies are most efficient in specific situations and which ones work
best for them personally. Flippo and Caverly (199Ia) argued that it is imponant to assist
students in choosing appropriate strategies for studying. One can infer that students can
benefit from an increased awareness of their personal strengths and weaknesses in learning
and then be encouraged to emphasize their strengths This increased awareness can allow
sludenlsloacl more strategically.

Archambeault (1992) outlined two areas of focus iii considering effective inSlruction of
sludy skills. The

fWO

areas included enhancing the students' awareness of the personal

factors that comprised their individual study style and increasing Ihe students' ability to
select the most effective strategips fa: various study tasks.

It becomes clear that an

encclive and well chosen slrateb'Y should meet the needs of the task as well as the learning
style of the student. Students should be encouraged to consider their individual learning
style in the learning process (Archambeault, 1992; Hand, 1990). The model, I.earning
1/alll tul.earn, includes a self-repon survey which addresses learning style as it relates to

studying. (Davis, 1990)

l'n considering cognitive theory it can be concluded that it would be beneficial for students
to become actively involved in what they are leaming (Simpson & Nist, 1990; Smith &
Tompkins. 1988; Straw & Rudyk, 1989). It follows that identifying and using knowledge
oflcaming style should help facilitate more active involvement in learning. Since learning

!'l

style is individual, it cannot be expected that all students will havc similar needs in study
skills instruction; nor is it possible for all students to rL"quirc the :;.ame degrce nf clron
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achieve similar results (Karlin, 1975).

Anderson-Inman (1989) identified three factors which contribute 10 success in studying
being actively involved in learning,
2. being able to monitor the study session for success, and
J. feeling personally accountable for the study session.

To accomplish the goals oul1ined by Anderson-Inman (1989) students should be llWIlre of
their individual preferences in learning style. Hand (1990) caulioned that learning style
should be seen as a tool for success, never an excuse for failure.

Hund (191)0) also

encouraged teachers to have students share information aboUl their preferred styles

or

studying so that they could be exposed to other available options.

In summary, it follows that motivation, physical environment, and learning style must be
considered in any instructional approach to study skills. If there is a prublem with ellen
one of these variables, even the most appropriate study skills prngrllm

Clm

hc rendered

inadequate

2.5

TRADlTIONALLYACCEPTEDSTUDY TACTICS

Historically the use of thc tenns study skills and study

tactic.~

has indicated the same

meaning (Alley & Deshler, 1979; Dole et ar., 1991). A study tactic is a specific study
technique, which is intended for a specific purpose, such as underlining, nOlctllking or
outlining (Wade et at, 1990). For the past fifty years study skills instruction has involved
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more than teaching children study tactics; it has included study strategies as well. Study

strategies usually combine several study tactics to achieve a spc,:ific end (Robinson, 1970).
B(,."CllUSC of the broad scope of definition for study skills, it is difficult to succinctly
categorize Ihe topic. This section will address the theoretical concept of study skills and
discuss what study should achieve for the siudent as well as consider the specific tactics
that predominate study skills instruction

Reading and thinking are nectlssary components of studying. There are many theories

concerning the use of reading and thinking during the study session. The theories of
I-Ierber (1965) and Graham and Robinson (1992) are presented here.

Herber (1965)

hypothesized Ihat the three general areas included under the umbrella of reading and
thinking are receptive, reflective, and expressive skills, Simply put, receptive skills involve
being able to read and comprehend the ideas presented.

ReflC(:tiv'~

skills require personal

involvement in reading by inferring, interpreting, drawing conclusions, and predicting.
Finally, expressive skills incorporate the

o~sanization

of information gained through the

receptive and reflective stages. In the synthesis process of using expressive skills student~
can apply what :hey have learned. Graham and Robinson (1992) proposed that Ihe study
skill~

process could be seen in the triad of tasks necessary before reading takes place,

while reading is happening, and after a reading assignment has been completed. From
these broad theories we can look at the specific tactics that can be instructed in the
classroom.

Some research and cducation literature recommends the usc of specific study tactics that
Rrc highly prOduct-oriented in tenns of helping students do well on a test (Alley &
Deshler, 1979; Anderson-Inman, 1989; Hoover, 1989; Zeller & Wells, 1990). Specifically

.'1

Hoover (1989) stated thai students

81

every grade level 0';""1.:11 direct instruction in

-!u.)W ttl

read an assignment. confront new vocabulary. list~ and lake notes.. lake tcsts. ami write
,-epons· (p. 45~:. Alley and Deshler (1979) asserted Ihal students should be able lOlucall'

information, organize their reading through ooldaking and outlining. survey 10 Kll,.'llli~v

main ideas, and eventually achieve long-Icrm storage and retricwl of infomlll\illn.
Anderson.lnman (1989) used

Ih~

computer as a 1001 to assist slUdcnls in organizing and

summarizing key ideas in self.testing. The five requisite study Hletles OUllim..'\I hy Zeller
and Wells (1990) were nOIe-laking, text reading, lime manllgcl11cnL CIl't:CIIVC test

preparation, and tesHaking strategies.

The specific skills of study for instruction that 8rc consistently recommended in the
literature are: questioning (Robinson, 1978; Santcus<,no, 19K): Thomas & RClbinsuli.
1982), memorizing (McMurry, 1909; Sousa. 1992; Thomas & Robinson.

1982).

underlining (Adams, 1917; Flippo &. Caverly, 1991h; Wark & Mogen, 1970). IlOtctaking
(Criscoe &. Gee. IQ84; Raroth & DeFabo. 1990; Smith & Smith. 19B1S). summari7.ing
(Bums & Roe, 1976; Maxworthy &. BaITY, 1992; Monahan &. Hinson, !9IUI), organi7.ing
(Dickinson &. O'Connell, 1990; lloyd &. Mitchell, 1989; Miller &. George, 1992), and
skimming and scanning (Hess el al., 1975; Sameusano, 1983; Thomas & Robinson. I'nl2).

It is important to expose students to the variety of study taetics available

(0

them so that

these students can make informed choices. Study tactics arc individuallcaming tcchniqucs
such as underlining, note-taking, or outlining (Wade et al., 1990).

Students who have never received study skills instruction

m~y

try to do such things as

memorize inlbrmation, indiscriruinately re-read entire sections, or simply look over what
they are studying (Simpson &. NiSI, 1990). By asking students to describe in detail how

"
they prepared for an exam, Nisi C! al. (1985) found thai many students were ineffectively

expanding the information to bf' studied, rather than effectively condensing it. Specifically
the panicipanl5 increased their workload by doing three things.

They re-read entire

chapters, equaled study with review, and tried to memorize infonnation rather than
understand it. II is reasonable 10 assume thai lower achieving students often use and reuse study tactics that have proven

(0

be ineffective to them in their pcrfonnance on prior

evaluation. For c.o:ample. some students may choose to read the material over lind over in
an allcmpl to memorize ii, even though the rereading has never proven useful for them.
They continue to usc inefficient strategies because they arcn I familiar with any allemative
approaches (Simpsun & NiSI, 1990).

It follows that, if these inefficient slralegies are

being used by some students. teachers should make a concened effon to reveal more
beneficial study strategies.

This increased awareness 01 study sfrategies COuld be

llucmpted through direct instruction and by example.

Teaching studcnts 10 combine purposefully the use of slUdy tcchniques and bener meet
their pt..-rsonal needs is inlegralto a strategy approach in study skills instruction (Wade et
al.. 1990). Study tactics are useful techniques whteh have been the backbone of Sludy
!':kills instruction for many years. Children probably need exposure 10 a variety of tactics
in a variety of situations. With guided practice they can learn how to choose the tactic
thill bc.<;t suits their needs in 11 given situation. Without this exposure and practice students
will likely depend on one or two study tactics thaI may not be effective for thell~ (Nist et
,11.. 19H5; Sintpson& Nist. 1990)

A~ previously I:stablished. the seven study tactics which dominate the literature and

research regarding study skills are questioning., memorizing. underlining, note·taking,

summarizing. skimming and scanning, and organizing. In Ihe cdm:ation literature 01\ sillily
skills instruction, three general categories encompass the necessary skills for slud)'.
1. product.oricnted sludyskills,
2. skills to enhance memory and comprehension. and
3. a metacognitive approach to thinking and learning
The third category addresses the important topic of tllctacognilion and is considered at
IC"h'th in the .final section of this chapter. The first two Ciltcgories. product-oricllled study
skills and memory and comprehension, have some overlapping concepts; however. they
have been separated here for ease of understanding

1.6

PRODUCT-ORIENTED STUDY SKILLS

I'roduct-oriented study skills include underlining, note-laking. as wcll as skimming and
scanning.

It is common for study skills lexts to include sections on underlinin~ ami

marking texts (Adams,

1917~

Flippo & Caverly, 1<>91b). Wark and Mogen (1\)70) iugucd

the importance of underlining in an entire textbook devoted to the wric. lY:.i!!I•.IJntJt;ililW,
Review· A Method for More Efficient Learning. The author:; discuss the importance uf
understanding how to underline the right amount. cnmpletely, consistently. and correctly
Note-laking is equally well represented in more general texts on studying (Smith & Smith.
1988; Tonjes & Zintz, 1981), The Cornell Method of note-taking is believed 10 be Hn
imponant resource for educators (Santcusano, 1983; Grant, 191NJ

This n(ltc-l:tking

method encourages the student to draw a vcrticlIllinc un the notetaking page in order to
make a two and one half inch margin on the left side, and a six inch margin on the right
side of the paper. The student records notes from the lecture or text, on lhe larger right
hand section of his note paper. Following this the student should usc the Jen margin to

highlight one or 11.1.'0 important cue 'vords from the corresponding notes on the right hand
sirJe

CORNELL FORMAT

- - 2 1/2"- - - - - - - 6" - - - Cues

Complete Notes

I'rocessing infonnation quickly is beneficial to efficielll studying. Skimming and scanning.
as well as purposeful and methodical quick reading are considered relevant considerations

in the area of study skills (Askov & Kamm, 1982; Hess el aL, 1975). Scanning means to
read with a purpose in mind. such as finding

a specific word, date or name (Askov &

"'ilmm. I(82). Skimming is a more complex st)'le of reading thai involves over-viewing a
piece of writing to detennine ils main points and general purpose (Hess et al.. 1975)
Morgan and Deesc (1957) recommended thai we SlOp talking to ourselves when we read
so thai we might increase our speed of reading. The ability to speed read or to increase
(lOC'S

ralc of reading arc valued academic skills (Askov & Kamm, 1982; Breznitz & Share,

I ()l):!; Gram. 198'); Pauk, 1984)

In summary, producH>nented study skills such as skimming and scanning and 110:ctllking
are especially useful if they work well with an

indi\~dual

learning style. One call1ion tilr

students in chis area is that there can be too much emphasis on the product and not enough
on the process. For example, although notetaking is an efiective skill. ohvi\lusl)" it is llvt
useful or practical to rewrite notes directly from a textbook, Notctaking is meant 10 be an
aetive process ofestablishing understanding and condensing intilmmtionand slW\lldnflthc
regurgitation. The Cornell Method of notetaking. sometimes rercrred

to

as the Sfitit !"lge

method of note taking, offers a successful guideline to assist students in productivc
notetal:ing (Grant, 1989; Santeusaoo. 1983)

2.7

MEMORY and COMPREHENSION

fhc second group ofstlldy sl:illschosen foreatcgorization inc!udesthosc skills or tactics
that enhance memory and comprehension.

This category includes que,tioning.

memorizing, summarizing and organizing are discussed

Thomas and Robinson (1982) argued II.at the moSl powerful study technique is selfrecitation where a student asks. "What have I just

rcad~"

ReSC:Olrch by Gan7.811d (ianz

(1990) also stated that self.interrogation is important to students' independent

comprehension of what they study.

It follows that students should be conslanlly

questioning the effectiveness of their study and then correcting any inefficiencies
Repeatedly assessing undemanding is crirical to comprehension and learning (Uanz &
Gam, 1990). Questioning can be viewed in several different ways,

So~

examples of tlte

different approaches to questioning include student-generated questions (Sanleusano,

36

1983), teacher-directed questions (Robinson. 1978), or questioning as pan of Ihe SQ3R
.~tudy strategy

(Carman & Adams, 1972).

Higbee (1989) found that instruction in memory improvement did not immediately

inr.;rcasc students' grades, but it did enhance their self·pcrception of their memory skills.
Assuming that perception of one's ability to achieve directly affects actual achievement,
Higbee's research supports the belief that memory skills should be taught (Higbee, 1989).
Knowledge about memory. or meta memory, is an important factor in increasing a

student's ability 10 effcctively use memory strategies (Pressley el aI., 1984). Research
demonstrates a positive

cOrT~l.ation

exists between metamernory

~nd

organization for

rcmcmhering during study (Andreassen & Watt:rs, 1989). It follows that some children
l:an be tnuglll to plan in advance for more effective retrieval of infOntllllion. Research also
supports the view that when mcm(Jry strategies are instructed effectively, memory
JlCrlonnance improves significantly (Pressley et a!., 1984).

Many researchers express concern that students are often expected to know how to
summarize efficienlly when these students may not havc been inSlrucled in how 10
approach this complicated task (Hayes, 1989; Hill, 1991; Maxworthy & Barry, 1992). It
is essential that teachers accept responsibility for teaching summary writing across the
curriculum (Hill, 1991; Maxworthy & Bany, 1992).

Jeremiah (1988) argued Ihat in

summarizing. a student should be able to show all the information or the message from
given material in a succinct manner.

Writing a summary is a complicated skill which

Jeremiah suggested could be simplified by having students practice summarizing television
shows. This fun activity is within the ability level of the average student and introduces
them to a much more complicated task.

In Dickinson and O'Connell's (1990) investigation of the relationship between study lime
and test scores, they found that many panicipants spent a great dcaluf li!llc

~llld:~:ilJg

)'cl

still did poorly on evaluation because lhey put liulc time into organizing_ 1lIl'omlat;olllhat
is organized can be more successfully recalled (Miller & George.

199:!~

Whitcs.itlc &

Whiteside, 1988). To remember the maximum amount of intorrnatiOll .rom tcxtbo\lk
reading, students need to re-categorize and re-organize this intormation so thai it
best .or their personal recall (Lloyd & Mitchell, 1989)

Wllrk~

II follows 111m orgllllization is

integral to effectively remembering information.

In summary. literature and research havc demonstrated that sllmc of the 11lctnrs which
affect memory and comprehension in study skills arc the ability to qucstion. knowledge
about memory, instruction in memory illlprovemelll, the abi!ity

10

sUIIUmtrizc, and

possession of organizational skills.

2.8

META COGNITION and the STRA TEGY APPROACH

Much of Ihe current research and literature in study skills involves metacognilinn and the
Slrale!,'Y approach to instmclion (Brown & Briggs, 1989; Weed et al., 1990: Wood,
1991), The remainder of this section is devoted to defining metacognition and establishing
its purpose and place in the instmclion of study skills. This was accomplished in pan by
looking at a sample of the strategies developed 10 improve study methods The original
study strate.!,'}' SQ3R has been analyzed in detail.

Ganz and Ganz (1990) explain metacognition as knowledge and belief.. about thinking,
specifically thinking about one's own leamir.g.

Metacognitive development, or the

"
proccs§ of developing an awareness of our cognitive abilities and becoming actively

involved in conltolling these abilities, is al the centre of the strategy approach (Mulcahy et
aI., 1986). Students with sophisticated metacognitive awareness are far more likely to be
able to make the necessary modifications to their own strategies of study and learning
when faced with unfamiliar tasks or challenges than students with less sophisticated
met3cognit;vc awareness (Ganz &. Ganz, [990).

Knowledge about a strategy and the

task. as well as lhe ability to discriminate where. when. and how to use a strategy are

integral components for developing metacognitive awareness (Pressley, 1986).

II !ollows that if students arc to use study strategies effectively, it is essential that they
become aware ofwhat they don't know and hoy they are best able to learn what they need
to know. Teachcrs should help students become strategic leamcrs sincc strategic students
arc succcssfill students (Rafoth & DeFabo, 1990). We can help students develop their
mctacognitive ability by teaching them to question themselves. Self-questioning will help
students to monitor personal progress, determine when they are understanding or not
understanding, and assist with the integration of new and old information (Ganz & Gam,
19(0). It can be concluded that this active process of identifying problem areas may help

the students realize the need for appropriate strategies that may help them overcome their
arcasofdifficulty

Alley and Deshler defined learning strategies "as techniques, principles or rules that will
lacilitate the acquisition, manipulation, integration, storage and retrieval of information
across situations and settings" (1979, p. 13). Further to this definition, learning strategies
can be viewed as a collection of mental tactics used by a person for a particular learning
tAsk to facilitate the acquisition of knowledge or a skill (Derry & Murphy, 1986).

In

strate!.'Y instruction the emphasis i~ placed upon tcaching

stlldcnt~

how

10 l~:lm

with thecoment, rather than teaching thecontenl (AJley& Dcshler. 1971)j

tll

f(11)C

Nist el al

(1985)foondthat slUdentswhowercinstruCled in sludy stralegiesand beganl(luscthem
independently could consistently improve their test scores, They did IMltc thm studCl\lS
had to be not only taught the strategies but also encouraged to
benefidd if students believe that the strategies will be

u~eliJl

u~c

them. 11 is alSil

for them

(Semgg.~

&

Mastropieri,I992).

There is a positive correlation between knowlec::!ge about memory. or metamemory. and
the use of organization during study, as opposed to a hapha7.ard mcmmi;r,ing (If del ails
(Andreassen & Waters, 1989). Many students have difficulty remembering what tll()y
study. Pressleyet al (1984) fOLmd that increased knowledge about a strategy pllsitively
cOrrelated with efl'ectiveuse of that strategy over time. These findinllslend suppnrl III the
theory that strategies are best taught in the context ofa curriculum where lheir IISC ellR be
encouraged and reinforced and where lhe intended purpose of the strategy is ohviolls to
the student.

Research supports tile need for the direct instruction of note-taking ~kills (Tonjes &

Zinll~

1981). Text underlining, annotation, or highlighting are study tactics lhat arc often used
by students but are rarely taught by teachers, thus minimizing lhe effectiveness of these
tools (Simpson & Nist, 1990).

With instruction and teacher guidance on effective

annotation skills Simpson and Nisi (1990) found that first-year college studenls were llble
to improve their performance on pre-test questions and on the actual tests The students
improved and used less preparation lime. [t follows that instruction in cognilive study
strategies can improve students' performance on tests, When there was no improvement

afler instruction, Andreassen and Waters (1989) found thai students had likely omitted the
strategies during independent

~tudy.

Robinson (1970) emphasized that the technique of a

stratcgy should be automatic and simplc for it to bc most effective. This indicates that
students would benefit from plenty of guided practice of any strategy to ensure its mastcry
and thus its independent usc. To be most effective, strategies should not be complicated
or time-consuming for the student to use (Pressley, 1986).

It can be postulated that strategies generated by other people can make useful examples of

the component skills needed for a certain task.

Also, to be effective, studcnts could

modify prepared slrategies to suit their personal needs. At times. other people's strategies
might bc appropriate and useful without need for modification. Exposure to prepared
stf<lfegies is also an important introductory step to developing personalized strategies.
Further hypothesized benefits of exposing students to several structured or prepared
strategies might be
I

to raise students' awareness of the existence of strategies;

_. to illustrate that an organized goal-directed and efficient use of learning strategies
increases a person's ability to acquire, think about, remember, and express information
and ideas; and
3. to facilitate active involvement and interaction with the material to be learned, thereby
increasing understanding and memory (Mulcahy et al., 1986).

To bettcr explain a cognitive strategy three examples of strategies are discussed here

A

plcthora ofstralegies is available in current education literature (Farris et al., 1991; Rafoth
& DeFabo_ 1990; Wehl1lng-Schatlher & Sapena. 1990).

The three strategies which

follow have been chosen because they represent differing intended purposes. RiDER has

been demonstrated to assist students with reading comprehension (Mulcahy et al..
The SCORER strategy outlines an approach to test taking which
approach to test taking (Carman & Adams, 1972).

C:lll

Il)~())

imprnvc ovcrall

SQ3R has llccn demonstrated 10

improve overall organization for textbook study (Robinson, 1970).

The thcory and

explllnationofeach strategy is presented.

RIDER
R

READ A SENTENCE
IMAGINE A PICTURE OF IT

DESCRIBE TItE PICTURE TO YOURSEU'
ELABORATE; CLOTHING, COLORS, MOVEMENT. SKITING

R

REPEAT STEPS 1-4, GRADUALLY C!lANGING TilE ORIGINAL
PICTURE AS MORE INFORMATION IS GAINEt) FROM I<;ACII NEW
SENTENCE, (UKE A MOVIE),
(Mulcahy ct al., 1986, p. 160)

RlDER is a visual imagery strategy that is intended to help students remember the details
of descriptive writing as found in novels or short stories. In terms of introducing this
strateb'Y to II group Mulcahy et al. (1986) suggest that students should be asked to read

II

passage silently. As the studems are reading the teacher asks individuals what they arc
visualizing as they read.
visualization

proces~.

Students may be asked to close their eyes to assist the

The teacher can prompt students by asking them to include more

elaborate details in their description of what they have read. Research has shown this

42

strategy 10 be especially effective for learning disabled students who have difficulty wilh
comprehension and retention of tile details of their reading (Mu1cahy et at. 1986).

SCORER
SCIIEDULE TIME

C

LOOK FOR CLUE WORDS

o

OMITTUE DIFFICULT QUESTIONS
READ CAREFULLY
F.STlMATE ANSWERS

R

REVIEW THE WORK
(Carman & Adams, 1972, p. 210)

The SCORER

stra~egy

was intended 10 help students approach lest taking in a more

systematic way. This strategy can be useful for all students, especially those who are

"compulsive, disorganized, or who lend to panic when in a tcst-taking situation" (Mulcahy
cl al.. 1986, p. 165).

Test pcnormance ;s measured by how well a person recalls

information requested on the test. Olher skills thai can improve test performance include
one's ability to re:'ld and interpret test questions accurately (Smith, 1988), and an
. organized approach to tests (Millman & Pauk. 1969). The SCORER strateb'Y introduces
sludents 10 five skills thai could improve their tcst performance by improving their
organizalion during the test.

These skills include scheduling time properly, doing the

easier questions at the beginning of the test, and checking over the work at the end. The
SCORER strGlcgy is best introduced in a class discussion. Once the need for the strategy

;tas been established with the students. then the strategy can be practicl'd in the context of

SQ3R
SURVEY
Q

QUESTION

R

READ

R

Rl:CITE:

R

REVlEW

{Robinson. 1970)

Francis P. Robinson is credited with developing the most widely known learning stnltegy
intended to improve the effectiveness of study. His initial purpose was In create a reading
stratcb'Y thaI. with practice, would improve reading lime. enable Ihc student In pick out
the main points in the reading, and help the student retain those main points (Robinson,
1970). The strategy which was originally published in his text

1ill1~\l\!Y

in 1941,

Nas made famous because of its high profile use with soldiers in the World War II. SQJR
was used successfully to assist soldiers in more quickly and effcctively mastering the
content of training manuals to fulfill their military duties.

Numerous variations to the

stratet,'Y have appeared since that initial war-time application (Criscoe & Gee. 19H<l; Farris
etal., 1991;Jacobowitz. 1988).

Alley and Deshler (I '.179) proposed that SQ3R should be individualized for every student
who uses it. Mulcahy et aJ. (1986) argued Ihat the strategy would he most useful for

44

slower readers, as it would help them find the main ideas by gleaning information. It has
been determined through research thai study strategies such as SQ3R can assist students'
learning and performance (Haller ct 31., 1988; Robinson, 1970). This improvement in
learning and performance can only manifest itself if certain criteria are mel.

Four

important considerations for the effective instruction of strategies are:
I

Class time should be allotted for guided practice (Rafolh & DeFabo. 1990).

2 Generally. younger studenls will nOI transfer the skills without prompting and guided
instruction (Davis, 1990).
J. Knowledge about strategies is important to effective use and successful transfer
(Pressley cl 31.,1984).
4. Strategy ~se should be automatic [0 be effective (Robinson, 1970).

II is clear that effective strategy instruction should include knowledge about why and
when \0 use the strategy, and be accompanied by sufficient guided practice so that
strategy use will become automatic. Even though the strategy has been taught, younger
students cannot necessarily be cxpl"Cled to tf1U1sfer the use of the strategy to other learning
situations independently.

If strategy instruction is to be effective. teachers should be

aware of the criteria and considerations for instruction and should integrate these
considerntions into their instruction.

Each of the four considerations mentioned here

should be realized if a cognitive approach to study skills instruction is initially 10 succeed.
and if that approach is eventually to help students develop metacognitive awareness. Lack
of success in an instructional cognitive strategy approach might be linked to some problem
with one of the four stated considerations for instruction.

In summary, ntetacognition and the strategy approach to instruction ar~ integral III the
study skills model, Learning HDW 10 /.Lurn, which was dcveloped for this
Research and literature. as summarized here. establish that studen15
metacognitive awareness are more likely to be successful students.

\\oro

th~si5.

d...",·c!t1fl

Knowkdge about

strategies and direct instruction in how and when 10 use strategies improvc one's ability III
use them effedively. Ready-made strategies are useful in that they establish an awareness
of the existence and effC(:tiveness of strategies and meet the needs of specific learning
tasks.

However, studcnts should be guided towards individualizing and modifying

strategies to satisfy their personal learning needs.

Ellcctive instruction of strategies

requires guided practice, students' knowledge about the strategy. cficcti\IC tmnsler. j\lld
automatic use of the strategy.

2.9

CONCLUSION

Children often need direct instruction in the skills of studying. This instruction should take
place in the context of content area curriculum because each subjL'Ct requires its

OWlI

skills. These specific reading and study skills may OOt be as effectively learned in isolation
outside the curriculum. Some

teach~ need

to take more responsibility for the teaching of

strategies and factics for study in content area classrooms. Students should be instructed
in traditional study tactics at a very early school age and these tactics should be rcinforced
throughout schooling, Cognitive learning strategies should be introduced at the grade VI
or VII level to ensure that children are developmentally ready to transfer the skills of these
strategies. Students should be made aware of the factors, outside of their study program.
which can affect their personal success with studying.

These external factors include

motivation, physical environment, and individual1earning style.

McMurry (1909) argued that the desire to work needs to come from within and that
students must work towards taking more responsibility for their academic achicvemcnt.
Although McMurry's work is dated, the opinion remains relevant in 1994.

Teachers

should assist their students in working towards independence in studying by directly
instructing the skills students need to study effectively and independently. An effective
study skills program should impart to students the necessary ski11s for independent school
achicycment in all content areas.

The development of study skills is most effective if

approached as an ongoing process and an integral part of every student's schooling.

In the next chapter methodology of the planning and development of the study skills
model, 1.earning Hml! to 1.earn, is discussed. The outline for the pilot study included in
the deYelopment of the model is also presented. Learning HQII! If' Leum was designed as
an instructional tool to help tcachers introduce their students to a strategy approach to
acquiring study skills. The model was used as a study skills resource by a group of grade
VI science teachers during II six week pilot study that tllok place from March through to
MayoI' 1993. The purpose of the pilot study was to ascenllin thc participants' opinions
regarding lIny difficulties encountered when using this approach in their grade VI science
cf<lsses. These problems would need til be addressed before carrying out a fonnal
evaluation of I.earning Hmv

/(J

I.earn.

'"
3

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OFTHE
STUDY SKILLS MODEL

In this chapter the methodology involved in the planning and dC'o"cloping of the Sludy skills
modd l.am;lIg HtIW /0 lA!tlm will be explained. This mood.

r~arched and wnlh.'n ~~,

the author, is presented in Appendix A. As part orlhe developmcm phase a slIIaU SClklUI·
based pilot study was conducted. The pilot study was intended 10 highlight problem

llTCliS

in the model as reported by classroom leachers. Any necessary modifications would m..>t.'tI
to be addressed before proceeding 10 a large scale program evaluation.

3. J

METHODOLOGY and PROGRAM PLAN

Education research and development is designed to bridge the gop between theury·drivcn
research and educational practice (Borg & Gall, 1989). The primary goal of education

research and development, according to Borg and Gall (1989), is to "take n:scarch
knowl~ge

and incorporate it inlO a product that can be used in the

schools~

(p. 781).

Research is imponant to educational devdopment but is not always practical in tcons of
being a resource for teachers.

However, research conclusion$ and findings can provide

the knowledge and conceptual framework necessary to develop such a resource.

The primary goal of this thesis was the development a new product, a study skills model.
designed to address two separate areas of coneern identified in current education research
and literature. The model developed for this thesis l..earning lIuw ItI Learn, integrates
two relatively new education hypOlheses. The first hYPOlhesis is that cognitive strategies
can be used to improve learning, and the second is that study skills can be directly
instructed in the context of the curriculum.

In this thcsis cducational findings were used to develop a practical tool for our schools. in
accordance with the rcsearch and development process described by Borg and Galt
(1981»)

There are four steps in Borg and Gall's (1989) research and development

process. The first two steps arc addressed in this thesis.

~The

steps of the R&D process

arc usually referred to as the R&D cycle, which consists of studying research findings
pertinent to the product to be developed, developing the product based on these findings,
field testing it in the setting where it will be used eventually, and revising it to correct the
deficiencies found in the field testing stage" (Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 782).

The first step of the research and development cycle involves a review of the current
research in the area. The review of literature and current research, contained in chapter 2,
hi}!.hlightcd the need for a cognitive strategy approach to directly instruct study skills in
conlenl area

clas.~es.

The research findings converged on the following conclusions:

Study skills arc an integral part of academic success, but many students use
study mcthods (Robinron, 1970; Ganz & Ganz, 1990; Grant, 1989).

inetrec~ive

Students are

cOll1monly cxpccted as they mature 10 develop study skills with little or no specific
guidance or instruction (Dickinson & O'Connell, 1990; Nist et aI., 1985).

Effective

cognitive strategy inSlmction call improve academic performance (Pressley et aI., 1984;
Robinson, 1970).

There seems to be a need for a practical resource that will assist

tCllchcrs with the direct instruction of study skills in content areas (Flippo & Caverly,
1991a: NisI ct aI., 1985; Robinson, 1970)

The

s~'Cond

step of Borg and Gall's (1989) research and development cycle dictates that

dc\'clnping the product be based on the findings or the research review. The stuo) skills
model prescnted here integrates the findings or current research and literature as

summarized in chapter 2,

The six wcck pilot sludy was intended co assist in thl.'

development of the study skills model. The opinions ofclassrnom ll.'adwrs ti.ll' wholl1 llw
resource was intended were seen as an essential pan oflhe dl:vc1oprncllt of the model

In the pilot study lhe model was presented to a group of live intel'ested h.:achcrs llf grade
VI science. These teachers were asked to use the model in their science dasses for a
period of six weeks, Before involventent in the pilot slUdy. leacher panicipll11ts llgrel,.'ll W
a personal interview at the end of the six-week period to Slale their opinions of pmblelll
areas encountered. The results of the interviews are included in this thesis II is illlendcd
that future revisions of l.earning How 10 I.earn will incorporate lhe teachers'

.~uggcstl·d

modifications.

The third and fourth steps of the research and developmcnt cycle involve field lesting the
product in the setting for which it is intended and then correcling IIny deficiencies
identified in the field testing. These steps require a large scale e...aluation study, This Iype
of program evaluation was nOI attempted here. However. the infomlation collected in the
pilo! study was intended 10 high1i,glll obvious difliculties wilhin the developnHmt of the
model. Modifications based on this data would be of benelit to the subsequent program
evaluation.

3.2

DEVELOPMENT of/he PRODUCT

The study skills model created for this thesis, Leurning IJmv to 1.l!urn, was intended to be
a practical guide for grade VI science teachers in instructing study tactics and strategies
within a cognitive framework. Research consistently and convincingly shows us that most

students need 10 become proficient in study skills if they can hope to be academically
successfUl (Robinson, 1970; Straw & Rudyk, 1989).

It follows that without direct

instruction in how to study, many students will become disillusioned about their own
ability to study effectively and about the possibility of attaining Ihe academic results they
expect and desire (Simpson & Nist, 1990; Straw & Rudyk, 1989).

l.eurnillK Huw

If)

l.earn was developed by the author to be uscd in conjunction with the

Newfoundland and Labrador grade VI science curriculum. The justification for this model
was based upon a review of the literature and current research on study skills. The short
term goals of this thesis were:
I

to demonstrate through a literature review that the direct instruction of study skills is

')

to demonstrate through a literature review that a cognitive strategy approach to

beneficial,

instruction is an effective approach,
3

to develop a practical model for the direct instruction of study skills which makes use
of a cognitive strateh'Y approach. and

·1

to detect any problem areas as determined through classroom usc of the mode!
l.ellfning How to Learr..

The long term goals are to use the infomlation collected through this thesis to:
I

assist in the implementation of a large scale program evaluation designed to delennine
the effectiveness of the approach presented in Learning Hml' to Learn, and
ultimately develop a practical and effective tool for classroom teachers to use in study
skif1sinstnlction

"
A look at the most current literature in education reveals lhal the strateR" appmadl III
instruction is of primary intercsllo educators today (Ellis.. 1993: Hoock, I9'B. Scrugg." &.

Maslropieri, 1993; V.uras. Uhtinen. Olkinuora. & Saloncn. 1993; Wong.. 19(3). Helping

students work towards increased mct8cognilive awareness. or understanding how th..'Y
leam, appears to be the most innovative and encouraging breakthrough in 5IUdy skills
research in recent history.

This innovation does nOl dismiss the usefulness of more

traditional study tactics. The study skills model developed for Ihis thesis and prescl1lL'd in
Appendix A uses both the tactic and strategy approach 10 instructing study skills;

however. the model emphasizes cognitive strategies

An abundance of strategics are presently available in education literature,

Slime

with

greater merit than others. As students gain in metacognitive awareness, it is important
that they choose strategies with a discriminating eye rather than invest time in a strategy
on the assumption that it will be useful

Of

practical.

The following criteria were adhered to for strategy inclusion in tne study skills model
L~Qming

How to Lam:

I. Good strategies have a specific intended goal and are not intellectually complex so as
to make them complicated ordifficull to use (Pressley, 1986).
2. Good strategies strike a balance between being time efficient and being effective in
Icons of improving perfonnance (Flippo & Caverly, 1991a)
3. Good strategies facililate ready transfer to other academic tasks, making the strategy
most effective for the student (O'Sullivan & Pressley, 1984).
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The lwenty-three strategies presented in I.earni,!/( HIIII' to I.earn came from three
sources, The first group of stfalr,gies was found in current academic journals and texts.
Generally research demonstrated these strategies to be effective in helping students learn
(Rafolh & DcFabo, 1990; Robinson, 1910; Thomas & Robinson, 1982). These strategies
were selected based upon their usefulness in study enhancement. Since the reading level

of these strategies was not always appropriate for a grade VI student this problem had to
be addressed. The second group of strategies included in Ihe model contains modified
versions arthe first group of strategies. The author has reworded these strategies to make
them more appropriate for the curriculum demands and reading level of the average grade
VI science class.

The modified version of each strategy is intended to maintain the

purpose and goal of the orisinal strategy.

Finally, three of the strategies included in

I.earning Hr1ll'10 Learn have been developed by the author in working with individual
students to meet specific needs of the students

The strategies in this third group are

original

The model Learning now to I.earn offers specific guidelines for teachers in how to
introduce and instruct strategies in the classroom. These guidelines, which seem to be of
paramount importance to the success of the metacognitive approach, are based on the
research of Francis Robinson (1970) and Carol Dana (1989).

If these guidelines for

instruction are followed, it is expected thai most studems who eventually learn to use and
self-monitor the effectiveness of strategies will achieve metaeognitivc awareness.

The prescribed method of strategy instruction in I.earning Hnw to Leal'll involves lOur
basic steps. The first step is to establish the need for the strategy with the students. This
can be accomplished by assisting Ihe students in identifYing a problem and determining the

need for a more organized approach to this problt.'l1l. For example. class n:suhs 011 "
recent social studies lest may indicate that several students had difficully rc..'fllCllllx..'ling all
the provinces and capitals. A class discussion regarding this problem may rc.. c.-a! Ihat
students had difticulty with the oomber of pro\;nccs and cities 10 be rcolt.'tI1b!. ed The
second step suggests that teachers modd the chosen slrategy for students in tIl(." CUlItC.·xt
for which it is intended.

For example. the first letter mnemonic liIralegy c{luld he

introduced to demonstrate that the provinces and capitals could be more easily n..-cAlled hy
using the first leiters 10 create a simple. meaningful sentence. The third step sugge!;ls tlml
teachers provide lin opportunity for guided practice in the classroom. This supervised
practicc is intended to circumvent any potential difficulties the studellls might encoullIer
when using the strategy independently. For example students could be asked to creale
their own first leller mnemonic to remember all the conlinents. This activity could he
performed in small mixed.ability groups with lhe teacher available for guidance. Wilh Ihis
b'Uided practice students will be less likely 10 encounter difficulty when usinl.; the strategy
independently. finally, teachers should require independent pnIclicc of lhe strategy in II
relevanl and meaningful contCJlI. For example, students could be asked to use first Icller
mnemonics to help lhem remember the parts of II flower for science homework.

As

always students should be encouraged to modifY strategies to meet their individual net-ods.

Morning Huw 10 Learn is intended 10 be self·cxplanatory.

The study skills modd

includes a straightforward set of h'Uidelines for the instruction of stratcgies in the
classroom. The model includes a comprehensive table of conlents. and its physical layout
is intended for easy reference.
following topics:

The model, Learning 11m" to J.earn. includes the

•

Study tactics

NOletaking
Skimming and Scanning
Writing Summaries

SlUdy tactics which are individual study techniques are presented in chapler 2 of the
model. Although these tactics are individually limitett in tenns of usefulness, they are
necessary skills for developing a strategic plan in studying. Teachers and students need 10
know these tactics which will help them in using the strategies presented in chapter 4 of

I.curning How to Lcorn. These tactics, which recur in the lilerature as being wonhy of
lcaching, arc considered prcrequisite skills for using the more complex strategies included
in the modcl

•

Mctacognilion

Cognitive Sirategies
Instruclion ofCognitive Strategies
Two Models for Teaching Strategies
Achieving Metacognitive Awareness

Cognitive strategies are the cenlra! theme of uorning How to Utuft.

The terms

metacognilive awareness &1'd cognilive strategies are defined and put in thc conlCK! of
their use within !Loming H"w to Utlm. For each individual strategy some suggestions
are presented under the heading Suggestions for Instruction. The two general teaching
procedures included in the model are intended to be used as specific guidelines for
instructing strategies because they represent an effective approach to strategy instruction
(Oana, 1989; Robinson, 1970). During the initial information session teachers involved in
thc pilol siudy were introduced to the prescribed in!>1ructional approach.

The four categories of cogniti\'e

strategie~

presented in chapter

~

uf I..'urni,,}.:

/lOll' til

Learn are-

•

Study Strategies

Organization
ChaplerAllack
Remembering
Test Taking

Within each of the four general strategy areas there arc several specilic strategies
presented in I.earnin/(

I/Oll'

trJ I.earn.

Each strategy and its purpose is described, aIling

with specific suggestions that may assist instruction. There is an overview displaying eaeh
slrategy as it can be presented to students.

Where appropriate. the strategy is

lIls11

presented in a mod!fied fonn to make ilmore prnctical for a gradll VI science student In
most cases the modifications are simply changes to the wording of the Slraw£,.v so

ilS

til

make the reading level more appropriate for the average grade Vi studcnt. The nmdilied
strategy is imended 10 serve the same general purpose as that of the original strategy
Each strategy is aJso listed in alphabetical order and presented in thaI order on

,Ill

individual page at the back of l.earning 11mI' to I.earn. This will allow the teacher the
option of presenting the stratCb'Y as a one·page handout for the studcnts

Most of the strategies included in l.eaming

Hm~

If}

l.eurn were demonstrated through

research to be effective in helping students achieve improved learning (Carman & Adams,
1972; Dana, 1989; Rafoth & DeFabo, 1990; Robinson, 1(70)

Several of th.... strategies

found in the literature were modified to meet the specific demands of the Addison-Wesley
grade VI science curriculum. The integrity of these strategies remains intact because the
intended purpose of the strategies remains the same. In most cases the modifications arc
solely in Ihe wording of the strategy so as to make them morc suitable for an average

"
grade VI student. The three original strategies which are included were developed by the
author

\0

meet the needs of individual students, There are as many as five strategies

included in each of the study categories. The number of strategies is intended to provide
sufficient options for the classroom teacher in meeting the varied needs of the students.

Included in the model are four appendices which provide further activities for lhe teacher

10 use in introducing the concept of study skills with students, Appendix A presents a list
of twenty-two vocabulary words commonly encountered on essay type tests.

The

vocabulary words have precise meanings and many students would benefit from
instruction in these words, Appendix B describes three poetic devices to aid memory.
Rhyme, rhythm and grouping can be successful memory cues for some students
Appendix C is a self-report survey whieh addresses personal study environment.
I\pJlCndix D. the last appendix. is a more general self-report survey to stimulate thought
about study habits and learnin!; style

In the next chapter of this Ihesis the school·based pilot study is discussed. Specifically the
chapter includes infonnation about the purpose, the teachers. the interviews, and the
interview responses of the pilot study.

'<7

4

SCHOOL-BASED PILOT STUDY

In this chapter the school-based pilot S1udy is pr~nlcd in live sct:tions

In Ihc lirst

section the purpoS(' of Ihe pilot study. how thc study fits imo Borg and Gall's (IIJS'I)
research and development cycle. and the pilot S1udy's limitations are di~ssed Next. the
organization of lhe pilot study is brieOy outlined.

Following this section is infom13l;on

about the leachers who panic:ipated in the pilot study and about Ihc rcaron:;; they wcr:'
chosen fOf inclusion.

The final two sections include the interview questions and the

responses that were collected.

4.1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this thesis was Ihe development of a practical resource for ICllching study
skills. Borg and Gall (1989) descrihe education research and development

:IS

the bridge

between research knowledge and the development of practical resources for It."ilching and
learning.

The four steps of Borg and Gall's (1989) research and dt..'Veiopmenl cycle

include studying research findings related to the topic, developing

<I

product with lhl...~

findings, field testing the product, and revising the product to correct deficiencies. The

first two S1eps of the cycle are addressed in this lhesk The small school-based pilol study
was included as part of the second step, developing the product.

The infomullion

gathered in this school-based pilot study will be used to eliminate the diITiculti(.'S reporh.:d
by the teachers involved before a large scale evaluation occurs.

The purpose of the pilot study was simply 10 determine the participants' opinions tlbOUI
the problem areas and strcngth~ of the teaching model I.l!urninf: I/ml)
achieving this purpose, teachers were asked

I.earn

In

to report their opiniotUi on

the

f(l

"
appropriateness of using cognitive strategies to direcdy teach study skills in gnde VI
science. Teachers were questioned regarding whel~r or not they belie~"ed the strdlc!:,'y
approach to instruction

was a practical tool for classroom instl'\lClion.

about the pmbabilit)' thai they would continue to use these ideas in
!It.'1:t!

They were asked

fu(ur~

and about the

fOf teaching study skills direclly in the context of conlent areas.

The information reponed in this school-based pilol study is limited fot three reasons.
First. a very select sample of five volunteer teachers was involved in the pitol study.
These teachers allllcknowledged the need to leach study skills. The attitude of this group

of teachers may nOI accurately represent the attitudes of al1 teachers with regard 10 the
neet! for study skills instruction.

Accordingly, these teachers cannot be considered

rcpr::sent8live of the population of teachers as a whole,

This sample was selected

deliberalely. It was reasoned Ihat, if a small number of interesled volunteers had difficulty
instructil13 lhe model, major changes would be necessary before a large scale program
evalualion with a representative sample of leachers could lake place.

Seeond. every

participating leacher was instructed in the required method of teaching Slrategies in their
classrooms.

Although anecdotal repons of the teachers' classroom instruClion were

collccll.:d there was no direct monitoring of their use of L~urninl: HiM'
classroom.

(0

uam in the

Accordingly, the information reponed in the interviews constilules

participanls' e."pressed opinions regarding the difficulties and strengths of the model as
they perceived them. No linn conclusions can be drawn regarding the teachers' actual use
of lhe modd in lheir classrooms. The third limitation is that dala collection in lhis pilot
study

WIIS

beCllUSC

Jillllied to semi·structured personal interviews. Interviews are subject to bias

of thc potential for respondents to be eager to please the interviewer, as well as

bias trom the inlcrviewer's lendency to seck out answers that suppon preconceived

.'i')

nolions (Borg & Gall, 1989). In looking at bias. il is importsnl III consider that the pilll!
study was intended 10 be informal. AJllhe teachers involved in lhe pilol wen:

('01lc.1~ul'S

of the author. One of the reasons lhey were approached to participate in the stud)' tva."
that they had a positive working relationstjp with the author. It was n'asonl..'tl tMt lhis
group of people would have been willing to offer suggestions for impf{lvcn~nts to assist
the author in developing the model. Overall, the!e three limitatiolls in lIlethodolug,)' were
considered acceptable given that the purpose of the pilot sludy was simply !II iJclIfil}'
obvious difficulties with the instruction of {.earni,,}: UOII' 10 {.xu",.

4.2

THE TEACHERS

In Februa.y. 1993, thirteen grade VI science leachers from SC\'"(,.'fI sdlOOls wc:rc asked III he
involved in the implementation of l..earning HftltllfIl.Cf"n in their classes. Inilial eUllt;tct
was made with each school's principal by lelephane or in person c:\:plaining lhe JlUfJKlSC uf
the program. This initial contact was augmented by II fol1ow.up h.1ter. I-"olluwing this
contact a letter was forwarded to each of the original thirtccn teachers 10 furthl.,.. explain
the project and to allow Ihem

(0

conlirm or rejecl commitment.. ')crmission for !cacher

involvement was granted by a letter from the Roman Catholic Schoo' Board ror SI John's,
in St. John's, Newfoundland. All the teachers contacted for involvemcnl in the study work
with this school board and have at one lime been colleagues of Ihe author. The leachers
were chosen for inclusion because of their perceived or expressed interest in lcaching
siudyskills

The thineen leachers who were approached included eight female teachers and live male
Five !~achers showed an interest in Ihe program but declined involvement because of
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personal or professional commitments. Two teachers did not respond to the request and
could nol be reached by telephone. Six teachers expressed interest in participating in the
program; however, one teacher reversed this dttision afterwards. The five teachers who
eventually were involved in the school-based pilol study incl:.Jded three women and two

men. The live teachers were from three urban schools. one suburb, and one rural school.
In terms oftcaching experience, the range was from one to twenty-eight years. One lIlale

teacher was in his second year of teaching.

One female teacher who had five years

teaching experience some time ago, had re-enterecl the profession that year.

Two

teachers, one mate and onc female, had more than ten years teaching experience. Finally,
one femalc teacher who was also an administrator, had twenty-eight years of experience
"lithe teachers involved stated their interest in improving their students' ability to study.
Only one of tliC teachers involved reported any prior knowledge about melacognition or
the strategy approach to instruction.

4.3

ORGANIZATION

In March of 1993 the teachers participated in

II

one-hour information session which dealt

with the philosophy and instruction of this model. At that time teachers were given a copy
of J.eorninl: Hml' 10 Learn, presented in bound handbook form. The purpose of the onehour session was to inform teachers about the metacognitive approach to lea,;hing study
skills and to explain to them in detail the procedure for introducing strategies in their
classroollls. The teachers were also informed that I.earning How

(0

Learn was nOI

intended to be used in isolation, but rather it should be used as a resource for teaching the
science curriculum. They were encouraged to use the ideas of the model as a tool for
tcaching study skills in conjunction with the work of their scicncc classcs. During the

<>'

information session the leachers were given the author's hnmc and work lc!cphIWl'

numbers and they were encouraged to call if there were any prohlems Of IIUCSlIUliS

The live teachers were asked 10 begin using LearninG 1If111' to Lellrn in their classes in

March of 1993. All teachers received a letter during each of Ihe six wL'Cks Ill' Ihe pillll
encouraging them 10 contact the author if Ihey had any questions or dillicullics. 111 llll'
three telephone communications received by the author the teachers indicalcd Ihal they
slud~'

skills outlined

in Learning Huw to Learn but they wanted to discuss spedtie concerns

One Icacher

were successfully directing their science lessons towards teaching the

wanted to use the model for curriculum areas other limn science and was concerned th;lt
this might not be appropriate to the pilot study. The teacher was encouraged 1\1 use the
ideas across the curriculum.

The second teacher

c.~prcsscd

wnccrn 111m the model

contained an overwhelming number of strategies and that aller four wceks only lwo
strategies had been introduced to the class. The teachcr was remindcd that the pilot

WllS

only intended to gather teacher opinion and thllt the strategies shnuld he used at n
comfortable pace.

The third teacher was concerned because grade VI scicll\;e

Wil.~ 01

subject she taught outside her homeroom. This teacher was convinced lhat her homeroum
students in grade VII would benefit more from the usc urthe model than would her grade
VI science students. This teacher was encouraged to continue using the model with the
grade VI science students and to uyto work with the grade VII students if possible

For the purpose of program development semi-structured, per~nal interviews were
conducted in May of 1993.

At this time, the teachers reportedly had bl,.>t:n using the

program in their science classes for a total of six weeks. The rcsuhs of the interviews arc
presented and discussed in detail in the last two sections of this chapter.

4.4

THE INTERVIEWS

Allhc cnd ()rthe six-week pilot study, the author interviewed cach teacheT individually

with a set of fouTtcen questions, Teachers received the questions one week prior to their
interview. The primary purpose of these interviews was to have the teachers report Ihe
dinicultics and strcnb1hs of the model as they enCOUniered them in the sil( week period

The interview questions and Ihe teachers' responses are included in the neKI section.

Personal interviews are one of several possibilities for !lathering infOmJ3lion. The author
l,;hosc to interview because
I

orlne three benefits outlined by Borg and Gall (1989)"

Interviews allow direct verbal interaction with the participams

This inteTaction allows for immediate feedback and can potentially increase the clarity
of the
J

rcsponse~

·rhe interview silUation can allow for greater depth of response and q'lestioning

Imcrvicws are limitc:d and have disadvantages as well as advantages.

Two primary

dkluvantages of interviews arc that they are an easier tool to use than tile admini3tration
of

<I

test, consequently, it is tempting to usc an interview when another method of

gallu~ring

information might be more appropriate.

Also the interactions between the

interviewer and the respondent arc subject to bias from both perspectives (Borg & Gall,
1')89)

As the pilol study

lVa~

intended to be infonnal, the cautions about interviewing

highlighted by Borg and Gall (1989) were not viewed as significant.

Once the deeision was made to use personal interviews, consideration had to be given to
the thmmt of and 'luestions for these interviews. Borg and Gall (1989) offered much
advice in lemlS of preparing and conducting an interview. The use of an interview guide

was recommended to organize the questions. the sequence of tluestilJn~. and opening ;lIld
closing !.'tIidelines for the interviewer. From the suggested stmclUrcd.

~cmi-SlrUcltl1'l'(l OT

unstructured interview framework, the author chose a scmi·struclllred approach llir Ihe
interviews and the interview questions to attain a reasonable amQunl ()f ohjl.'ClivilY :md gel
a lhorough understanding of the respondents' opinions.

The intOn11Ution from the

interviews was hand recorded even though this procedure could po!cnlinlly inhibit
communication. The author was concerned thaI taping the interviews might inhibit lhe
respondents. Video or audio taping can change the interview situalion in Ihal rcspondcllls
may be reluctant to respond freely.
respondents were informed that their

As recommended by Borg and Gal! (1"1(1)) lhe
respon~ would

be anonymously reponed in group

form. The author also considered it imponant to forward the interview questillns onc
week in advance of the interview to help respondents fct'l at case wilh the qucstions
finally, on completion of the interview session, each teaclJ<:r was asked 10 read the rl.'Clml
of his or her interview 10 ensure accurate recording of the leachers' responses

The semi-!C>truetured interviews, each conductcd individually, wcre compriseu

or fourteen

questions. The questions were administered in the following fixed order'
1

Is study skills instruction needed in the classroom?

2. Are you more confident in your ability to instrucl study skills <IOcr

u,~ing

J.e/lrning

HOlI'tol.carn?
Is the metacognitive approach a practical and useful tool in the classroum')
4. In general, were grade VI students ready for cognitive strategies?
5

Did sludents benefit from direct instruction in stuUy skills as presented in /.earning

6

Has using this model in science classes'

How to Learn?

made t~ching more efficient?
made teaching less efficient?
made no difference to progress?
7. Were you able to integrate the ideas of the Sludy skills model into the science
curriculum successfully'! What problems did you encounter?
8. Would this model be effective if taught outside of the curriculum. that is. taught in
i~tation?
I)

Were modifications to the strategies necessary, ifw, were they useful?

10. Are there specific areas of the model that need improvement?
II. Were you satisfied with the quality and amount of inservice provided?
12.

I~

this approach appropriate oUlside science classes?

13. Were you satisfied wilh the organization of Learning HoII' to l~ellrn?
14. Will you continue to use the ideas of this model for sludy skills instruction in fui;.;re?

In the ne:<t section of this thesis the specific responses of the te.1ehers during the
interviews are presented. The lcachers' responses are presented verbatim. Also given fOf
each question is a summary of the information reported by the teachers.

4.5

THE RESPONSES

The responses to the in\erview queslions included here represent the verbatim recordin~
by the author during the interviews with the five teachers. Iran idea was unclear as it was
recorded in the interview the author added clarifying words to ensure tl1at the intended
meaning of each statement was clear. These added words are clearly encased in brackets
to separate thent ITom the interview recordings. Each individual teacher is identified by a

leiter of the alphabet Specifically the teachers are identified by the IcHers A. 13. C. D. and
E. in addition to the individual responses. a summary of these responses is included for

each question.

I) Is study skills instruction

n~ded

in the classroom?

Teacher A'

Yes, these skills will show improvement in all other areas

Teacher 8:

Of course, we take too much for granted in temlS of how children ,LfC
prepared to study independently. It's just not realistic.

Teacher C:

Yes, from grade IV and up. Il's [sll:dy skills instruction isj probahly nllt
appropriate in the primary grades

Teacher D:

Absolutely. no question about it

Teacher E'

Yes. definitely

The teachers reported that study skills instruction is nccded in thc classroom.

2) Are you more confident in your ability to teach study skills lifter

usin~

Learning How tn Learn?
Teacher A:

Ohyes, immensely. I had no idea how to study mysclfuntil about my 4th
year of university. Nobody taught me how to study. So how could J teach
others?

Teacher 8

This handbook has improved my leaching. Wl' [the class and II hllVC
enjoyed using it, but six weeks wasn'llong enough to really get into it
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Teacher C

Definitely, this made me aware that how J was teaching study skills in the
past, [itJjusl wasn't efficient. I need more lime to work with these ideas
mysel(

Teacher 0:

I feel a Jilt!e more confiden!. I would need a longer time 10 gain confidence
wilh ml:13cognilion, it's an intimidating word. You need to be really

organized to usc a mctacognitivc approach, and this was difficult with the
science program. We (teachers] avoid study skills like the plague - we
don't know how to study ourselves or how to leach studying.
Teacher E:

This is my first exposure to teaching study skills. I feel better
have something to follow, a

reSOl..fCe,

ROW

thai I

There is not enough guidance for

tcaching study skills in the curriculum.

AU the Icachers reponcdly gained some confidence in their ability 10 teach study skills
while using I,corning How ttl I.earn

J) Is the mctacognitive approacb a practical and userul tool in the classroom?

Teacher 1\:

J think it is practical. and it [Ihe metacognitive approachJ goes outside the
boundaries of science. You need to teach it [study skills] hand in hand
witlj the content, It really works to integrate study skills into Ihe
cumculum.

Teacher B

Definilely at the grade VI level with all the emphasis on co-operative
learning. making sure the kids see where they are going, taking ownership
and responsibility for their learning. Now 11'1.' are doing the chapter

I,'

IUXl!fhl!r

instead of lilt' teaching

tht'm

the charter.

I.earni,,}: 111111' to l.cUrN

helps them to become independent learners
Teacher C:

Yes. although it depends on lhe group of children. If would toe greal III
begin the year with this approach. My CXpccllIlions would have hl:cn
higher; 1 wouldn't have spuon-fcd them so much. I didn't give the children

enough responsibility earlier in the year, and nnw it's tHIrd \0 welm them
from this dependency
Teacher D:

It is useful, but nol for every student. Bright and avcrngc kids lJcnclilcd.
but the slower children needed much more modeling than was reasonable in

the classroom. This approach does make all slUllenls beller organized. It
would have been greal for me to have known these strategies when I was
in schooL

Teacher E:

I think it's appropriate, especially for the 10-15 studenls fin my c1<lssl whll
could really grasp the concepts. Kids who have difficulty reading the text
can'l be expected to be independent with study skills.

In general the teachers considered the metacognitive approach

10

be a practicllI and useful

tool in the classroom. However, some orlhe teachers reported that strategies might have
limited usefulness for students with below average intelligence or reading ability

4) In general. were your grade VI students ready for cognitive strdle~ies?
Teacher A·

Strategies are definitely age appropriate if taught in conjunction with the
curriculum. At grade VI students need concrete examples of how to apply
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spccificsludy skills-teachers need tomakeit concrete or pertinent to

what they are doing in class and it will work
Teadler U:

Yes, they were ready. The kids easily transferred whallhey were JeaminA;
to do [in study skillsJ in science to their other subjects. Even younger
students would benefit from this approach

Tcacher C
Teacher D

Grade VI students arc dP.finitely old enough
Yes, they're not babies. They arc looking for something more challenging.
Some aspects of this handbook could even be used illihe lower gradeslike split-page notctaking

Teacher E

II would be good to introduce strategies at the grade IV or V leveL Kids
will do more with more {being] expected oflhem. We need to fOSler
independence in study and organization - the earlier the better

Grade VJ students were considered old enough to be introduced to cognilive strategies.
Some teachers suggested that younger students in the elementary grades might also benefit
from Ihisapproach.

S) Did students benefit from direct instruction in study skills as presented in
I.earning How ((} I.earn?
Teacher A

They NEED it , not juse benefit from it, If you want to go skating, first
you have to learn how CO skate' We can't expect them to study without
leaching them how Ito study}.

reacher 13:

I already knew thaI they needed it. A lot of what we have been doing al
the school board level. at the Department [of Education], and reading in

the current literature advocates more

empha~is

on helping childrcllll1

understand the process, not just lake in Ihe canteR!
Teacher C:

Definitely yes! The interested students really benefited. It improvl."1.l my
teaching and gave me ...'.' ideas. I used it [I.ctlrning

111111'

to 1,(·tlrnl in

my other subjects as well.
Teacher D'

Yes. and Ihis idea should be followed up on in II school-bascd formal

a~

part of resource-based leaming. Right nol'l most teachers arc 1101 rrerarcd
to teach study skills because they don't knol'l what is expected llfthem
Teacher E:

I think they will benefit over time. Students will still do their llwn thing.
but atieasl now they have options. The development of study skills 11:Is In
be an ongoing process This handbook makes students more aware Ilrthc
tactics

fhey{'~"

use.

Most of the teachers reported that their students needed andJ(lr bcnelitcd Irum dil\::cl
instruction in study skills as presented in l.elJ ..ning HfllI' 1(1 I.cllm. Howcvcr. nnly nne
teacher elaboratcd on what these benefits might be.

6) Has using this model in science classes
made teaching more efficient?
• made leaching less efficienl?
• made no difference fa progress?
Teacher A

More efficient. I can't keep up with them now' It definitely didn't slow me
down; in facti had to slow myself down. Most of my studcnts arc a lesson
ahead of me now. By taking their own notes from the text my students

10

were able to master many of the concepts on their own. Now they have
not-:5 thai make sense 10 them. Il'sgreat!
Teacher B:

More efficient. It helps the tcacberbecome more organized; Ihis helps
instruction to be more organized. Some might argue that it lakes more
time, but it's definitely beneficial.

Teacher C:

More efficient. J like tbis approach. It makes me more aware of how I am
Icaching. But you really need student co-operation to try something new.
My students have a lot of trouble with the science concepts; so it wasn't the
best subject for me to introduce something new.

Teacher 0:

Made teaching less efficient. I saw my teaching really slowing down in an
cffor1 to make things more clear. Yet I can see the logic of kids having EO
learn Ito differentiate for themselves] what is important and what's not
important. Being speedy is not necessarily being successful.

Teacher E:

More efficient. We have more time for class discussion, we can diverge
from the book more· the book is not the only tool available.

Most teachers reported that using a metaeognitive approach for sludy skills instruction in
science classes Illadt: their teaching time more effICient.

7) Were you able to integrate tbe ideas of Learning How /() Learn info the
science curriculum successfully? \Vhat problems did you encounter?
Teacher A:

No problems. I modified my teaching. Chapter attack for the beginning of
a chapler, Sf:ORER for tests, and students took split page notes on each

11

sectionbeforeltaughtil. lusedthesethreeidcas8cmssthllCUIT1Cnillm

very smoothly.

Teacher B

Yes; no problem. [know that they have internalized the infllnnatinn
because my sludel\ts seem more aware of how to prepare tor a test tll.'Causc
of FORCES. They're asking me questions I've never heard from Ihel1l

before. like "What is lhe fomlal ofthetcs\'!" and "Are lhcreany sectinnsnf
the chapter wc: can leave out?" Theyaredefinitclymorcawarc
TeachcrC:

I used the ideas for social studies more than for scienccbecause thescicllcc

was slower going, and the children had a lot oftrollble wilh the scieocc
concepts. Also I found that you couldn't spend 100 l"ng on cMlllcr allnck
or the kids would get bored.

Teacher D:

Summary writing is a soohisticatcd, challenging concept for gmdc VI
students. They can do it but you need to monitor what you expect thCIllIO
summarize. Summary writing in science is too difficult. II woold be more
approprialein Language Arts.

Teacher E:

My science group wasn't my homeroom class. Science i~ a subject teaching
assignmem for me. I cculd only introduce the concepts to them during the
assigned science periods. and this was a problem. I had more success in
rnyown classroom, in other subjects [language arts. social slUdics, religion]
because I used the ideas across the curriculum and I could introduce them
more naturally. r think it's reatty important to be able to use these ideas
right across the cumculum,nOljust inane subject

All the teachers reponed tlla! the strategy approach can be easily integrated into the
curriculum, but most considered tllat science may not be the best subject for this
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integration,

This is because, according to the teachers, learninfl the concepts of the

science curriculum is difficult for some children and introducing sophisticated strategies to
this curriculum may be inappropriate.

8) Would this model be

8S

effective if taught outside of the curriculum. tbat is.

tllught in isolation?
Teacher A

No, you have to introduce study skills as students do the content work.

Maybe iflhe kids were older you could leach study skills as a separate
course, but not at the grade VI level.
Teacher B"

No, study skills instruction can be done, and is most often done, in

isolation. But it can't be effective that way. Guidance counselors do study
courses all the lime; but when instruction isn't practical to students, it
doesn't have meaning. When you're helping students do something better,
something which they already want to, or have to do, it works. For
example if they havc a lcst, they have to study. You introduce them to
FORCES and it helps thcm 10 study in a belter, more organized way, The
next time Ihe>'11 want 10 use FORCES again. We have to think of
ourselves as facilitators rather than teachers.
Teacher C:

No, I can't see how that would work at all. Kids would just see it as more
work. Kids need to see why they are doing something; they need to see
how they will benefit J used split page notes in giving notes to my class.
The notes were better organized for study and kids saw the benefit of Ihis
organization.

7.'

Teacher D:

No, these ideas reaJly have to be part and parcel ofyour

Ic~ching so

Ihal

students can see the transfer across the curriculum casily If the ideas weTI.'

presented in isolation fhey WQuid be less useful You'd l!al'c to lie lhem ill
with the curriculum somehow.

Teacher E:

Yes. it could work if you had one period a cycle lor study skills The skills
introduced in that period would have to be integrated acrnss the

curriculum. worked ;nlo the curriculum somehow

Most teachers reported that this approach would no! be as clleclivc if it were 1<Iuglll in
isolation, According to these teachers, for grade VI students

ltl

usc strategies cllcclivcly

they need to see the relevance of using a strategy through a concrele example in the
contcxtofthecurnculurn.

9) Were modifications 10 Ihe strategies necessary; if so, were Ihey useful'!
Teacher A

I didn't modify the strategies and the students didn't either

Teacher B:

Student were encouraged to modifY to suit themselves. Some sludenl were
able 10 modifY and olhers took the information as verbalim. licIt il bcsl
ensure my students understood that this was a process and they had to
make it work for themselves. They (the sludents! did modi(v

Teacher C:

There was no need to modify. These strategies were approprialc for use

Teacher 0:

My students were very rigid in using the strategies, very lileral in thdr

with the science curriculum.

interpretations. Once they understood why they were using the strategy

\(I
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they were less pre-occupied with ils literal interpretation. No! all students
wantcdto use the strategies.
Teacher E:

No, there was no need to modify further

According to four OUI of five teachers,
rrcscntc~ in I.cumin/! flm", 10 Lcorn.

there was no need to modify the slrlltegics
Only one teacher reported that students were

encouraged 10 modify the strategies and apparently did so independently.

10) Arc there specific areas of tbe model thai need improvement?
TC<lchcr A:

No improvements. It was really organized, easy to read. easy to reference.
Jt was great to have the strategies as one page hand-outs.

Teacher 13:

No. il was teacher friendly. The format was easy to read, and the

appropriate strategies wefe easy to choose because oflhe organization.
Having so many strategies to choose fT"m was a bonus. I look forward to
Iryingotherstmtegies.
reacher C:

Yes. llVould have preferred to have the strategies at the back [of the
handbook] organized by category rather than in alphabetical order. Also it
would have been beller to have those strategies listed at the front instead of
the back for easier reference.

TClicher D:

Yes, it would have been good to have overheads of each of the strategies.
This would make it easier and fasler for a teacher 10 use the strategies in
the classroom. 1feel the strategies should be displayed in the classroom all
th~

time· maybe on posters.

Teacher E:

The handbook was easy 10 read and usc, but it was only a r~S\lIll'CC liJr,hl'
teacher. II would be great to have a small corrr.sponding handbouk li.lr
SlUdcnts. This could be used to educate parents III ways Ihal they can hdp
their children at home. Many of these children go home with luelllllp1cte
notes and may nOI fully understand tht: slrategy thaI has becn
introduced. A handbook would help Ihcm recall whal lias ht'Cn discllssed
in class more accurately and would assisl thcir parents in helping 'hem.

The teachers' suggestions for improvements 10 tearning Htlll' to /.1'/"" inclIHled
improving the referencing of the model, supplying overheads uf each of the strategies ttl
assist with introducing them in class and providing a small lmndhook intcm.k-d li.lr parCHts
10 usc with IheirchiJdrenal home.

11) Were you satisfied with the amount lind fJuulity of the inservicc Ilrovidcd?

Teacher A:

A longer time to discuss and look at lile stratcgies would have been hellefmaybe do some work with Ihe text and have limc 10 discuss the individual
strategies as a group.

Teacher B:

I could have used this book withuut any inscrvicc. BccmlSC of the laYIlul
orlhe handbook, the in service didn't need to be lengthy. Thc nnly benefit
of more inservice would be less reading for me atlcrwards

Teacher C:

I wasn't prepared. When teachers left the inservicc they should havc heen
ready 10 use the handbook in their classrooms. It was a 101 of material 10
cover independently. I would have liked 10 go through a science unit with
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the other teachers to see how they would use the handbook in their

classroom!:.
TCilchcr U

The handbook was very comprehensive; it could be used independently
without any iM.ervice. (AJ teachUs time is precious. II's difficulllo give
up any time for inservicc.

Teacher E'

I gained an awful 101 of information from the inscrv;cc. II would have been
good to go thrt>ugh a lesson in science and <.ee how you Lthe author] would
have introduced the strategies.

The leachers reponed differing needs in terms of the amount and type of information
nceded to implement the olOdel in their classrooms

Three of the teachers reported that

Ihey would have benefited from more guided practice with the strategies as a group. They

suggested thaI it would have been beneficial to cover a science lesson or unil using to
1.(!Urning How I.eam as a :;roup. Two oflhe teachers reported

lhallh~

model was very

comprehensive and sufficiently self-explanalOry. These leachers rep'3rted that the format
and length of the information session was suitable.

12) Is .his approach nppropria'e outside your science classes?
Teacher A.

Yes. it's appropriate for any subject It makes you more organized.

Teacher U

Yes. it would be useful in all the content areas especially language arts and

Teacher C

Certainly. yes, llithe strategy approach} would work well wilh any study

math

sllhjcct like science or social studies, .~robably not malh though. In the
old~r

grades there wouid probably be more appropriate subjects.

"
I;\ll~tla~l'

Teacher 0:

It's probably least appropriate in science and ITlUTe llppHlpri:IIC in

Teacher E:

These ideas arc even belief for social Sludil,.'S.lao!!uagc art~ <lod hcallh

The metacognitivc approach as presented in

l~urni"K

11m..

((1

J.•'um

Willi

cunsi\lo.·n:d

appropriate to many curriculunl areas

tJ) Wcre you satisfied with the organization of I.eurni";.:

you have any

su~~estions

Teacher A

Yes, everything was greal

Teacher B:

It was a greal teacher tool, easy to find information,

Teacher C:

More cross-referencing would have been useful.

Teacher D:

1/(l1l' ttl

I.cum'! 1)0

for improvemcnl!

c:ts~'

10 usc the idc:IS

It was easy 10 read. There was nothing canh.shatteringly new hen:. hut it
was put together in such a concise. organiZed fashion thai I could get til

the meal of the information quickly.
Teacher E:

An index Illhe back would have helped. I'm usually in II rush. so ii's

importanl ror me 10 have things easily referenced.

The teachers reported that the organization or l..f!urninK JIm" to I.curn
could have been improved by more extensive cross-referencing.

Wll..~

good IXlI
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14) Will you continue Co use the ideas of this model for stud}' skills instruction
in future?
Teacher A

I know I will, and other tcachers in my school are interested in usinB it

because the children arc talking about the strategies in their other classes
Teacher B

I look forward to using it further with my students. I know that these ideas

arc beneficial to myslUdents.
reacher r

Definitely, it was excellent. I'm already using it myself ~ for my own notcs
and study personally and with my cllildren at home. I'm looking forward
to starting a new school year with a new group of students

Teacher [).

I'll be really rcady for September.

TC'lchcr EYes. ofcoursc. In thirteen years oflcaching, this handbook is the only
thing I've been handed about study skills that was substantial.

All the teachers involved in the pilot study reponed that they intend to continue using the
metacognitive approach 10 teaching study skills in their classrooms

In general. the rcsults of Ihe interviews indicate that leachers were. apparently. very
positive about teaching study skills in their classrooms using a metacognitive approach.
and an live teachers reponed that Ihey intend to continue to use the ideas of Learning

HoII'

til

Learn in luture. All teachers involved said that there was some improvement in

their own abil!t), to teach study skirts after they had used the model.

There was a

consensus that study skills do need to be taught across the curriculum by grade VI or
earlier. Only t\\O teachers reponed that the metacognitive model, Learning How to
Learn. was entirely appropriate for the science curriculum.

However, there were no

problems encountered with the implementation of the metilcognili\'e appronch but there
were problems with using th's approach with the science curriculum

Althou!!-h the 1l11ldc1

was intended to be self-explanatory. two teachers said that the one-hour inser\'ice WilS IlIlt
sufficient to prepare them 10 use the model in their dassroon,s. SUllie

de.\;rl~

of mndcliu&

of the strategies was suggested as a possiblt improvement for tIll' inlonnation scssi\lII
There were also suggestions for improving the model's referencing, addillg a student
handbook, and including overheads of each of the strategies preseHtNi.

One teacher

commented that metaeognition was an intimidating word. but all the lcachers involved
seemed to understand the process of instructins cognitive stnltcgies
that in thirteen years of teaching. J.ellrninx

HilII'

One teacher llIlted

to I.(!/trn was the onl)· suhswntial

resource tool she had been given in the area ofSlUdy skills. It is also interesting that three
of the teachers communicated their personal feclings ofinadequlley in the arca

Ilf studying

and commented on how useful this model would have been to them personally when they
were students themselves,

8U

5

CONCLUSIONS

In keeping with the steps of Borg and Gall's (1989) education research and develol>menl
cycle, conclusions arc drawn from three sources. The first group of conclusions is based

on the review of current lileralUre and research, the second sct is based on the
development or the study skills model, and the third Sci is based on the pilot study which
was conducted as part of the development of the model

The following conclusions are based on the review of currenl literature and research,
prcscntoo in chapler 2. The primary conclusion from the literature reviewed in this thesis

is that lhe cognitive-strategy approach seems to be an effective and practical tool for
inslmclion,

The second conclusion is that there seems to be a need for the direct

instruction orsludy skills in the context orthe curriculum, nnd that this instruction appears
to bc Ihe responsibility of every teacher in every classroom.

Third, many teachers

recognize the need to instruct sludy skills; however, Ihey may not be teaching these skills
hecnuse they nmy Jack knowledge in the area and may not have the ner;:essary resources.
I"hus, teacher cducntion programs should place more emphasis on cognition and
mctClcognition as well as their instruction

Conclusions can also be drawn from the development of the study skills model Learning
/lOll' til

J.earn.

The first conclusion is that there is a plethora of strategi<;:s currently

available in education texts and journals thai are readily accessible to most teachers.
Thc~e

strategies seem suitable for many areas including enhancing study skills,

The

sccond conclusion from the development of the model is that the strategies found in
current literature needoo modification to ensure that they meet the needs and the reading
level appropriate for grade VI science. These modifications Me easily executed. Third.

~1

nOI all strategies have been demonstrated through resc<lrch W

facililllt~·

11'ar1\in~

Furthennore. not all suategies are appropriate or llseful in the claSSn1ll1l1. ollen. htlwc'·er.
this caution is not contained in the literature for leachers. Thus.

tl'achcr~

will pwoahlr

need guidance in selecting and modifying siratcgics that are must likely tIl haw ,Ill impact
on learning in Ihe classroom.

The third set of conclusions can bc drawn from the school-based pilot study includ....d as
part of the developmen! of the study skills model. First. the model mighllll' im[lrtlVl'd h.I'
more extensive cross-referencing and by including overhemJ tr,mspilrenci....s Ill' the
strategies. This arrangement might allow teachers to present1he strategies to their
with greater ease and efticiency.

d"SSl~S

Also a small complementary handbllOk l'tlttld he

dc:veJoped for students to use at home. This handbook might allow pllrcnts to assist th....ir
children wilh using the cognitive strategies introduced in the c!assf()om

Second. some

teachers might benefit from more extensive inservicing hefoTe using the modd ill thdr
classes. The initial information session might be improved by covering the instruction Oflt
chapter or unit ofscienee so Ihat teachers could have the oppOr1unity to apply

SOUlC

of the

strategies from Learning 11mI' to Learn. Finally, sr.icnce may not be the most approrriatc
curriculum area for instructing the strategies of l.earni"K Ilrm' m l.e/lTn

Lcarning

sophisticated strategies in the context of the relalively difficult science curriculum may

b~~

actually too difficult for some students or perceived as being too dillicult by some
teachers

In summary, the informafion gathered in this thesis is a promising first step toward!> the
development ofa metacognilivc model to assist the direct instruction ofSludy stralegies in
the context of curriculum.

The next challenge is 10 modify the study skills model,

"
I.curnin;: Ilow/,1 /.earn, based on the teacher feedback gathered in the pilot study Once

this has been aCl.:omplished a large scale program evaluation could be undenaken
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APPENDICES

Catfltri:te 9I[ofan 'Wtfls"
51 !MD~'ltotUl,St.Jofm's, 'J{~ourufum£, Ulna4aAlC3'T4
(709/T22-7873f~ 72Z~72J
March9th.199J
SI. Plus X Junior High
c/o R.C School Boardfor St, J(lhns
Belvedere. Bonaventure Avenue
St. John's, HiMfmlnt/fand
AICJU
Dear Ms. Moak/I!r,
I am wvrking on a study skills packoge Ihat I jeel will benefil Ihe grade III sluden/s of your

,rchoo/. In partial complelion ofa Maslers of Edu,'Qlion degree al MUN 1 am preparing a
thesis titled, A MODEL TO ASSIST' THE DIRECT INSTRUCTION OFST'UDY STRATEGIES IN
THE NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR GRADE VI SCIENCE CURRICULUM. 1 hope to
/1/service your school's grade VI science leachers, and I wOllld ask Ihat you approach these
Icachers 10 delermine their inlerest In being Im'Olved.
Tv bccf/me IITvo/ved rhc ,eacncr,T wOllld need 10 commit to Ihe following:

INSERVlCE will involveapprorimalely one hOllr. after school, Thursday, March 25th.
INSTRUCTION Teachers will instmct Ihe relevant stralegies of Ihe package. in their science
dasses for about one month.
lEVALUATION I will inrerVlew each teacher Individually
packap,c.

10

find out wh,.,1 they thought of the

Thc de/oils 'if Ihe in.n:rviee and evaluation are outlined jor the teachers in the enclosed lerrer.
Pltlo.re p,lve the letler 10 Ihose leaehers who are inrerested in parriciparing. For the purposes of
my theSIS work I hove focused on Ihe grade VI science t:Urriculum, hOWfflf 'he reachers il1Volved
will find Ihe j'lroregics inrroduced 10 be useftl across Ihe curriculum. I Will c:all you on Thursday
Marc:h 18th. 10 c:onfirm Ihc names ofthe interested teachers. Thanks for your help.
Sincerely,

teet/ttl
Calh".nnr :Jvolan Wells

TELEPHONE(709)75J·6530

{lIo/J/(f/I, (la/Ito/Ie tfC/,oo! {}jol!/'{(jrir t ii. (<jr~/m:1'
BEL'.Il:DERE
BONAVENTURE AVENUE
Sf. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDlAND
A1C3Z·\

1993 03 16
Ms. Catherine Nolan Wells
51 Monkstown Road
St. John's
Newfoundland
Canada
Ale 3T4
Dear Cathy,
This is in reply to your letter of March 9, 1993.
Approval is granted for you to contact Grade six teacher5 .:1m.!
invite them to participate in the study for your Masters thesis.
This sounds like a very interesting study.
I look forward
learning more about your work when we meet later this month.
Best wishes for success in your work.
Yours truly,

.ft~
Geraldine Roe
Associate Superintendent
Curriculum/ Instruction
/msc

to

Catlierin< 9{pliln 'Well<
51!Afonkrtown 'i...oa4,St.JOM'S, 'JoltWjowuf/iuui, OJruuUs..!UC 3'T4
(l<Bf122-7If7J j"" 722-6723
March I fth, /993

St.Pius X Junior Higlr School
,..10 R.C. School Board/or SI. John's
Belvedere, Bonaventure Avenue
St, John's, Newjoufldlmtd
Ale 324

Dear Marg;e,
I have prepared a study skills package lhat I feel w;ll benefit your grade VI science
slude":s. The package ;s parI of my thesis, lawards a Masters of Educatioll degree. I
hope thai the package will be useful to you, in helping your students acquire effective and
efficiem strategies/or study, should yOIl decide 10 participate.

I Imaw that you are very busy
participation wO/lld involve.
lNSERVICE

01

school so I want to

Oil/line

for you eractly what YOlir

TJmrsday, March 15th.

J:30to4:30P.M.
Student Resource Centre on -10 Alexander Street
fNSTRUCTION YOlf will ins/met the strategies 0/ the package. which you/eel are
relevant to lhe topic and to the students' needs, in your science classes
for about one mOl/th.
EVALUATION At the end of the instroction time I will come to your schooll·J interview
you about what YO" thollghl of the packoge and any sugge.~rions you
might have regarding its improvemenl.

For the purposes of my l11esis work I have focused on the grade VI science curriculum,
however YOII willfind the strategies introduced to be useful across the cumcuJum. When
you have decided if you want to participate or not please fill out the affachedform and
retllm it to me through the school board mail next Thursday.
nlOJJIcs,

Cil-C,
CatllY Nolan Wells

wdlf

OJtfierine 'J(plim
51!Jr(tmkstC1Wll1qJtJ4,St.JoM's, ?tf..~fiJn4, Gus4dD..:.uCYT4

·m31"'(722-6723

(1O'!fl22

DO YOU WANT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE IMPL8vtENTATION OF THIS STUDY

SKD..LS PACKAGE?
YES, I WISH TO PARTICIPATE
NO, I DO NOT WISH TO PARTICIPATE
ARE YOU ABLE TO ATIEND THE IN'SERVICE ON 40 ALEXANDER STREET AT
3:30 P.M. ON TIlURSDAY, MARCH 25th?
YES, I CAN ATIEND TIlE INSERVICE
NO, I CAN NOT ATIEND TIlE INSERVlCE

NAME
SCHOOL

_

IF YOU Hf.VE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS YOU CAN REACH ME AT
HOME OR AT TIlE STUDENT RESOURCE CENTRE (722.8531). 1 HOPE TO
TAKE CARE OF ALL TIlE mSERVICING ON MARCH 25th SO nlAT I CAN
MEET TIlE IMPOSED DEADLINES FOR MY THESIS. IF YOU CAN'T MAKE IT
ON 1HE 25th. BUT WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE PLEASE GET IN TOUCH
WITH ME.

Weanesday, Apri I 28th, 1993

Dear CathY,

1 hope all is going \.lei 1 \.lith the study slc:llls package.

If there are

~ny

proolems or concerns please call me at home <722-7873) or at the Student
Resource Centre <722-8531l.
[7th to the 21st.

The evaluation .... ill take place the lJeek of May

['11 send the questions to you a week ahead of time.

evaluatlon \.1111 Involve an Interview where lJe .... \11 discuss the specific
questions.

I'll call you to anange .:. convenient time for the Interview.

In the event of a strike, I'd really like to conduct the evaluation
beforehand.

I 1.'111 be In touch \f that sltuatlon arises.

Thanks again for your help IJlth this.

Cathy

The

Catlrerille 9'{pfall 71icfL,
51 ~{olll;ltOlI"1 '1\pnd, 51.Jdm 's, fV.!7IfOlllll(ancf,
(709)722-7873 j0;(722~7.2.~

('(/1/(/(((1

:1!t· .{<T-!

M(ll'fht'JtIl,/W3

R.C

Sr~ro(}1

HOlm!.I;,,· .'II.. //lhn's

Rell'l'llere. Rr/f/lll'ellfUre Ar,'II"('
SI. John's. NfAI'limnd/antl

AfCJZ4

Dl'(lrM.r. ROI!,

I 1/1/1 plt'II.\'I'tf 10

i/!fiJI'n1 .l1m Ihm I

11111

IrtlJ"killR

III/ 1/
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Menml'iuJ {jnil't'I',~ily. I 11m {'''('(If/ring II ,/1f',\'''.\" fit/I'll. II A!Onr:l. TO ASSiST TIl";

DIRECT INSTRUCTION OF Sruny STRA7'EG/ES IN THF: NF:WFOIINl>I.tlNO ..INIJ

URHAnOR GRADF: V/ Sef£Ner, CURRICULUM. In Ihe illlplel1lt'lI/rlliotl ol/Iii.~ ,~'lIdl'
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PREFACE

Learning HIII+' Til Learn is aboutlcaching children how 10 lah' \IWlll:r:-hip ofwhnl 11,,-':,,"
learn. As educators. our primary goal is lor studl,."l\ts to become indl,.-p.'nlknt .md dl;'''I,.'liw
learners.

Most students do nOl acquire by osmosis Ihose skills

independence and need dirttl instlllction so th.'lt ttry can

rk.'CI,.'S.~~·

slrnlc~ieall)' adopl

Iii ;II,.'hkw

an aeli\'\,.' wll-

in rhe learning process.

Study skills are integral 10 aCildemic success. bUI thcy arc: nOI 11 \In:scrihed Imrl IIf the
school curriculum. Students arc e;<pecled 10 allain lhese skills as the)" lII<l!lIrC

111

Illom\,

silUattons teachers do nOI have thc rcsourccs or the training nccessary In inlc~r'lle study
ski!ls into their tcaching. This handbook addrcssc~ thcsc arcils of need

The inservicing of I.eflrnitllo' 111111' Ta I.earn will inlroduce lcachers til mctaclIgnililill .lIkl
Ihe strtltcgy approach to instruclion as ;1 relates 10 study skills. Thc handhook is illlclwk·d
to be a resource for leachers in implementing effective Sludy strah:gics

This panic'llal

handbook is a companion for the grade VI science curriculurn bUI has usc univl.'f"sally
Students will benefil from the exposure to new and innov "ive appm3chcs to study
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INTRODUCTION

"OK, here are your exam results:'
{Unger, 1986)

CollterlneNolon WfI/.f

IJllwim:...1lJll£.Jakg.,w"--

-'-

HANDBOOK OVERVIEW
In the

d~vdopment

of this handbook for study skills instruction the purpose was to create

a practical guide for study skills instruction.

The strategy approach is t:t:1phasized

because it n:presents the most up-to-date, innovative, and encouraging breakthrough for
study skills research.

Research consistently and convincingly shows us that most

students need to become proficient in study skills. Without direct study skills instruction
many students doubt the positive impact of study upon their schooJ success.

Till: handbook introduces four nreas of strategy instruction:

auacking a chapter,
organiz:ltion,
test-taking,and
memory.
Some strategies will prove to be more useful and practicaJ for classroom instruction than
otlll:rs.

It is important, however. to make an effon to touch on each of the areas of

strategy instruction oullined so that students benefit from a well·balanced approach that
folly prepares them for the difficulties they might encounfer. Keep in mind that the
stt':ltegics. presented as guidelines rather than directives, are meant to be modified and
manipulated so as to make them most effective for the individual student.

The overall goal is to improve study skills. You can use any of the ideas and str.uegies
from this h:mdoook that you feel will most benefit your students.

Metaco!,'llitive

awareness will guide the students towards becoming independent and efficient learners.

This handbook includes practical ideas and strategies that will be useful in any
classroom. In some cases the strategies have been modified for use with the grade VI
sciencecurTiculum.
C"I"erln~

Nulun

Wt!I1.~

--_.!.

' ' 1!Jnrn11J;.,nr<1Ui<lnIC·',.",kl,<JIqrm'

THE PROBLEM
In a study conducted by Stanley Stmw and Barbara Rudyk (19119), 1(l inwslig:lll.' the PllllT
perfonnance and high drop-out rate of a panicular group of students. fuur major

weaknesses were identified:

1. Students did not study the textbook and were fruslT:lled becauSt:' of the difficulty :lOll

complexity of the text materials,
2. Students assumed a passive role in class, and only rardy participall:u at;livc!y oy

asking questions or responding to materials presented in class,
3. Students did not take notes independently, either from the text or frum work clwcrcd

in class,
4. Students did not seem to study effectively for tests and,

cun~quently

did ponrly nil

them (Straw & Rudyk, 1989).

These

fOUf

problem areas are represented in most c1ass.:s. The purpusc of Let/",illx IIml'

To Learn is to outline ways that we can assist all students, whatever th.:ir ability levd, in
overcoming the obstacles stated by Straw and Rudyk (19119). We must teach all students
how to st1ldy more effectively so they can realize the benefits of their academic effurts
Teachers are encouraged to introduce the concepts of this handbollk

til

their stmlents,

while reminding them to choose only those methods which work best for them.
Requiring all students to adopt a particular strategy will be ineffective; a tremendous

1001

for one student might be a time-consuming hindrance for another. After the strategies
are introduced in the group context, students should spend some time working with each
strategy to evaluate the merits of the strategies best suited to them.

Catherine Nlllan Welf.(
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SPECIFIC COALS OF THE MODEL
The gllals of presenting a strategic approach for direct instruction of study skills are:
to raise teacher and

~tudent

awareness of COb'Tlilive strategies,

lO prov:de a practical tool for classroom teachers,
10 demonstrate that an organized, strategic approach to study skills is beneficial,
to allnw students a practical context to learn and internalize a strategy approach, and
to expose students to accepted study tactics.

The goals of presenting this approach in handbook fonn are:
to ascenain if this particular model is suitable for direct instruction of study skills in
the context of the grade VI science curriculum,
to introduce teachers to an effectivc method for study skills instruction, and
to complemcnt the grade VI science curriculum.

Co,lltrinl!NIIJun WI!JJ.f
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STUDY TACTICS
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STUDY TACTICS
Study tactics have been the backbone of study skills instruction for many ycars. A study
tactic is an indiYidual technique like notetaking or underlining. Tactics are often used in
isolatio," but are much less effe<:live that way. These tactics are more beneficial as pan
ofa cllgnilive strategy

orten students depend on study tactics alone. Their success rate is no beller than if they
passively read and re-read the text. This is not to say there are no good study tactics
;lYailablc, rather that students need to view a lactic in tenns of what they want 10
accomplish oyerall. Research shows that students must gather study tactics logether in a
purposeful way to achicve academic goals.

This directed accumulation of tactics is

c:llled a strategy. With exposure to a variety of tactics and guided practice in strategy
usc, students can choosc the sludy rnethoo th"t best suits their needs in a t;iven situation.

There arc a tremendous number of study tactics available.

Most are fairly

stmighU{lrward and requirc little introduction. Three effective tactics Ihat recur in the
education Iiteratur.: as being effective are introduced in this section with usage tips for
students

and

instructional

tips

for

skimming/scanning, and summarizing.

teachers.

The

tactics

are

notetaking,

Lguminr: HtlK> to I film

NOTETAKING
Siudents need to learn effective notetaking because il is one uf the hest ways III heCllnlC
an active listener or reader. Sfudents need to re-ort:anize, not rewrite, th... lIotes

lhc~'

receive in class, as well as re-organizing Ihe informalion from the lut lhmu);h
nOlelaking.

Students need 10 be instructed in these skills, and the skills must 1'0.:

reinforced in the classroom.

Some tips for teachers and students with regard tn

notetaking may prove useful.

HOW TO TEACH NOTETAKING

I. Notetaking must be lime effici.:nt. Introduce the idea of abbrevilltions ur personal
shonhand. Students may know words that are commonly abbn:viatcd like S.S. I'm

social studies. To ensure thai this skill has transferred

10

nl1tet<lking, demonstrate

some cxampJes in class:
Common abbreviations an1 shorthand noles:
number

equal
wilh

wi

ood

@

geography

gcog.

science

sci.

therefore

&

Sample Abbreviations from Addison-Wesley S(:;em:e:
population

pop.

bammeler

atmospheric pressure

a.p.

mountain

glacier

glae.

lunareclipsc

bar.

I.e.

2. Encourage students 10 use their own words when Ihey take nules frum the texl.
This will make their notes much more meaningful and the Mletakinl; process will he

CQth(!'i,,~ Nol~1t W~ll~

active.

If students can put an idea into their own

word~,

then they have attained

understanding.

3, Sct

a good example of notetaking skills in every subject in the classroom. Students

can learn about nOletaking by following the teacher's example.

Even when not

directly teaching notetaking, the teacher can set a good example of notetaking wilh
thcnolcspresenled to the class in content areas.

4, For direct instruction use Ihe Student." Tips for Notetokinx and have studenls go
through some guided practice. Choose a content-filled page of text that includes
three or more key points with supporting details. Read Ihe full page with the students
then use the chalkboard 10 guide them through the writing of split page notes,
detailed in Chapter) of this handbook,

a.~

Emphasize the idea of key points and

supporting details and have the students complete II second page independently.
Diseusstheresults.

STUDENTS' TIPS FOR NOTETAKJNG FROM THE TEXT
whole section

read (he whole section before you make any notes

own words

write noles in your own words so you will remember them

split page

make spilt

hi~hJightcrs

use highllghtcrs to accentuate key words, but don'l gel color-crazy

concise

don't rewrite the chapter; be concise

p~ge

Rotes with key points and detl.lils

jot notes

don't write in full Sentences; m3ke jot notes

abbr.

abbreviale when possible, but make sure you'll remember the

re-tlfganize

simply re-writing notes wastes time; re-write only to re-organize

abbreviations later.

key points
Cutfurint!l\'ll/un Iftllf
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writ~

the page /I for each nnte

page number

for easy reference

regul:lrly

make nOles from your l~xt rtgularly (once a week): dlm'l ka\'C
all the nOletaking until

(h~

last

minut~

The preceding list of pointers is presented as a handout on p<age 101. As stueJents arc
introduced to these concepts, keep in mind lhat ITI3ny novice nott:-takrn nt.·1.:d a
significant amount of guidance.

Simpson and Nist (1990) found three recurring problems that neOOed III be 11Il1silk'fCd
when teaching nOletaking:
Students write 100 much. These students need to he Htught III IOllk for key points.
This could be accomplished by pairing thcm wilh a concise nntc·taker or having thclll
recite the key points they have retained from reading a paragraph.
SlUdents do nol wrlle enough. This may

hap~n

because the students dn nul hdievc

in notetaking or because they are passive in their reading style. EITl:l;tivc nOlclaking
requires an active involvement; and students must be convinced, willing, and able 10
become actively involved.
Students cannot an'l pl'"uisely state a key idea. In split page noles these students
would have equal :l.mounts of information in the right and left column.

These

students need to be more specific in their analysis of wh<lt they re:ul. They may
benefit from referring to their class noles 10 help them focus on key ide:as.

LrgwjOllllawtuLelJm
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SKIMMING AND SCANNING
Speed of reading should be determined by Ihe purpose of the reading and its level of
difficulty for the reader. S.',:imming and scanning are two methods of purposeful and
melhodical quick reading. Scanning is reading with a purpose In mind, like finding a
speci fic word, date, or name. People often scan indices and tables of conlents of books.
Skimming, a more cumplex style of reading, involves overviewing a piece of writing 10
determine /IS main points and general porpose. Skimming rarely takes place alone.
In general, it is used as:m advance organizer or as a review for a more thorough reading.
Below are pointers that will be useful in inHructiny the technique of skimming.

HOW TO SKIM A TEXTBOOK CHAPTER

Check to see how long the chapter is. If it cannot be read in one sitting. you may
lVanllll mark a place to SlOp.
Read the litle, the opening paragraph, and the summary.
Iflherc are questions at the end ohhe chapter, read them and scan for Ihe answers.
Filld the major idea related to each heading or subheading of the chapler (Adams,
19771.

WilEN TO SKIM A TEXTBOOK CHAPTER

In getting ready to read, use skimming at an advance organizer.
Use skimming to review what has already been read thoroughly.
Skimmins can help the reader to find the main ideas and the purpose oflhe chapter.
Skimming can raise reading effectiveness by allowing readers to focus concentration,
activate prior knowledge. and foml expectations.

Cuilltritl""'IIJutlW..Jl.\·
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.11.

Skimming aids efficienl n:ading by making the in-deplh readinJl.

1:1~1<'r.

c;,.• in ;nnl

clearer.
Think ahuut•..

the tirst 1\110 lines of each major paragrnph:
•

words in italics, boldface, and headings: and

•

the introduction and summary of the chapler.

Rememher...
•

skimming assists thorough reading, but it doJes not replace it.

IDEAS FOR TEACHING SKlMMING IN THE CLASSROOM
Bunneister (1974) outline three ideas for teaching skimming:
I. Have students open their textbooks to the beginning of a chapter. Togelher re.nllhc
title. Ask them to fonnulate a purpose or purposes for reading. Together read rhe
main headings of the chapter and the summary. Ask them

10

help

yOIl wrih~ lUI

outline of the ch2pter on lhe board.

2. Have students open their textbooks to the beginning of a ehapler. Tdlthcm they will
have three to five minutes to preview the tith::, formulate a purpose or flllTpnses for
reading, and grasp the main ideas so lhat they will be able to write an nUlrine lIr
summary. When time is up. have them close their books and then write the tille,
purposes for reading, and the outline or summary. Either discuss lhe result or
collett lhe papers and !,'fade them. Repeallhis activity often.

3.

After students have read a chapter, ask them 10 review it in a survey fashion, as

suggested above. Ask thelT' to write a summary or outline. If

CafherineNolUIl WetL~

th~y

previt'wt:u

lh~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.11-

ChllptCT heforc reading it, ask them to compare their initial summary or outline with their
lina! one I Hunncistcr, 1974J.

In addilinn

!O

the three ideas proposed by Burmeister (1974), there is another useful idea:

4. Warh1-up ror reading. Discourage students from falling into the trap of passively

rcatling material because il has been assigned. Opening the OQok and diving into the
reading without any mental preparation is an inefTecti\·c way to read. They wouldn'l
go into an athletic event without a warm-up; the same rule applies in reading. ha\'c
students wann-up their knowledge about the topic and try to detennine the main
plli;~IS

by skimming.

-----lJ..
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WRITING SUMMARIES
"Summarizing te.'ll is onC' of the best w3ys to construel

lh~

because it requires thaI the reader realize the sup.=cordin:lIe.

main idn uf the Sl,.·ICI.-.ion
tlf

imporlanc. ideas in the

texl. Additionally, summarizing involves classification or idclS illln Cillt.'gucil"s. thlls
reducing the amount or Information 10 be S101\.'d and retrieved from h'"g-lenn

memory" (Jacobwitz, 1988. p. 130).

Writing a good summary is complex and fonnidabk.

At the I;rodc VI level rn.lny

students may find summarizing text challenging or even rrustr:ning. SlUdeRts r: ..., 'd direct
instruction and a considerable amount of guided practice. In general. the easicsl h:xt 10

summarize is a narrative paragraph thaI is sequentially ordered.

As SlUdcnlS gain

confidence, writing summaries of more difficult mal~rials shnuld hi: imrndu\:I.'1i.

RULES OF SUMMARIZING

Pin point main ideas only.
Put the ideas into your own words.

Tt;1nslate any difficull wOI'ds into SOOlCthing more me;mingful.
Find the topic sentence.
Summaries should be no longer Ihan one third of Ihe originOl.lte:lt.
Delete unimponant infonnalion.
Dekte infonnation Ihat is repeated.
Delete information Ihal is rep~aled.
Be concise.

CllthrrilfrNnJalfWr/h
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WilY SUMl\'IARIZE?
Summaries help:
to improve retcnlion.
tCl~nsurccomrrehension,

to consolidate what has to be remembered, and
tll differentiate between main ideas and supporting details.

IDEAS FOR TEAClilNG SUMMARY WRITING
Jeremiah I (988) suggests introducing verbs and nouns lhat :Il1ow students to express
their ideas succinctly. Certain key words are introduced to help sl\Jdents I.:-now the
demands of a question:
argue

claim

describe

discuss

investigate

show

categories

effects

factors

ideas

us~

a :lcquentially ordered paragraph to allow students straightforward practice.

Introduce the concept with narrative text, as il is easier to summarize.
Hav~

students verbally summarize popular television shows. The 1:,'TOUp can discuss

and analyze the parts of the show important enough 10 be included ill a summary.
Have students prepnre wriUen summaries of assib,"ed reading in the content areas.

..
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METACOGNITlONLEARNING HOW TO LEARN
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INTRODUCTION
As teach~rs we remind our students to study for their tests - with the assumption that th~y
know how to study. Studyiny involves an intricate and involved system of organizing,
planning and thcn retrieving information in a re.organized manner. These are high
expeclations for students who rec~ive little or no instruction in the area. This section is
devoted to relaying the cUlTent instructional development thaI educational research has to
offer in the area of study skills: cognitive strategies. Study skills are most effectively
instructed in the content area classrooms. Teachers are more aware of the needs of their
individual students in each subject: therefore, teachers are more qualified to ascertain
which stratcgies will be most useful in the content area classes. To understand how
strategies apply in the area of study skills instruction, the concept of metacognition and
mClaetlgnitive strategies will be introduced. Our goal is to heighten students' awareness
of hnw they can best acquire information and how they can execute control over their
UWII

learning. The recommended pattern of strategy instruction is outlined and there are

suggested modifications to some of the strategies. For ease of referencing, each strategy
is presented in alphabctical order in Cl,apter 5.

Clllh.-rilleNolun II'tfl:f
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METACOGNITION
Metacognition is

~a

knowledge of and a conscious attempt to cl)Otml on",',; 0\\11 eogniti\·<.'

processes" (Flavell, cited ill Brown &

Bri~s.

1989. p. 33). Learning hllW tll k,tnl is tho:

phrase often used to describe metao:ognition. Many students feel that they have lilll\: or
no control over the success of their studying. Mctacognition, as it relah::s

III

study skills.

is the de\'e1opment of knowledge about how to personalize the llppTOllCh to study and
how 10 self-regulate and manipulate this new found knowledge. Hy inrwducillg sludents
to a metacognitive approach to acquiring study skills, we can help them realize the
impact that their own efforts will make on their test perfonnanee. As teachers. it is our
responsibility to help students become more metacognitivdy aware. so that they can he
guided towards learning more efficiently on their own.

Wade and Reynolds (19891 emphasize the impomnc': of developing students'
metacol,'1litive awareness. In teaching students to learn how thcy learn. we must consider
the following:
Task Awareness - Ensure that students can distinguish the imponant from the
unimportant when they study.
Strategy Awareness - Never train students for one

~tudy

method and then require its

use. Make them aware of other available strategies. If you require students to usc
one particular method. you may counteract what they are alrcady doing cffcctively.
Instruction and j,'Uided practice are essential if students are

ItI

bccume aware

or

available strategies.
Performance Awareness _ Many students cannot predict if thcy will rcmember
infonnation tbey have just read or studied. Students need help to develop ways tll
monitor their retention and comprehension.

Catherine Nolon WelLf
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COGNITIVE STRATEGIES
A cognitive strategy is a procedure that is intended to help students learn, understand, or
memorize information. Strategies are effective for all students in that they introduce a
mOfe systematic way to approach any learning task and actively involve students in the
learning process. Often, bUI not exclusively, these strategies are

pre~ented

as acronyms

to assist the student in the ret:ntion of the steps of a particular strategy. For example,
SCORER is a i.est taking strategy with its first three steps being Scheduling your time,
looking for Clue words, and Omitliny difficult questions. Generally the students who
will bendit most from the strategy approach in :my classfoom are those students who afe
disorganized.

Cognitive strategies can be useful in any learning situation. In Learn;n!: HII", to Learn
strategies have been chosen specifically for their usefulness in the area of

~tudy

skills.

Strategies have been chosen in the four areas of, organization, chaph:r allack, memory,
antltesttaking.

rn order for strategies 10 be effective the following criteria must be met;
Students mUSl believe that they can actively effect a change in their learning ability.
Str:ltcgics must be internalized to the point of being automatic.
The purpose of the strategy must be perceived to be personally useful.
Stratcgies should nol be seen as being more work than they are worth.

Age and developmental level of students are important considerations in the strategy
approach. Generally children in upper elementary j,,'Tades are developmentally ready to
intcm:\lize and transfer strategies with guided instruction and practice. Younger children
are nlll devdopmentally ready for metacognition. [n their research, Heldenbrand and
Hbwn ( I(91) found that sixth j,,'Taders were much better able to self-assess their readiness
Cuthtrine N(llan

Well.~

for a test than second graders, and that the older students indepenuently

u~\.'l.l

l1111r\'

cognitive strategies. By the elementary grades. children arc advancing Cllj;nili\'cly frum
the concrete·operational stage to thl: fonnal stage. wh•.:n: they arc able
control over their own learning. It is interesting to

110te

f(l

Cl::Cr1

tlmrc

th"t suecesslill students will

independently develop strategies while lo.....er achieving, and younger Muuents aTc ull"b1c
able to do this.

Although the next chapter offers many strategy suggestillns, if students arc expected til
gain the most benefit from the strategy approach. they should bc encl1uragcd tn lllodify
and develop strategies to meet their personal needs. Students who are able 10 Ch~l.lSC and
modify strategies to meet the demands ora task have :lchievcd metacllgnitivc awarcncss.

Cfltherine No/un Well.{
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METACOGNITIVE AWARENESS
MClacognilion is the ability \0 detcnnine where and when to use a strategy to impM";<:
the effectiveness of learning.

Met3cOb'llition as it relates 10 sTUdy skills is the

development of knowledge about how to personalize the approach 10 study and how to
self-regulate and manipulate this new-found knowledge. By introducing studenls to a
cognitive approach 10 acquiring study skills, we can help them realize the impact that
their own effons in study will make on their lest perfonnance, and subsequently increase
their mCl3cognilivc awareness

The phrase often used to describe metaco!,'nition is

Il!arning ho\.\' to learn. This model uses the COb'llitive approach in working towards
helping students develop mel3cognitive awareness.

Mctacognitivc awareness is achieved when onc can actively monitor and self-regulate the
cOcctivcncss of a particular approach ill a strategic way. From an instructional view,
students should be guided towards learning how to use and monitor the effectiveness of
strategies independently.

If infonnation is not understood or retained,

the

met3cognitivdy aware student will know th3t the strategy chosen is incorrect and then
will make the appropriate adjustmenl.

This metacOb'1litive awareness, critical to the

autonomous use of strategies, empowers students to choose and manipulate strategies for
a particular need without prompting or assistance. As teachers it is important that we
model forchildrcn the appropriate use of a particular strategy; however, the critical test is
whether or not the student can transfer that knowledge to another appropriate situation
succcs.sfully.

21
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Metacognitive

de~lelopmenl

offers a host of benefits

\\1

the student and the teacher.

including the following:
Students are actively involved in the learning process.
Students can self-evaluate problem areas.
Students are more independent.
Strategic leamersaresuccessful students.
Students are aware of their own cognitive abilities.
Students are able to develop and modify strategies independently.
Students feel a sense of control in their own learning.

The instruction b'Uidelines which accompany each individual strategy explained in
chapter three and the general guidelines for introducing str,t1cgies which follow this
section are essential components of Leaming HOI!! If} Learn.
co~..nitivc

Introducing studenls

10

strategies is only the preliminary step in assisting them to develop

metacobJIlitive awareness. Our role as educators is a critical one. We lIlUSt guilJc our
students towards this higher level of understanding by increasing their knowledge ,thout
the strategies, providing them with time to practice using the strategies so that their u:.;c
becomes automatic, encouraging them to modify the strategies

In

meet their personal

needs, and finally instrucll, :,; them towards developing their own personal strategies.

CIJ"ltrjn~
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INSTRUCTION OF STRATEGIES
There nrc many ready-made strategies to address numerous academic challenges. The
purpose of these strategies is to help students approach the tasks in a more organized and
productive way. Francis Robinson (1970). an expert in the field of strategy instruction.
suggested some guidelines for effective instruction of study skills:
Strategies must meet the individual needs of the students.
Instruction must include repcated guided practice until the skill is mastered by and
useful to the student.
Instruction has to take place in the context of the curriculum; if not, the student will
see the activities as busy work, unrelated to his own studies.
Students have to believe that their own dfom in improving study skills can make a
difference 10 their success.

COIrol Dana (1989) offers some excellent guidelines for improved strategy instruction.
Her four step plan begins with introducin/: the MroteK)' or choosing a strategy to meet
the students' needs. Discuss why the strategy is useful and whete and when to use it.
Dana's next step involves modeling the .{tralcRY. or the teacher demonstrating how the
strategy would be effectively used. Providing Kuided practice is the third step. It is
importOlnt to talk students through the sleps of the strategy so as to ensure that all students
in tile class have understood how it works.

The: final step involves allowing for

independent practice. Tc:achers need to promote and encourage students in the use ofthe

strategy 10 ensure its transfer to other learning situations. At this point, students should
be encouraged to personalize the stmtegy or make any modification that will improve the
stmtegy for tht"m. The idea of modifications will be discussed with examples later. This
approa\'h works well for the strategies introduced in this handbook.

C~fl,t!rine Nulun

Well."
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DANA'S MODEL. FOR TEACHING STRATEGIES:

INTRODUCE THE STRATEGY
MODEL THE STRATEGY
PROVIDE GUlDED PRACTICE
REQUIRE INDEPENDENT PRACTICE

Research has shown this model for instruction to be effective: huwever,

rer~l1nal

teachin!; style and individual needs within the class will dctennine how it should be
implemented. Dnna (1989) proposes that this straightforward teaching pmcedure

he~1

~1\(lUld

be preceded by an introduction of the strategies 10 Ihe class and Sl.)mc discussion on their
usefulness. 1n my experience it is iMportant to have students modify cvery

slnll~~gy

In

meet their particular needs and learning style.

GORDON'S MODEL FOR TEACHING STRATEGIES:

MODELING
GUIDED PRACnCE (TEACHER CENTRED)

GUIDED PRACTICE (STUDENT CENTRED)
PRACTICE I APPLICATION

STUDENT CONTROL

Gordon's model (cited in Monahan & Hinson, 1985) encourages that Icaehers involved in
direct instruction model or demonstmte cach step of the strategy. There is

,10 emphasis

on making sure thai the student has attained an ownership which is accomplished through
eSlablished need and repeated guided practice.

The teacher gradually tr<lOsfcrs

responsibility for lcarning to Ihe studcnts oncc they arc ready.

CalhtrintflilJlanWe!Lt
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STUDY STRATEGIES
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CATEGORIES OF STRATEGIES
For the purposes of strategy instruction, the very broad topic or study skills can he
divided into four categories:
organization,
chapter attack,
memorization,and
test-taking.
In each of these calegories, specific slrategies have been chosen for pllssihk instmctiol1.
Depending on the needs of the students and the panicular demands (If lhe ch:lpter,
students can receive instruclion in all or some of these

.~tratcgics.

At least lInc

stratc~y

from each category should be chosen, as each of the four lopics is csscntiallll effective
study skills.

ORGANIZATION

CHAPTER ATTACK

MEMORY

TEST-TAKING

PREPARE I PREP

SQ3R

MNEMONICS

PRAISE

NOTETAKING

OK4R

SOUSA

SMARTS

FORCE

RESPONSE

SELF·RECITING

SCORER

FORCES

RESPONSE-MOD.

EEEZ

SLOWER

Although each category of strategies is distinct in its imponance, there will he overlap in
instruction. While many of the strategies presented may be useful in lheir pn:sent slHte, it
is wise to encourage students to modify the strategies 10 mcet their exaet needs. A (Inc
page hand-out of each strategy is included in chapler five, which begins lin pagc M.
LearninX How to Learn is intended 10 be a guide to help teachers and students gain

exposure in the an:a of study strategies so that they can discern what will be useful for

CUlh~rin~
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them. There are four important considerations for success with strategy instruction and
development:
The ultimate goal of all strategy instruction must be 10 increase students'
mCI3cognitive knowledge. All instruction must be focused on helping students gain
imkpcndence and efficiency in using strategies.
Secondly, students must feel that the strategy is not itself a chore. In other words, the
usc of the strategy cannot be laborious or time-consuming.
Thirdly, the strategy must be automatic. This facility can only happen if the student
has internalized the strategy. The easiest way 10 ensure Ihe student has internalized
the strlllcgy is to have them modify it to suil their needs. In this process the student
lakes ownership (If the strategy and the process involved in carrying it out. Simple
modifications to a given strategy can enhance the instruction in a group situation.
E\·cryone will not have exactly Ihc same strategy. but their strategies witl be similar.
Must importantly, the strategy that the sludent has modified is his or her own
ereatiun.
Thc filml criterion for success is that Ihe strategy must be reinforced in a meaningful
eonte.~l.

Using the strategies in your science classes will allow students the guided

practice nccessary towards mastery of the strategy and metacognitive understanding.
It wilt also increase the likelihood that the students witl transfer thc sfrategy to Dlher
lc'lrningsituations.

There i:: an overview of each strategy, as well as ils purpose and suggestions for
inslnH;lion.

These guidelines arc important to fostering metacol:,'T1itive awareness.

fndh'idual students in your class can be introduced to certain strategies that may nOI be
appropriate fur the whnle class.
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ORGANIZATION
Being organized is an important key

10

dlling well in school. Students sJll'ndil1~ time

Ull

the organization of study will perform better on cvulu:ltim\ l Dickinson & O'<:lInnd1.
1990; Miller {;;. George, 1992; Whiteside & Whil..:sidc, 1(88). InfoTlllatiull stoTed ill a

library, a filing cabinet or a dictionary is all organized for quick retrieval. 11 is

ll~lI'illUS

thaI students have to organize the information studied if Ihey ever hope III r,,:lric\'C it

efficiently.

In research most students, when asked to assess the areas they nc<.'d ttl

improve in their sllldy skills, responded that organization and pl:mlling were of primary
importance.

The five strategies introduced in this section addn:ss different ct1lwcrns within the area (If
oryanization.

PREPARE and PREP are designed to help stut!l=nts eome In

eI:]SS

prepared to learn, as well as organize the physical gathering or matcrials nccessary ltl he
ready for class. The SPLIT PAGE METHOD deals with thc org:lnization

or notclllkin~

- often the backbone of independent study. Finally, FORCE and FOn.<:t:S UClnllllslrlllc
a more organized overall approach 10 independent study.

PREPARE

It is very common to hear teachers discussing the frustration of having students wht] arc
chronically unprepared for class.

Gelling them back on track can waste valuahle

instruction time, and the constant reminders do not seem to make any dim~rence for nexl
time.

For

many students, Ihe

art of

being organized is an elusive onc.

Knfoth and

DeFabo (1990) developed the PREPARE strategy to help students come to class more
prepared and more organized to learn.

CQlllerineNllfulIWelll'

)'urpose

This strategy is designed to help students become more organized and

prepared for class.

SUI:Aestions fOf Instruction This strategy could be introduced to the whole class or it
might be more useful for selected students, The idea and importance of organization
would first be discussed; students must be convinced that organization has an impact on
selmul success.

Once this link is established, the steps of PREPARE could be

introduced. Not all the steps of this strategy will be useful or equally important. and
some modification willlikcly be needed.

Ovcfview of )'REPAR£
I'lan locker visits

R

Reneet on what you need

E

Erase personal needs

I'

Psych yoursclfup for class

A

Ask yoursdf"What is going on in class today'!"

R

Review your noles and study guides

E

Explon: the meaning of the class introduction

(R3foth & DcFabu, 1990, p.16)
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The modified version oflne PREPARE StTlltegy which lTl,'y ~ nmn,: apprtlpriill'" lin the
b'Tade VI science class is Ihe PREP str::lteyy. The Il1o,in purpose t\f PREI" is to focus
students on what they n«:d

10

prepare' for

c13ss

and how they c;to mcnl:llly ready

themselves to tune in during class.

P

Plan what I need: pencils. lext, exercise, tab book.

R

Review my notes the nighl befor~.

E

Explore ideas in class. ask questions.

P

Preojici the outcome of experiments.

For a strategy 10 be most effective. students should be given lhc tim... lmu guidance In

personally modify it to meet their needs.

NQTETAKING
Students need 10 be:: taught how 10 organize the ideas which they cum..: anoss in their
studies. Teaching children how to take noles in an Of};anized m:J.nm:r will clllllribull: III

their prepar:lIion for the higher £rades. The most importanl consideration in notctakin£
is that we cannot assume lhat all students will automatically lcam hnw

ttl

takc

~n"J

notes. Effective note1akin£ is central 10 succC$S in sludyin£ and is WUr1hy of instruction
time in every content area. To be or£anizcd, a student must bc ahle lu take nou:s from
the texl and co-ordinate these with his class notes The combined fonnal shuuld suil the
student'sn~ds.

Bums and Roe (1976) believe that children should be taught notetaking skills in lhe
classroom setting.

Children should be given dirc:cled praclicc and instruction in the

following skills:
•

to include words and phrases in their notes,

Ctl'h~rilu Nolall

Wdl,
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to include enough of the context to make the notes understandable after a period of
lime has t:lapsed.
\0 include bibliographical references (sources) for each note.

to cpry direct quotaiions exactly. and
to indicate carefully which notes are direct quotations and which are reworded.
Jf

we are to encourage children to lake notes from their reading, we should instruct 'hem

to keep

J

separate exercise for personal notetaking. Children need direcl instruction and

practice in deciphcring the main idea of a paragraph and summarizing the information.

SPLIT PAGE METHOD OF NOTE'fAKING
Notelaking has been the topic of much research. Some people purport that notclaking is
itself valuable, while others conlend that il is the review of these notes that helps our
retention. Spires and Stone (1989) believe that a metacognitive approach to notclaking
would allow the student to become more involved in the notetaking process. One of the
directed notctaking activities that is particularly useful for organizing notes is the SPLIT
rAGE METHOD. A very similar method is the Cornell Mcthod of notetaking which

was developed by Walter Pauk in 1984.

The SPLIT PAGE METHOD dirccts the

studenl In highlighl key points and supponing details. SPLIT PAGE METHOD gives
students a format for self-tesling. If reviewing notes is key to retaining the information,
then it is important thaI students use a fOimat thai allows them to self-test. Self-recitation
or self-testing is considered to be the most powerful means of retaining infonnation.
This method of notetaking works well in the Concentrate step of lhe FORCE stralegy,
which is discussed next.

I'ur(losc

The: split page fonnat helps students organi;-:c their notes more clearly into

key points and details and provides an excellent desib'O for self-testing. Students usc the
Cutherinel\'IJ/un

Well.~
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right hand column to record complete notes from class or from their

readio~;

the leli

column is reserved for key words from the complete notes. Totes! themsd\'cs, students

can cover the infonnation

00

the right side while they use the key words on the kt) side

as cues to recall the covered information.

Suggestions for Instruction Have students go through ;l

~uided

prnetice lIf the SI'LIT

PAGE METHOD. Use a page or more of text from their science blloks and hilve the
students record from the board the key points and the import3nt details.

Once the

concept has been introduced and students have a model to follow, ;lllul\' some lime fur
guided practice in the classroom using another page of text. Most students will need
repe1ued practice in determining the key points. The following is an example of the
SPLIT PAGE METHOD:

- - 21/2" -

6"

Cues
spectrum (p,l 01)

Complete Notes
- band of colours
- sources: gems, diamonds, glass, prisms
• when white light gets broken into colours

CtJlhllrinll No/un

We/l~
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FORCE
The FORCE strategy was introduced as a test preparation strategy by Wehrung.
Schaffner, and Sapona (1990). It is included here in a section on organization because it
deals with organizing for effective studying.

I'urpose

FORCE is a structured, organized way to approach study tasks. It takes

students through the steps of organizing and gathering materials needed for study.

Suggeslions for InstrucUon This strategy is self-explanalory. The idea of organization
for study should be introduced to the class.

Students must be convinced that being

organizcd is critical to doing well in school before they will consider lhe FORCE
stmlegy as something useful. As with every strategy, modifying or personalizing. the
stratcgy is recommended.

Overview flf FORCE
F

FIND OUT

Your teacher announct:s a test. If you don't receive all of
the infonnation that you need, ask questions, for example
"What will the test cover'!", "Whallypes of questions will
be used'!"

o

ORGANIZE

Collect all necessary materials for taking the test. for
example; notes, old tests, books, etc.

R

REVIEW

Do the general review necess:.lry to study for thisles!. For
example; skim chapters, charts, maps, summaries,
questions, or vocabulluy. Highlight notes, review old tests
and assignments.

C

CONCENTRATE

Make a study sheet (cue sheet) by putting imponanl
infonnalion into question/answer fonnat.

CUlherineI\'/llun Well.t
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E

EARLY EXAM

1/

Practice the test by pre-lcsting. For ~xample take turns
asking questions with a p:u1ner (study buddy): h:l\'c your
parents or other adults help you drill from your study sh..'Ct;
take your own test fTom your study sh«t. No\\' revkw
those weak spots until you are CCT1ain of what you know.
There may be a few i\e1llS you want to review right bl::fon:
thetes!.

(Wehrung-SchafFJ:!cr & Sapona. 1990. p.293)

For Ihc grade VI age and comprchension level. as well as the demands of the science
curriculum, the FORCE strategy is very complex.. If a slratcgy is to bc useful, students
must not fcel that the strategy itsclf is a great deal of work.

A l1l0dil1cntion to the

FORCE strategy follows. However, as always, for any slratcgy to be elTective and to
meet indivjdual needs. students should be encouraged to make

l~dr

own modifications.

Students will need to be introduccd to the SPLIT PAGE METIIOD of ootctaking
before they can usc FORCES.

FORCES
F

FlNDOUT

Find out what pages the lest will cover.
Can any pages be left ouf!

o

ORGANIZATION

Do I have all the class notes and h:sslln tests from the unif!
Make a study sheet of all the words in

ilUlit·.~.

with words

on the left and definitions on the right.

R

REVIEW

Read the chapter, notes, study shcets, lesson tests.
Put an asterisk (*) next to anything that is important or
difficult to understand or remember.
Try the Idelillor Review, and TestjiJr Undenl/undjng.

C.tlurin~ Nulan

Wtlls

C

CONCENTRATE

Add any ideas or words that have'" to the study sheet.
Review these ideas to understand and n:membcr them

E

EARLY EXAM

Useacovercard to self-lest.
Discuss any impoT1ant or difficult ideas with someone.

S

STRATEGIES

Cutherinel\'lIlu"

Well.~

Use memory slrategies!O remember difficult points.
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CHAPTER A17ACK
A textbook is often the most practical study resource

.3

student

p<ls~sS\:s.

(ieno:rnl1)'. a

student's approach to studying a tcxt has been developed independently. fur tho; student

with weak reading skills. a science leAl can he intimidating bec.1U$C of [hI:'

1~'\:hnit:3t

vocabulary. Introducing every student to the parts of the text is critical to ensuring the
student is able 10 make the most efficient use of the texl. There is:I gre:u \'ari:mcc fnlfn
one lext to another in terms of how well the infonnation is org:1nized. Addison- Wesley

Science uses severalt3clics 10 help students organize Ihemsdvl.'S for study. These tactics
include:

headings and sub-headings,
important words ....Titten in italics,
visuals used to aUb'1Tlcnt informtn;on,
a review page and sample Icsl for each chapter, and

a glossary and index atlhe back of the texl.

Some of the organizational components this text lacks are:
a solid introduction and summary for each chapter,
advanced organizers, and
adequate infonnation to help students answer questions indcpcndl:ntly.

The four strategies introduced in this seclion focus on spedfic tasks. Strategies you
chosen will depend upon the individual needs of the class. SQ3R. the oldest and most
widely used study strategy breaks down the study of a textbook chapler.

The first

version of SQ3R included here i,; the original one and the second version of the slrategy
is modified with the grade VI science textbook in mind. OK4R. similar tu SQ3R in that
it is developed for use with a textbook chapter. is panicularly useful for sch:ncc silldy; it
introduces the idea of reflection. or asking questions about what you have learned. Also
Cothftri"ft No/un WI'/Lf
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included is a version of OK4R modified with the grade VI science textbook in mind.
Finally, RESPONSE is an interactive study strategy that requires the student and the
teachcr to work together. It allows students 10 have specific questions answered as a
result Qf a question sheet that is completed during readin~ assignm~nts. A completed
RESPONSE sheet is included to serve as a glJide for instruction of the strategy. This
strategy would be especially useful for students who are hesitant to ask questions in class.
The stralegy is also presented in a modified form that is intended to be more practical in
thcclassroomselting.

SQ3R
The SQ.lR stratl:gy, as already mentioned, is the original and most widely used stralegy
in study skills prol:,'rams today. Virtually every How-To-Study tc:xt includes SQJR or
stlmc modification of it.

SQJR was developed by Francis P. Robinson (1970) and

b...-camc famous for its use in World War II when a group of soldiers were hand-picked

10

he quickly tmined for highly specialize<! p'Ositions. The soldiers were selected because of

their high intelligence and excellent academic records.

However, they were found to

have e:memely inefficient stuny habits and could not master the material fast enough.
To enhance pro/:,'ress, the soldiers were laught higher level study methods, including the

SQ.lR strategy.

Purpose

This strategy used to guide studenlS in gleaning infonnation from a

chapler, helps students focus on the imponant ideas. It could be used with the SPLIT
PAGE METHOD of notetaking.

Suggestions for lustructlon
or infonmuicn.
Cuth..rint N(llu"

SQ.lR is best introduced with a new chapter or unit

Before students begin their work on the chapter. they can use the
Wtll.~

luminpHqwlOlum

..

strategy to focus on what the chapler emphasizes as well as what tlu:lY can expec11nlcarn.
Students should also find this strategy useful when they are beginning to study fnr

11

chapter or unit test. SQJR will hdp them focus on the important ideas oflhc tClll.
Overview The following SQ.1R version is the original from Francis P. Robinson.
SURVEY

QUESTION

READ

RECITE

REVIEW

Cuthtrint Notan

Glance over thc headings in thc chapter to sce the few big pllin1~ that
will be developed. Also read the final summary paragraph if thc
chapter has one. This survey should take not mOTe Ihan a minu1e :lnll
will show the three to six core ideas around which thc discussion will
cluster. This orientation will help you organize the ideas "5 YllU read
thernlater.
Now begin the work. Tum the first heading into a question. This will
arouSC': your curiosity and thereby increase comprehensilJn. It will
bring to mind infonnation already known, thus helping you tll
understand that section more quickly. The question also will makc
imponant points stand out at the same time that explannltlry lIetail is
recognized as such. Turning a heading into a question can be dune at
Ihe instant of reading the heading. but il demands ,I conscious en'on 011
your pan.
Read to answer that question, Le.. 10 the ~nd of Ih~ first headed
section. This is nol a passive plodding along cach line, hut an "Clive
search for an answer.
Having read the first section, look away from the book anti tty brieny
to recite the answer to your question. Usc your own words and CilC ao
example. If you can do Ihis you know what is in the bOlJk; if you
cannol, glance over the section again. An excellent way to do this
reciting from memory is to jot down brief cue phr;tses in outline form
on a sheet ofpaper.
Now repeat the steps of Ouestion, Read anll f{ecit~ with each
successive headed section; thai is turn the next heading into a question,
read 10 answer thaI question, and recite the answer by jolting down cue
phrases in your outline. Read in this way until the entire lesson is
completed.
When Ihe lesson has been read through in this way, look over your
notes to get a bird's eye view of the points and their relationship and
chp.ck your memory as to the content by rt:citing the major subpoinls
under each heading. This checking of memory can be lIone by
covering up the notes and trying to recall the main points. Then
expose each major point and try to recall the subpoinls lis1ed under it.
(Robinson, 1970, pp. 32-33)

WtlL~
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SQ3R

for Addison-Wesley Science

Survey

I) Read the chapter title and introduction,
2) Answer the introduclion questions oul loud.
3) Re3d the sub-headings and look at the pictures.

4) Read the bliJe pages.
sub~litle

Question

A:;k a question for each

Read

Re;ld each section to find the answer to the question.

omitting Sllmtthj0l' to Try.

Redtc

Write jot notes on each answer using the sub-title.

Review

Make notes about the most important things you have le3med.

SQ.lR for Addison-Wesley Science could easily be presented as a class activity when a
new chapter is being introduced. Students neoo to understand thl,. usefulness of each step
of the strategy.

OK4R
This str:ltcJ.:y is similar to the SQ3R in that it has some oflhe same steps and it also deals
with mastering a textbook chapter. Thomas and Robinson (19771 present their version of
OK4R as a str:Jtegy that can be panicularly useful for study in the sciences or any area
that involves difficull concepts.

They describe the work of Dr. Walter Pauk of the

Cornell University Reading Centre in hdping college students r:lise their grade point
average by using his OK4R strategy.

Purpose

OK4R is a chapter atlack strategy whkh students can use to reflect on

difficult or new concepts of the chapter.

In using OK4R, students will learn to

strategically attack the chapter, focusing on the most important concepts.

CUlhcrillt /!llliun "'tfl~
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OK4R can also be used

Suggestions ror Instruclion

III

intmdue.: a chilptcr

ill

science class, The teacher could model the steps '!nd ha\'e slUdellts (lITer their 4U\·.~tillns
and insights for each step of

th~ strat~gy.

Once the slrategy has heen mndilic(l and

mastered. students should be encouraged to usc it during their Imine stlllties,

Overview ofOK4R
Overview

What is the purpose of reading this chnpte(!
Read the introduclinn, headings, and summary.

pick oul Key ideas

Note the key ideas in each suh·secti.-,n

Read

Read the difficult paragraphs carefully, closely, thoughtfully.
Make jot notes in the margin.~ of the lell\'
Underline or bracket key ideas.
Thescstepswillmakethcrcvicwcasicr,

Recite

Look away or cover your tellt and recite the key ptlints.
Check to see how well you knew each point.
The cover-up technique forces you to conccfllratc,

Renect

Reneci on the concepts you have learned.
Ask why, probe, and challenge Ihc llulhor.

Review

Recapture the broad chapter plnn.
Gh'e the chapter another overview.
Check yourself on the crucial eontefll

(Thomas & Robinson, 1982, p. 378).

The OK4R strategy is especially useful

for science as it

Unfortunately, some of the wording may be

100

cmphasi7.~s

difficult fur grade

Vl.

scJf-rcflcctiun.
The slrntcgy

recommends that students mark on their texts, a real nll-no in most schouls,

The

following modification of OK4R might prove morc useful for introducing Ihis strategy
to the class.

Catherine Nolan Well.\"
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OK4R for Addison-Wesley Science
Overvi~wthechapter,

Overview

Read the title, the introduction, the hz::;dings, and the blue pages.
Look at the pictures, graphs, and charts.
Get an idea of what the chapter is about.
Key ideas

Read each sub-section.
Write split pag~ notes about the important ideas.

Read

Carefully read lhe difficult or imponant seclions.
Do not go on until you understand and remember.
Add each new point 10 your notes.

Redle

Use a cover card with your notes.
Cover your notes and recite th~ information.

ftenect

Re;ld Something To Try, Find 0111 on YOII,. Own. and
Somc/hilJg (II Think Ahmfl.
Answer the qu~stions in your mind.

Review

Go over the whole chapler again.
Re-read Ideu,~ fiJ,. Rel';elr
Answer all the questions in Te.w You/, Uflde/,.\'wnJing,
Focus all anything that is difficult or important.

RESPONSE
RESI'ONSIo:, an
arc required to

interactjv~

etlmpl~te

study strategy, was

devclop~d

by Jacobson (1989). Students

a RESPONSE sheet of questions for a

r~ading

assignment.

Thcy pass lh~ ctllnpkt~d fonns 10 th~ir t~achers who answ~r the questions and return
papers

w the individual studenlS. The leacher uses the group infonnation to assist with

the prep:mttion of the next lesson. Farris, Fuhler, and Ginejko (;991) argue that using
this slrntegy will make studenls more interested in lectures because their direct queslions
.....ill b..: answllrlld in lh~ lecture. This stral~gy differs from most because both the student

Cl1lherjne{\!tlfu/I lI"ell..·
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and teacher are involved in and gain knowledge from using Ih s1Talq;y. Th... tC;lchcr

leams where the students' needs ;lTC and th... student learns the mat rial

Purpose

The purpose of the RES PONS-=:: strategy is 1(1 allow students

[tl 11:1\'1.'

their

questions answered as well as giving teachers an idea as In which :m:as (If th... 'exl ;lrc
difficult for the students.

In completing the RESPONSE sheets, students will :,lso

outline the important ideas and list the new tenns. Since students are expected tll indUlk
page numbers for all the questions. Ihey will also be introduced to

~(lod

nlllcl;lking

habits.

Suggestions for Instruction

The RESPONSE sheet shuulu he discussed in

class, and then one sheet should be completed as a group activily so llml
example to modeL The format of the

5111:1:1

studcnl.~

have an

can be modified to mee' Ihe needs of the

class. Students should be given some guided practice using the IU:SPONSE sheets in
the classroom before they are required to complete a shcet independently.

Overview of tbe RESPONSE strategy
I) As the student reads the contenl area malerial, major puints an: recorded,
2) While reading the text, the student writes down questions as they arise alun),: wilh the
page number of the text.
3) Whenever a new term or concept is encountered, the student writes it d\IWn, Again
the page number on which the term or concept appe:lred is recorded.
4) Students place an asterisk beside those questions, Icrms. or cunccptsthat require
explanation or definition. The page number is again recorded.
5} The student gives the completed RESPONSE sheet 10 the leachcr, who then writes a
"response" to lhe student in order to clarify the text and/or clahorate upon some
aspect.
6) The teacher returns the RESPONSE sheet to the student the fulluwing class period
and then holds a class discussion of the text material {Farris et al., 1991 J.

Catherine Nolan

Well.~
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The rollowinl; is a sample RESPONSE sheet (Farris et aI., 1991, p.2b6), and an example
of how it could be completed:

RESPONSE
Nlme: lindseY
Dlfe: ~
Reldln!!; assignment Social Studies "liS 94-98 leswn I
I) Importlnl Points: Importlnt Ideas - Put plge #s

(Things you think Ire imporlant to the topic)

Pl::. 95 • at firsllhere were no women in Ihe colony
I'll;. 95 - food ran oul quickly, waler was diny, winter was coming
'.96 - Captain Smilh said, "He who will not work, will not eat."

g. Q7· Th~ Virginia Comnany gave pc:rmission for white. males to vote
2) Queslions: Queslions thai come to you as you read- put page lis

a) l'hin~s you don'. undersland/words, charts, elc.
b) Things you rind Interesting/agree or disagree with.
p '. 95 • chan nt bollom, what is the building outside the fence
Pl:. 96-97 - I don't understand why people had 10 march eVerYwhere after Sir Thomas

O:tles arrivc:d 10 serve as governor

3} New terms: Voubular)', people's names, new vmrds

Pll. 96 Captain John Smith
pg. 96 Powhatan People

'.97 SirThomasOales
pg. 97 burg.esses

Research has shown RESPONSE to be an effective strntegy in the classroom. but the
studenlS' questions are not answered until the next class.

I would queslion ils

etiecliveness for lhe less able studenl who might have difficulty oompkting the
RESPONSE sheel. For these IwO reasons, I propose the follOWIng modificalion:

Catlrl'rilltN"IUII II'tILv
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RESPONSE modified
I) Students an:: arranged in groups ofrour; mixed ability grouping is us..:d.
2) One RESPONSE sheet is assigned to each },'fOUp.
3) The group reads the assigned pages and records major points.
4} As questions arise in Ihe reading. Ihe question and page number is recorded.
5} Any new terms or hard words afe listed with Ihe page number.
6) Once all the RESPONSE sheets are completed. Ihe findings an: discussed in class.
7) Notes are made on the board for the imponanl points and key wllrds.
8) Students record these notes in their exercises.
9) All questions are answered in class.

TIle benefits of the above modifications 10 RESPONSE are:
Students will have their questions answered immediately in class.

The less able student will benefil from the

b'TOUP

invulvement.

The notes laken in class will benefit all students.
Students and teacher will be involved in an interactive study and karnln!; pruee~:i.

In completing the RESPONSE sheet, students should be tuned in III Ihc idea th;lI any
unfamiliar words, as well as words in italics, are new vocabulary.

Addison-Wesley

Science is filled with questions; you need 10 slop and think about these questions to
detennine if you can answer them.

If you are not sure about the answer, thcn that

question should be included in your RESPONSE sheet.

CQlht!rinll Nulan Wl"/b
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A RESPONSE sht:cl, modified for Addison Wesley Science, as it might be completed
by a group of students. The sheet is completed injot note form.

RESPONSE

Name: John Sue Mary Frank

Date:~

Readingassignment Science PRS 171_175 lessQo2
I) Important Points: PUT

PAGE #s

Pl,;. 17 I - objects upward push matches earth's downward push

pg.171 - for things to stlly still, forces have to be matched
Pl,;. 173 - for objects to stay still, the force must be equal and opposite

pg. 175 - ont an extra, unmatched force will cause motion
2) Questions: Questions that come to you as you read- PUT PAGE #s
a) Things you don't understand like words, pictures cl'c.
h) Queslions in the text thai you tao', answer.

pg. 175 - how cao you tell if a force is matched or unmatched?
pg. 17J· what force makes a kitl: stay up in the air'!
pg. [71 - whalisgravity'!

pg. 174 - I don't understand what they are trying 10 do
3) New vocabulary, new ideas- PUT PAGE #s
pg. 11\ - matched forcl:S

pg.173-gravity
pg.171-exert

Cuth..rin.. N'J/fln Well.l·
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MEMORY
·Since memory plays Slich an
important part in learning. sff/dents
need to IIndentand whal menlOI')' is.

.halt' illl'orb. and what co"tn"bllte.~
10 ilS dl!\'efopmem and liSt!. ~

James D.Weinla:nd (cited in Christ, 1969, p.ll?)

Research indicatcs that most forgening occurs fairly soon after leamin~. 11;5 imp<lrtant
for students 10 realize thai they will likely forgel in the first twenty-four hours mosl of
what they have learned. Reviewing material soon after il has b«n learned is an cxcclk"Jll
way to increase retention. Repeated. interminent review is Ihe best way to ensure n.~111
of infonnation.
Pattem of forgel1ing without review

]~
Studv

Nov.B

IH~

Sept. 3D

Pattern of f0rt:eUing with inlermiltent review

'~
Study

30 Mi".
SeDt.30

RftJew Review
15Mln. 10 Mill.
Ocr.' Oct. a

(Staton, cited in Thomas & Robinson, 1982, pg. 185)

Ctuhrritfr No/un Wrlls

R.~iew

5Min.

No~.a

uamin" How to I
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Strategies can enhance any student's retrieval of information because ideas that are
presented in an organized manner are more likely to be recalled.

Four factors in retaining information are outlined by Robinson (\970) in his landmark
book,~.

He describes his methods as an attempt to allack the process of

forgctting. If students want to ensure recall of information they should;
I. have interest and Intent to remember,
2. select major points and key phrases from the information,
3. practiceselr-reciling,and
4. distribute learning over a number of time periods instead of reviewing everything
before the test (Robinson, 1970).

Robert Carman and W. Royce Adams (1972) highlight four areas to concentrate on in
enhancing the memory:
I. Focus your drans; review your notes frequently, possibly on a weekly basis. You
can quickly skip over the things you already know and spend more time on the things
you do not know. It is imponant that you want to rememherthe information.
2. Reclle the information you want to remember, actively try to remember it. Since
most of us remember best. the ,hings we see, make a menial picture of the
infonnatiun.
3. Associate the idea with something that sounds or looks the same. use mnemonics.
4. Develop

3.

positive altitude towards remembering.

Expect to remember the

infoml,ltion and use sfnltegies to help you do that (Carman & Adams, 1972).

CUlhl'rint NI'/an Welb
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Overlearlling is an accepted method of retention. It involves rt"pt":lting ur ret:ilinl,: tho:
infonnatioll a number of times to ensure thnt it is eommitled IOlllenlllry. l! tukes a 100l\l'
time to overlearn, but overlearning is a dependable way 10 memorizl'.

There are fi,'e strategies introduced in this section. Students need
learning style and entertain the use of all strategies

10

t~l

asst:ss their own

detem,ine which approach works

best for them. No single stralegy will work for every student in the clots:>. $tudt"nlS must
be encouraged to find out which strategies work best for them. !'iClorisl, keyword, ;llld
peg-word mnemonics help students retain isolated bils of information or lists. Third.
the EEEZ strategy helps students to remember what they read.

David SOUS<1 (]'}I)21

outlines eight strategics that teachers can use in the classroom to help their students
remember what taught material. Self-Recilation by using a cover card is thc final. ;md
possibly the most important, memory strategy outlined in this set:tion.

MNEMONICS
Mnemonics c,m be defined as any process or technique which is intended to help us
remember. We can enhance our memory by using such devices as rhymes, patterns.
associations, and pictures. The word mnemonic is derivt:d from lhe name uf the ancient
Greek goddess of memory, Mnemosyne. Mnemonics are meant nOI to relllace but til usc
principles of learning (Higbee, 1977). Mnemonics are often represented as an llcmnym
for memorizing some unrelated information. Foreltample to recalllhc Great Lakt:s usc:
HOMES - Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie and Superior

Scruggs and Mastropieri (1992) found that mnemonic instruction produl;cs lung and
lasling resuhs in the acquiring and maintaining of science content.

CUlhtrinl! Nolun Wl!ff.~

Once studt:nts
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understand Ihe concept, it is wise 10 have them make lheir own mnemonics using things
which are familiar to them.

FIIIST LErfER MNEMONICS
Mulcahy. Marfo, Ileal, and

And~ws

(1986) present first leller mnemonics as a way to

remember lists of words. 11 is especially useful for words that are unrelated, or perhaps
difficult fur the student to retain because they are abstract in nature. The letters used to
form lhe mnemonic generally come from key words and should be represented in upper
case. Any words which are less important can be presented in lower case letters.

Firsf lelfer mnemonics is useful for remembering lisls of words.

Purpose

II is nnt useful for remembering definitions or concepts.

SIJ~l.:eslions

for Instruclion

Mulcahy el al.. (1986) suggesl II way 10 introduce

the first IeUer mnemonics strate!!\'.

Present the students with a list of words to be

memorized. Do not mention the words again until Ihe nexl day. Quiz the students on
how many of the words they can recall. The retention rale will be quite low. Introduce
the students 10 lhe firs! leller mnemonic strategy using the words as an example. Again,
kavc the words until the next day, quiz the students again, and the relention rale should
be much higher.

This activity will demonstrate to students the effectiveness of this

strategy. The next step might be to require the students to develop their own mnemonic
for recalling something meaningful from lheir science work.

Overview of First Letler Mnemonics
F

FornI firslletters into a word (upper case)

I

Include other letters (lower case)

Cu'herinl! N"fun W~lf.•·

laming 110w tq L<qUf

R

Rearrange leners I if n~ed)

S

Sentence formation

T

Try it many times

(Mulcahyet aI., 1986. p. 8Sl

Example or first Letter Mnemonics from Addison-Wtsley Sdenn

On page 241 of the text there is a dia!.'lOlffi which outlines the an:lIomy of a

nll~·cr.

right to left in the diagram. the following list of words is usc:d. The

cllm_'Sp<mLlin~

From

sentence uses the First Lefler Mnemonic stralegy 10 aid the recall of lhe uri~in:lI lis!.

Anatomy of a Dower list

EiillcellS

Firsllellcrmncmllniclist

Elaine

Filament

Frank

Anther

And

Pela]

Cll,"~rin~ Nolan

WIlls

Sti!.'lTla

Sin~

Style

Songs

Ovary

Often

l«miaf' Unw /" learn

Firsl Lefler Mnemonics Modifictl
This slrategy does nol have to be used to fonn a sentence. The mnemonic itself might
form a word as in the following examples;

nlE GREAT LAKES

COMPASS DIRECTIONS

u

N> North

> nuran

0> Ontario

E> East

M > Michigan

W> West

E > Erie

S> South

S > Superior

PICIURIAL MNEMONICS
I'ictorial mnemonics, as described by Levin, Rosenheck, and Levin (1988), are pictures
created to develop more concrete and memorable links between difficult concepts or
definitions. The mnemonic should create a picture that is easily remembered and quickly
associated with the desired information.

Purpose

Piclorial mnemonics are useful in recalling abstract concepts or the key

points of definitions that may not be so easily remembered without some cue or strategy.

Suggestions ror Instruction This strategy will be most useful for the student who
lx:st visually.

I~ams

It could be presented in class when a difficult concept is introduced.

Students will nt."\:d several specific examples of how the strategy can be used.

--'L
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Overview

Pictorial Mnemonics are best explained

by example. On page 240 oflhe Science text, the parts

of a

.~tanll!n

are shown to be anther and filament.

Students could recall these abstract words by picturing
a slanding mati wearing

ant(eT.~,

holding a jar filled

with mint.

PEG-WORD METHOD
The

peg~word

method is used to nssist retention of lists of words Ihut arc unrelated, in

it

given order. A common approach to this method is to use easily pictured ohjecls that

rhyme with numbers. The numbers are the peg-words that are already comrniucu

10

memory. For example I-SUN, 2-SHOE. 3·TREE, 4-DOOR, 5-HIVE, 6-STICKS, 7HEAVEN,8-PLATE...

Providing thai you can count, and that you can assodme thc

objects with the numbers by rhyming, you have the strategy half a<.:complishcd. The nl,:xt
step is to associale each word on thl: list with its corresponding peg word.

Purpose

This melhod will help students remember lists of unrelated or abstract

words in order. Remind students not to over-use the slrategy bl,:cause Ihis will defcat ils
purpose of assisting remembering.

Clllhtri"eNu/UIIWfI/ls

L£nrnjm' Haw 10 l rurn

Su~gestions
stud~nts

ror Instruction To

"
demonslrat~ the effcctiv~ness

of this strategy, give the

a list of t~n unrelated words. Do not require students 10 study fhe words. The

next day a.'Ik students how many of the words they can recall. The retention rate should
be luw. At this point teach lhe strategy by assigning one peg word to each word on the

list. Hdp students to create an image of the two words together. Again do not require
sludcnts to study the words. The next day ask them to recall the list words again. There
should be a significant incrc3se in the number of words retained.

E18mple

On page 127 ofthc sciencc text the planets are discussed. Venus,

Mars, JupIter and Salurn arc (he mosl easily seeR planets. Remembering this list
may be dimcult. because of the abstract nature of the words. Here is how thc peg-word
strategy could be used to make the task easier:

I-SUN

the SUN shining on a VENUS fly trap plant

VENUS

2-5110E

a MARS bar stuck to the botlom of my SHOE

MARS

.l-TREE

the planet JUPITER on top of ajuniper TREE

JUPITER

4-()OOR

opening the DOORofa SATURN car

SATURN

AI first students will need direct instruction in creating peg words and using the pegword slralt:gy. Once the strategy has been mastered students shuuld create their own
peg-word system so that it is more meaningful and thus more beneficial for retention. A
smnple list of words and corresponding peg-words is included in Chapter 5. It could
serve as n J,:uide for introducing the strategy in class.

Cuthtrint Nfliun Wdb
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SOUSA'S STRATEGIES for TEACHERS
David Sousa (1992) adopls a tcacher-cenlered approach to memory cnhancement, Ilc
believes that classroom teachers can do much to improve students' relention of whal lhey
learn in class.

He points out eight strategies for

teacher~

w

c\ln~ider.

A~

wilh all

strategies, il is important to only make use ofwhal is praclical fur you in your teaching

Purpose

These ideas are meanl to be used by the c10lSSflllltll teacher. The)' :If<:

suggestions to enhance instruction time so that it is more beneficial III lhe slullcnl who
wants to remember.

Suggestions for instruction

Sousa's ideas are inlended

l~lr

the student's hendil.

However Ihe srrategies are wrilten for teachers who need tnlransmit Ihese ide:ls III lheir
sludents through instruction.

Due 10 the wordinJ:; of

SUUs..l'S

sifalegies Ihey :Ire nul

suitable for students as they are presented here.

Eight Strategies to Improve Retention of Lcarnilli-::
1. Place new learning at the beginning of a learning sequence and Shlllcllt review III
the end. Use the in·belween time for practice.

2. Find ways to link new learning to something the student alremly knr,ws Sll thaI it
has more relevance.
3. Keep in mind how the information already in lh~ studenl's memury will h'IVc.: :m
impact on new learning. Find ways to have this old learning help and nul inlerfere
with the new material.
4. l'Tovide a variety of unique and clear verbal cues that sludenls can use 10 tag the new
learning accurately before slorage.
5. Use simple diagrams, graphs. or piclures to help studctlls with visual cues.
6. Space out new material so the leamer has time 10 rehearse and attach meaning to it.

Catherine Nolatl
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7. Rcm~mbcr that a great deal of pral,:lice will allow for immediate kaming, bUI thai
distributed practice in short intense periods is what leads tu retention.

R. Or~anize Ihe new malerial so that students can easily classify and link it with the
appropriate network in long-term memory 1Sousa, 1992, p. 22).

EEEZ
The Et:EZ sl"'Jlegy was developed by Carol Dan;'! (1989) '0 help students remember
what they read. Dana's strategy is based on the belief that the more lime people spend
actively pmccssing what they read, the morc likely il is Ihal they will remember the
information. t:EEZ is a three-slcp strategy that pJays on the phrase take it easy. It will
nlll be necess.1ry 10 usc each step of the strategy for every situation. Students have to
IOllk:lt sourCl:S outside their tC:ttbooks to usc this strategy.

Purpose

The purpose of EEEl. is to anchor the content of reading into the

uscr~

memory aftl:r reading has taken place. This strategy is most useful when a student comes
upon a difficult lopic that is nlJt fully e:tplaincd in the tex!. EEEZ reinforces the idea
thai thc text and the teacher arc not the only sources of infonnalion and that students
should he wurking IOwards independence in their learning.

SUl\l\cslions for Instruction

When a difficult concept has been introduced to the

class, discuss the idea that a textbook does not always offer all the infonnalion we nl:ed.
Have the students suggest other ways they might gather infonnation about a topic, like
using the library, looking in dictionaries, or reading encyclopedias at home.
stlld~'Tlts

Once

see the merit of looking outside the text for information and clarification, then

fhe strategy can be introduced. EEEZ should be demonstrated in the classroom first,
then the students should be have some opportunity for guided practice. Depending on
)'\lUr resources. this guided practice could take place in the library or the classroom.

Ltymjng "mv to 1 tQrn

Finally, students would be requ;red to

USI:

the strategy independcntly. The main purpnse

of EEEZ is not to create:l written :lssib'l1ment hut to increase understanding :md retention
ora difficult concept. Students could repon orally what they

h3VC

lc:lnlcd.

Thi~ stratc~y

could also be used as an enrichment task for the morc ablt: student.

Overview of EEEZ

E

Explain the content in a manner commensumle with the purpose \If the n:'l(ling.
Answer questions, generate questions. define a concl'P', provide a summary.
If you are unsure continue on to Explore and/or Expm;d.

E

Explore the same subject matter as written by other authors.

E

Expand your knowledge by increasing your inforrnlllion from the tlriginal tc.~t.

Again try to elaborate on the concept, relating .....hat was rcad.

Increase your background knowledge on the originallopic
Embellish your 3nswcrs wilh the additional knowledge gained (Dana, Illl':l), r.

331.

The following modification of EEEZ might be more suitable for the grade VI student.

EEEZModilied
E

Explain in your own words what you have read.
If this is difficult go on to Explore.

E

Explore the idea with anolher p~rson in discussion.
Explore the idea in a dictionary or encyclopedia.
Put the idea in your own words.
Jfthis is difficult or if you would like to learn more, go on to Expand

E

Expand on the work in your text by going to other sources.
Increase your background knowledge by doing a library search.
Make jot notes about what you learn so you can share it with the class.

Collle,.ine Nolon Well.\·
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Sf-;U--REUTATION
NSf!(r-rf!d((Jl;on i.l· all·(lut, ac-til'f! .l"1lu}P. you're

(·hanginJ: ha(( /eal"ned lila/erial to ful(v learned
nlu//:rial. "("!"humas & Robinson. 1982, p. 159)

Self-redIal ion or self-testing, is widely considered lhe most powerful 1001 for
remembering information.

The Reading Study Cenler at Cornell University is

recognized for its success in helping college students improve their academic
performance through more effective study skills.

At Cornell, students are advised to

keep the print out of sight at least 50 per cent of the time while they are studying. They
;m.: instructed 10 look away from the lext frequently, cover it wilh Ihdr hand or a cover
eard. and check thdr comprehension and retention of the material.

StUlh:nts should s('U·recite because self-recitation:

l'UrjlOS('

t. ensun:s comprehension and retention,

2. gets the student actively involved in the learning prucess,
3. keeps the student fully on task, and
4. allows the student to monitor personal prugress accurately.

SUJ.u~eslions

for Inslruclion

Students often feel falsely confident that they know

the mat,,:rial for 11 test because they have spent n long time studying. The picture of what
has or has not been remembered finally becomes clear during the tcst situation.
stullents

ar~

10

b~

If

successful in evaluating the efficiency of their study sessions, they

musl kant 10 sc-lf-recite accura'ciy. To instruct self-recitation the teacher should firsl
inlroduce the idea of monitoring one's progress during study. Once the students can see
the merit of keeping an eye on what they are retaining during study. Ihen the teacher
should model self-reclfation. This involves the teacher reading a passage 10 the class

Lt'tl rtl j n CHott'IOI(artl

and having the students relay the main ideas of the passag..: without assistancc. Once the
students understand Ihe concept. Ihey can be p:lired with anolher student t\1 praeticc the
strategy. Teachers monilor students' progress to ensure proper performance Ill' the I;lsk
properly. Encourage students to use the strategy at home in their independent stml;es.
Some sludents may have difficulty using this strategy independently htll can still henefit
from Ihc strategy by practising al home wilh an adult who c,m ;'Issisl them wilh the
reading, comprehension and relention: Ihe adult enn also help the student

III

points.

Overview or Selr- Recitation Using a Cover Card
COVER CARD FOR STUDY

WITH MY NOTES
rl MAKE SPLIT PAGE NOTES
2) STUDY THE NOTES
J) COVER THE KEY POINTS
4) SUMMARIZE THE MAIN IDEA
5) CHECK FOR CORRECTNESS
6) IF THERE IS A PROBLEM. RE-READ TIIAT NOTE
AND REPEAT
WITII MY TEXTBOOK
I) READ THE MATERIAL
2) READ SUBHEADINGS & IMPORTANT WORDS
(MANY IMPORTANT WORDS ARE IN ITALlC'il
3) LOOK AWAY AFTER READING AND TRY TO
SUMMARIZE THE IMPORTANT POINTS
4) IF THERE IS A PROBLEM. RE-READTIIE
SECTION

READ IT
COVER IT
SAY IT
CHECK IT
REPEAT IF NEEDED

CutherintN41/anWell.(
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TESTTAKfNG
"Test panit:'s a worm
that erases the blackboard of my mind
and writes, "Worry!"
So I worry
about those I'll let down.
What will they say'!
What will they think'!
Whalwi1lldo
iflfail'.1
I'anic's now a python
crushing my chest
gnawing my gut
turning my adam's apple to SlOne.
While my bluebook waits,
time
out,"
IMaxwell,11J79,p,318J

Tcst anxiety is a situation-specific personality trait which refers to individual differences

in proneness 10 anxiety in tesl situations. People who are test anxious are more likely 10:
react cmotilln3IJy with tension, apprehension and nervousness;
•

have worry interfere with their ability to attend in the test situation; and

•

anm~

theirautonomh.: nervous system (O'Neill & Spielberger, 1979).

TC'lching study skills and tcst·wiscness as well as teaching students to be aware of any
ncgati\'c sdf·lalk are among the ways to combat test anxiety lFlippo & Caverly, 1991).

Test wiseness refers to the skills a student needs to approach the test situation properly.
This cnuld include a list of steps a student might follow to complete a test or 10 improve
efficiency and accuracy of test perfom1nnce. Two strategies that may assist students in
this area are SCORER and SLOW ER.

Clllh,.r;nt' Nldun
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Following the directions of a test accurately is critical 10 test sllccess. The ltC.\t activity
might prove useful in demonstrating to your students the importance ul"

f~llluwinl;

directionsaeeurately.

Read all the directions before you do allythiog.
I) W,iteal1 youransw<;N;in ink.
2) Pul your name, first name last, in thc blank provided.
3) Draw a line between Ihe syllables in your name.
4) How many syllables does your full name havc','_
S) Draw a square around every cnmmnant in yuur name.

6)
7)
8)
9)

How many \'nwels does your name havc'.'_ _
Put tomorrow's date in the upper right hand corner
Put yourcomplett: date of birth below the date.
Re-check your work,
10) Do only question numbcr twO,

The strategies and poinlcrs introduced in this section

addres.~

important com.:erns in test

taking. PRAISE and SMARTS are strategies developed t{l help

sludenl.~

ovcreome

tC.~1

anxiety by calming themselves down before the test starts and focusing 011 what they dn
know in the test situation.

These strategies were developed at the Student Resource

Centre with students who experience test anxiety. SCORElt 'Cannan & Adams, 1972)
is intended to help students approach the test situatior. in a mure urgallil.ed and strategic
fashion and heighten their test wiseness. Also included here is a list of tf:st-taking tips

Catherine No/un Wt!lf.\·
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for essay and objective lype tests compiled by expens in the area of study skills. Finally
the SLOWER stflltegy is designed for a strategic approach to essay type exams.

"RAIS~

The idea for PRAISE came from a grade VI student who attended the Student Resource
Centre.

A bright girl who spent a

considerabl~

amount of time on her studies, she

COllsistently did poorly on tests because she was so nervous when writing them.

I'urpose

PRAISE is meant to be used just before the test begins. The PRAISE

strategy is designed for those students who are using effective study methods but cannot
meel Wilh succes.~ because of tesl anxiety. This strategy is useful in the time period

when students are ready and waiting to receive their test. Since teSI anxiety is brought on
fur many different reasons, students should modify this strategy to manage thdr
inJividual stresses in writing tests.

SU~j.:estions

for Instruction

Introduce this strategy to an individual or small

group of students for whom it might prove effective. Students must first be familiar .....ith
hllW negative self-talk C.3n affect their performance. That is, telling themselves they are
going to fail will increase their chances of actually failing.

Oven'icw or PRAISE
PRETEND

Pretend I'm somewhere else, a quiet, calm place.

RELAX

Rdall.

ARRANGE

Arrange the things I need to write the test.

I ('AN

Tell myself"l CAN DO IT!"

SILENCE

Ignore all Iheothersludentslalkingaboulthetest.

Ltam;nr Hnlf!n {(Qm

ENJOY

Enjoy 'writing th~ test because "I know I can do wdl."

SMARTS
SMARTS was developed al the Student Resource Centre with a stud~nt who
test anxiety. The strategy like the

pr~ceeding

~.'I:r~rienced

PRAISE strategy is most apprupriate for

the student who has effective study methods but does poorly un leSlS bccause of lest
anxiety.

Purpose

SMARTS is to be used during the lesl to help the student approach the

activity in a more organized and efficient way. The simple steps will help

I~l

fncus the

student on the infonnation which they do know versus that which they do ntll know.

Suggestions for Instruction

Tbis strategy would be useful for

th~

entire

cl;Is.~.

Introduce the idea uf thinking pusitively and being organized to write a test. :-)tudcnts
should spend only a few minutes using Ihis strategy In prepare for writing thc tcst, bUI it
should save them time in the writing.

Using a test that has already been graded.

introduce the students to the steps of the strategy. As a class or individually. mmJify
where necessary to make this sirategy personally useful. Just before the writing of the
next test, model the strategy for the studenls using the tesl as an example. Encourage,
but do not require, the students to use the strategy when writing the test.

Overview or SMARTS
SKIM

Skim thetesl.

MAKE

Make jot notes on the questions thaI I know.

ASK

Ask questions if! need to.

REALLY

Really hard questions - circle them and go on.

Catherine Nolan Welb
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TI'IINK

Think positively, "I am going to do well".

START

Start writing the test.

SCfJRI-:R
SCORER was developed by Carman and Adams (1972) to help students approach tests

in a mort org:mized and strategic manner. "Research studies show that your ability 10
n~ason

with what you know is even mort important than what yotl know. When taking

tests. it is important that you be able to read and interpret questions correctly if you are to
succeed." (Cannan & Adams, 1972, p. 210).

!'uqlOse

SCORER is a strategy 10 be used during the tesl. II focuses students on

the skills necessary to achieve success in the test situation, like schaiuling their time
properly, doing the easil" questions first and checking their work.

SUl:g~fions

ror Ins'l'"uc!ion SCORER is best introduced in a class discussion 3fld then

pf01eticed in the context of a test. The steps of SCORER need some explaining. In terms
of S('h~duJinK students no:-.:d tv undersWld that they should spend morc time and effort
on

qu~inns

lhal are wor1h more. They should keep an eye on the dock to make

sur~

Ihey are oot spending too much time on any ;;iven question. Clue M'tJrds can help to
detcrmine an answer, or they may assist with the spelling of a troublesome word. Omit
mC<lns to leavc out difficult questions for the moment and to come back to them once Ihe
other questions have

~n

:attempted. EMimatinK the answers is only useful in tests

requiring computation, like a math tl:St. Read carefully 10 make sure that you understand
the instructions. It is very imponant Ihal slUdents Review or check every pan of the lest
10 make sun: they ha\'c not inadvcnently left out any questions or made any

~rrors.

"'le.,am.,i"'nr"U"'"IlC'Y'IJ1.."'L«9Jorn"'-
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Overview of SCORER
SCHEDULE Schedule your time.
CLUE

Look for Clue words.

OMIT

Omil difficult questions.

READ

Read carefully.

ESTIMATE Estimate your answers.
REVIEW

Review your work.

(Carman & Adams, 1972, p.210)

One small modification to SCORER makes the strategy more useful fur tests which
involve essay questions. And, of course, students should be encouraged

tll

mudify the

strategy to meet their personal needs.

SCORER modified for essay tests:
SCHEDULE

Schedule your time.

CLUE WORDS

Look for clue words to help you.

OMIT

Omit difficult questions until last.

READ

Read carefully.

EXAMPLES

Give examples where you can.

REVIEW

Review the whole lest.

TEST FORMAT POINTERS
The format of 'he Ie!", whether it be multiple choice. shurt answers, or

c.~snys

determines how the tes. should be attacked. Students need to be aware of the imponance
of using the best approach for a given lesl format. For the sake of simplicity there is a
focus on pointers for writing an essay lest versus an objective test. Millman and "auk
Catherine Nolun

Well.~
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(19691 outline how to besl arproach eaeh type ortest fonnat. During discussion the class
elln add ideas to its own list of poinlers

~

Read all essay questions first.
As they occur to you, pUI jot noles neXI to each queslion on the lest paper.
Order your ideas (1,2,3... ) as you want to write them.
Order your supporting ideas or examples as la, 2b, and so on.

Do not spend long on the jot notes as they arc just an outline.
Organize your wriling ideas from the outline.
I'ut lhe question in Iheanswer.
Write your answer from the outline {Millman & Pauk, 1969\.

Ohjq:tive T,sl Itkms
Chuuse fhe answer lhe test maker inlended; avoid inlerpreting the question.
Look fur the facts you remember from study or from class.
Anlicipale the answer. Then look for it.
llse information you find in other questions.
Always Auess an answer rather than leavins a question blank.
t:liminale lhe choices that you know are incorrect (Millman & Pauk, 1969).

Sl.OWER
This strategy devdoped by Cannan and Adams (1972), outlines the six general sleps for
writing

It

J:ood essay. Many students do poorly on essay questions in teslS, not because

they don't have the knowledge but because Ihey have poor organizational skills in their
writing. The mnemonic SLOWER encourages sludenlS to slow down and fonnulate

t.Le"'Q£/Jw:illin"-"c"th""'·"'fo"'l...."'rn'-

"

their ideas, taking time to revise and

~di,

before Ihl"y P;ISS the pnpO:f in fl'T l'\';dunlioll.

This strategy fits suits the process approach It)

Purpose

wrilin~.

presently in

\'l1gUt:.

SLOWER is designed to give studcn!s n simple hUIl"ffccti\'c tlutlinl' {nr

writing essay answers independently. Carman and Adams 11972\ lntcndcllthis slT,llcgy

to be used for test.taking and for in-c1ilSs essays. For our purposes here, we will consider
it only 35 a lcst-taking strategy.

Suggestions for Instruction This strategy is useful in situations wlll::rc students

nr~·

required 10 write essay answers. Do not create a false situation 1(1 introduce the strate!,!}'.
Use a question from their current curriculum. [(SLOWER is appropriatt: ti.lr yuur class,
discuss with the b'1'OUP what you look for in a good

~say

ilnSWcr amI 1m\\' essay

rcsponsc:s are evaluated. Take them through each stc:p or the strategy c-'plaillillg its

purpose and meaning. Witn your guidance, nave lhe students practice usinl; the strategy
in class.

Finally,

r~quire

them 10 complete an essay al home showing the siers Ilf

SLOWER. Once students have mastered the strategy Iney may wanl to modify it tll
meet their needs.

Overview of SLOWER
SELECT

Select a topic you

LIST

List all your ideas related to the topic.

can handle.

ORDER

Order your ideas.

WRITE

Write a first draft.

EXAMINE

Examine your drafl for errors.

REVISE

Revise before turning in the pape:r.

(Cannan & Adams, 1972, p. 145)

Cillherint Noluo Welb
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AN ALPHABETICAL LIST OF
STRATEGIES
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STRATEGY

TorlC
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EEEZ
EEEZ modified
First Letter Mnemonics
FORCE
FORCES for Addison~Wesley Science
OK4R
OK4R for Addison·Wesley Science
I'EG-WORD mnemonics
PRAISE
PREP
PREPARE
RESPONSE
RESPONSE modified
Se1f~Recitalion ~ using a cover card
SCORER
SCORER modified for essay tests
SLOWER
SMARTS
SPLIT PAGE NOTETAKING
STUDENT TIPS FOR NOTETAKING
Sousa's strategies for teachers
SQJR
SQ3R for Addison~WcsJey Science

Memory
Memory

Ml

Cu,/rerine Nf/(un Wtff.,·

Memnry
Organization
Organization
Chapler Altaek
Chapter Attack
Memoryorlisls
Test Anxiely
Organizatiun
Organizalion
Chapler AlI;lek
ChapterAltack
Memory
Test~laking

Test-laking
Test-taking
Test Anxiety
Organization
Organi7'<llilJl1
Memory
ChaptcrAtlack
ChaplcrAU:lck

(19

70

71

n

"

74

75
76
71

"7"
XI

"'4
"
"
X(l
XX

'"

90
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EEEZ
E

Explain the content in a manner commensurate
with the purpose of the reading.
Answer questions, generate questions, define a
concept, provide a summary.
If you are unsure continue on to Explore and/or
Expand.

E

Explore the same subject matter as wdtlen by
other authors.
Again try to elaborate on the concept, relating
what was read.

E

Expand your knowledge by increasing your
information from the original text.
Increase your background knowledge on the
original topic.
Embellish your answers with the additional
knowledge gained.

Walla, !989, p. D)

J.lam;m· Him' w Leqrn
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EEEZ Modified
E

Explain in your own words what you have read.
If this is difficult, go on to Explore.

E Explore the idea with another person in
discussion.
Explore the idea in a dictionary or encyclopedia.
Put the idea in your own words.
If this is difficult or if you would like to leam
more, go on to Expand.

E

Expand on the work in your text by going to
other sources.
Increase your background knowledge by doing a
library search.
Make jot notes about what you learn so you can
share it with the class.

CQ/Jrerjnl!Nlllun lVIII/I
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First Letter Mnemonics
F

Form first letters into a word (upper case)
Include other letters (lower case)

R

Rearrange letters (if needed)

S

Sentence formation

T

Try it many times

(Mu1cahYClal .. 198b,p. 85)

F.XAMI)LE FROM PAGE 241 OF ADDISON-WESLEY SCIENCE

ANATOMY OF A FLOWER

FIRST LETTER MNEMONIC

Eggedls

Elaine

Filament

Frank

Anther

And

['ela]

Patsy

Stigma

Sing

Style

Songs

Ovary

Often

_
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FORCE
F FIND OUT

o

ORGANIZE

Your teacher announces a test, lfynu dun't rcccin- :111111'
the information that YllU need. ask qucstimls. fIll" Cl\;lmpk'
"What will the tesl c\wer''''', "What type:; Ill' '1ucst;nns will
be used'.."

Collect all necessary materi:lls fnr I:lking Iht.'lcst. for
example; noles, old lests. bonks, etc.

R REVIEW

Do the general review necessary to study for this tc,~t. F'lr
example; skim chapters, chans, maps, ~ummarics,
questions, or vocabulary; highlight notes; review uld tests
and assignments.

C CONCENTRATE

Make a study sheet Icue sheet) by pUlling Illlplll1:tnt
Information inlo question/answer format.

E EARLY EXAM

Practice the test by pretesting. For ex'lmple t:lke turns
asking questions with a partner (study huddy); have your
parents or other adults help you drill from your .~tlldy sheet;
take your own test from your study sheet, Now revie N
those weak spots until you are certain nfwhat yllu kntlw.
There may be a few items you want to review right hefore
thctcs\.

IWehrung-Schaffner & Sapona, 1990, p.293)

Ctlther;lIe{l,'tlltmWI'lI.'·

FORCES

for Addison-Wesley Science

F 1;INIl OUT

Find QUI what pages the tcst will cover,

Can any pages be left out'!

o

ORGANIZATION

Do [have all the class noles and lesson tests from the uni!'!
Make a study sheet of all the words in iralicJ, keeping words
on the left anddefinilionson therighl.

R REVIEW

Read the chapter, noles, study sheets, lesson lesls.

I'ul nn asterisk (") next to anything 111;11 is imponanc or difficult
10 understand or remember.
Try the Ideas for Review, and Test for Understanding.

C CONCENTRATE

Add to the study sheet any ideas or words that have an *,
Review these ideas for understanding and memory.

E EARLY EXAM

u~

a cover card \0 test myself.

Discuss any impnnant or difficult ideas with someone.

S

STRATEGIES

Cuth"r;IIt' "'''11m "'dr,~

Use memory strategies to remember difficult Sluff.

l(jjrn;aJ'Hqll'tnlrqrn

OK4R
Oveniew

Wh<ll is th~ purpose of TC<lding this chaptd?
Read Ihe innoduetion. headinj;s. and summary.

pick out Key ideas

Note Ihe key id~as in

Read

Read the difficult para£T3phs carefully. c1llscly.
thou£hlfully.

Qch sub:kction.

Maklljot notes in lhe margins of the

t":~I.

Underline or brackelkey id<'::ls.
TIlese steps will make Ihe rcview easier.

Recite

Look away or cover your lext and rl,,'Cile the key poilus
Check 10 sec how well you knew each point.
The COYCT-Up technique furecs you III cuncelllrale.

Reflect

Reneel on the concepts you h:l\'e k:lnll..'t!.
Ask why: probe; ch:lllengc the taUlhor.

Review

Recapture the bTO:ld chapter plan.
Give the chapter anOlhc:r overview.
Cheek yourself on the crucial conlent.

(Thomas & Robinson, 1982, p. 378)

Lturni~

oK4R
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rOT Addison-Wesley Science

Overview

Overviewthechaptcr.
Read the title, the introduction, the headings, and the blue pages.
Look al the pictures, graphs and charts.
Get an idea of what the chapter is about.

Key ideas

Read each sub-section.
Write split page notes about the important ideas.

Read

Carefully read the difficult or important sections.
Do not go on until you understand and remember.
Add each new point to your notes.

Recite

Use a covcr card with your notes.
Cover your notes and recite the infonnation.

Reflect

Read SOllie/fling To Try, Find Ortt OIl Your 011'11 and
SOlllething to Think Aholl/.
Answer the qucstions in your mind.

I~eview

Go over the whole chapter again.
Re-read Idea... ji)1' Rel'/ell".
Answer all the questions in TeS1 Yow UndeHwlldil1g.
Focm, on anything that is difficult or important.

ClJtl"'rilll!:\'"lml W"lb
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PEG-WORD
115T WORDS

PEG-WORDS

PICTURE VII';.

I sun

dog

a dog silting. in the sun

a car driving over my shoe

2 shoe

car

3 tree

light switch

a tree with a tig.ht switch nn il

4 door

computer

finding a compulcr behind my fuml door

5 hive

mother

mother being slung. l'1y a !:lcc

6 sticks

oranges

orange colored slicks

7 heaven

tlend cur1;1ins

opening the curtains

8 plate

house

smashing a giant pl<.lte un my house

9 wine

sewing machine

spilling wine on a sewillg. machine

10 pen

dictionary

scribbling marks on a dictionary

CUlhtriflf! Nnlun IVf!Jl~

10

look

;11

heaven
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PRAISE
PRETEND

Pretend I'm somewhere else - a quiet, calm
place.

RELAX

Relax.

ARRANGE

Arrange the things I need to write the test.

I CAN

Tell myself "I CAN DO IT!"

SILE1~CE

Ignore all the other students talking about
the test.

ENJOY

Enjoy writing the test because "I know I can
dowell."

Cllth ..rim'N"Illn 1I'e11.\'
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PREP
P Plan what I need: pencils, text, exercise, lab book.
R Review my notes the night before.
E Explore ideas in class, ask questions.
P Predict the outcome of experiments in my mind.

Cuthl'ri"eN"lunlJ'ell.\·
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PREPARE
P Plan locker visits.
R Reflect on what you need.
E

Erase personal needs.

P

Psych yourself up for class.

A

Ask yourself, "What is going on in class today?"

R

Review your notes and study guides.

E

Explore the meaning of the class introduction.

(Rafnth & Dt:Fabo, 1990, p. 16l
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RESPONSE
I) As the student reads the content area material. major points are recorded.
2) As'questions arise while reading the text, the student writes them down
along with the page number orlhe text.

3) Whenever a new tcnn or concept is encountered, the studenl writes it
down along with the page number on which the Icnll or concept
appeared.
4) Students place an asterisk beside those questions. tenus or concepts
which the student would like to have ex.plained or defined, as well as

giving the page number from which they came.
5) The student gives the completed RESPONSE sheet to the tcacher. who

then writes a "rc5ponse" to the student in order to clarify and/or clabor..llc
upon the lext itselr.
6) The teacher returns the RESPONSE sheet to the studenl the following
class period prior to holding a class discussion of the lext material.

(Farriset al., 1991, p. 262)

Cutherine Nillull WelJ.{
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A sample KESI'ONSE sheet:

RESPONSE
Name
ReadinJ,(assignment:

Date
_

I) Important Points: Important Ideas ~ Put page lis
(Thinl;S you think are important to the topiC)

2, Queslions: Queslions that come to you as you read- pul page #s
a) l'hiIlW~ you don'j understand/words, cbarlS, clc.
b) Things you lind inlerestinglaJ,(ree or disagree wilh.

J) New terms: Vocabulary, people's names, new words

(Farris el aI., 1991, p. 266)

leqrnjal.HQwtnlfDm

RESPONSE

(MODIFIED)

I} Students are arranged in groups of four. with mixed ability
grouping.
2) One RESPONSE sheet is assigned to each group.
3) The group reads the assigned pages and major points arc recorded.
4) As questions arise in the reading. the question and page numher arc
recorded.
5) Any new tenns or hard words are listed with the page numbcl'.
6) Once all the RESPONSE sheets are complete<J, the findings arc
discussed in class.
7} Notes are made on the board for the important points and key
words.
8) Students record these notes in their exercises.
9} All questions are answered in class.

Catlleri"t! No/a" Wt!lb

~t","kle","rCl1. _ _

---------

RESPONSE sne~1 modified for Addisnn.W~~lcy Sci~nc~

RESPONSE
Namc;_-,--=-,--_____

Reading assignment

I)al(':

_

_

1) Important Points: PUT PAGE lis

2) Questions: Questions lhat come 10 you as yOll read - 1'(1'1' PAGE tis

a) Things )'ou don'l understand like "'OI'/lS, piclures elc.
b) Quesllons ililhe text Ihal ~'ou can't answer.

3) New vocabulary, new ideas- P\JT PAGE Its

Catherine Nfl/Un WeflJ
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Self-Recitation

U,;ng. Com C"d

COVER CARD FOR STlJDY
WITII MY NOTES
I) MAKE SPLIT PAGE NOTES
2) STUDY THE NOTES
J) DO I KNQWTHE KEY POINTS'!
4) LOOK AWAY & SUMMARIZE THE MAIN IDEA

5) CHECK FOR CORRECTNESS
61 If' THERE IS A PROBLEM, RE-READ & REPEAT

WITIi MY TEXTBOOK
1) READ THE MATERIAL
2) READ SUBHEADINGS & IMPORTANT WORDS
(MANY IMPORTANT WORDS ARE IN ITALICS)

JI LOOK AWAY AFTER READING AND TRY TO
SUMMARIZE THE IMPORTAt-.'T POINTS
4) IF THERE IS A PROBLEM, RE-READ THE
SECTION

READ IT
COVER IT
SAY IT
CHECK IT
REPEAT If NEEDED

,.,I,,,,qr,,,.,,,,'arIW'U"'."'''"'
lal.L
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SCORER
SCHEDULE Schedule your time.
CLUE

Look for Clue words.

OMIT

Omit difficult questions.

READ

Read carefully.

ESTIMATE

Estimate your answers.

REVIEW

Review your work.

(Carman & Adams, 1972, p. 210)

Ca,IJerine Nl1fun
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SCORER maiJified for essay tests
SCHEDULE

Schedule your time.

CLUE WORDS

Look for clue words to help you.

OMIT

Omit difficult questions until last.

READ

Read carefully.

EXAMPLES

Give examples where you can.

REVIEW

Review the whole test.

Cul1r ..rino' Nnltltl Wd/.\"
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SLOWER
SELECT

Select a topic you can handle.

LIST

List all your ideas related to the topic.

ORDER

Order your ideas.

WRITE

Write a first draft.

EXAMINE

Examine your draft for errors.

REVISE

Revise before turning in the paper.

{Carman & Adams, 1972, p. 1451

Cur/uri",! Nolan "'efl,\'
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SMARTS
SKIM

Skim the test.

MAKE

Make jot notes on the questions I know.

ASK

Ask questions ifit is necessary.

REALLY

Circle Really hard questions, and go on.

THINK

Think positively: "I am going to do well."

START

Start writing the test.

Cutll ..rill .. NO/1m ",..Ilc
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Sousa's Strategies for Teachers
Place new learning a1 the beginning of a Icaming. sc:qucncc and
student review at the end. Use the in·between time for practice.

II

Find ways 10 link new learning to something the student already knows
and therefore has the moSI relevance.
Keep in mind how the influence already in the student's mc:mory will
have an impact on new learning. Find ways 10 have this old Icarninl!
help and not interfere with the new material.
Provide a variety of unique and clear verbal cues that students
tag the new learning accurately before storage.

C'1lI

Use simple diagrams, graphs. or pictures to help students with
cues.

usc to

\'iSUlil

Space out ney! material so the leamer has lime to rehearse it and allach
meaning to it.
Remember that massed practice is for immediate learning. but that
distributed practice in short intense periods is what leads to retention.
Organize the new material so students can easily classify and link it with
the appropriate network in long-term memory.

(Sousa, 1992, p. 22)

-'l!t."
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SPLIT-PAGE NOTETAIal',G

- - 21/2"Cues

6"
Complete Notes

ll'llrninl'HnJl'wll'1m

STUDENT TIPS FOR TEXT NOTETAKING
read
own words
split page
highlight
concise
jot notes
abbrev.
re-organize
page #
once a week

Cuthtrint No/un Wf!lll"

Read the whole section before you take any
notes.
Write notes in your own words so you will
remember them.
Make split page notes with key points and
details.
Use highlighters to accentuate key words,
but don't get color-crazy.
Don't rewrite the chapter; be concise.
Don't write in full sentences, use a
and
make jot notes.
Abbreviate where you can, but make sure
you will remember the abbrcv. later.
Simply re-writing notes serves no purpo,o;
re-write to re-organize.
Write the page number of each note for
easy reference.
Don't leave all the notetaking until the last
minute. Take notes on your text at
least once a week.
H_H
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SQ3R
SllRV"~V

CilanCl: Ol/l:r thl: headings in the chapter to see thc few big points that
will be del/eloped. Also rcad the fioal summary paragraph if the
chaptcr has one. This survey should take not more than a minute and
wilt show the three to six core idhlS around which the discussion will
clusler. This oricntation Will help you orgamze lhe ideas as you read
them later.

QUESTION

Nuw begin the work. Tum the first heading into a question. This will
arouse your curiosity and thereby increase comprehension. It will
bring to mind information already known, thus helping you to
understand thai seclion more quickly. The question also will make
important points stand out at the same time that explanatory detail is
rccognizcd as such. Turning a heading into a question can be done at
the instant ofrt:ading the heading. but it demands a conscious effon on
your part.

lb:A,1)

Read to answer that question, i.e.. to the end of the first headed
section. This is nOI a passil/c plodding along e;lch linc, but :m aClive
sc:lrch for an answer.

RECITE

I-laving read the first section, look away from the book and try brieny
to recite the answer to your question. Use your own words and citc an
cX:lmp1c. If you can do this you kno\\" what is in the book: ;~ you
cannot, glance over the section again. An excellenl way to do this
reciting from memory is to jot down brief cue phrases in outline form
on 1I sheet of paper.
Now repeat lhe sleps of Question, Read and Recite with cach
successive headed section: Ihat is tum the next heading into a question,
read to answer that question, and recite the answer by jailing down cue
phmses in your outline. Re:ld in this way until the entire lesson is
completed.

REVIEW

When the :CS$On has been read through in this way, look over your
noh;:s 10 get a bird's eye view of the points and their relationship And
check your memory as to the content by reciting the major sub.points
under each heading. This checking of memory cnn be done by
covering up the notes and Irying to recall the mnin points. Then
expuse each mnjor point and try to reenll the sub·points listed under it.
(Robinson. 11)70, pr. 32·:n)

LftJrn;m. How'O Learn

SQ3R
Survey

______ . J~

for Addison Wesle)' Science
I) Read the chapter titlc and introduction.
2) Answer the imroductioll questions mIt loud.
3) Read the sub-heading.s and look at thc picturcs.
4) Read the bluc pagcs.

Question

Ask a question for cach sub-titlc except Somcthin:;

Read

Read each section to find the answer to lhc {luestillll.

Recite

Write jot notes on each answer usinl; the suhtitle.

Review

Make notes about the 1110st important Ihlllgs you have
learned.

CUlhflrinf!l\'t,fun Wefl~'

\0

Try.
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APPENDIX A
VOCARIJLARY fOR TESTS
The following clue words are often used in essay type exam questions. The test maker
understands the precise meaning of these words but the students' understanding may not
be so ·clear. The highlighted words are most frequently encountered, therefore
students must understand these words.

CLlIF: WORD

ACTION REQIJIRED

Analyze

To lind Ihe main ideas and show how they are related and why
they are impomnt

Comment On

To discuss, criticize, or explain its meaning as completely as
possible.

Compare

To show bolh the similarilies and dirrerences.

Contrast

To compare by showing lhe dJrrerences.

Criticize

To give your judb"l1lent or reasoned opinion of something, showing
its good Ilnd blld points. II is not necessary to attack it.

Define

To give fonnal meaning by distinguishing it ITom related terms.
This is often a matter of giving a memorized definition.

Describe

To write a detailed account or verbal picture in logical sequence or
sioryform.

Diagram

To make a graph, chart, or drawing. Be sure you label it and add a
brief explanation ifil is needed.

Oiscuss

Means 10 describe giving the details and explaining the pros and
cons.

Enumernte

To list. Name and list the main ideas one by one. Number them.

Evaluate

To give your opinion or some expert's opinion of the truth or
importance of the concept. Tell the advantages and disadvantages.

11lustmlt:

To explain or make it clear by concrete examples, comparisnns, or
analogies.
To give the meaning using examples and personal comments to
make it c:Iear.

Interpret

Curhrrim!Nolun W"fI.\·
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List

To produce a numbered list of words. senlences. or comments.
Same as enumerate.

Oullinc

To give a general summttry. It should cont:lin a scric:-l of Ill:,lin
idcas supported by secondary ideas. Omit minor details. Slum'lhc
organization of lhe ideas.

Prove

To show by argument or logic lhat il is true. The word "pmve"
has a very special meaning in mathematics and physics.

Relate

To show the connections belween things. tdling huw line causes or
islikcanOlher.

Review

To give a surveyor summary in which you louk al the impurt<lnl
parts and criticize where needed.

State

To describe lhe main points in precise terms.
brief clear sentences, Omit details or examples.

Summarize

To give a brief, condensed account of the main ideas. Omit dctails
andexampJes.

Trace

To follow the progress or history of the subject.

Catherine Nnlult Wdl{
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A statement of why you think it is so.
statement or conclusion.

(Carman & Adams, 1912, pp. 231·233)
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APPENDIX B
POETIC IJEVICES TO AIIJ MEMOR Y
I) RIIYME

INTENSIFIES TilE IMPACT OF /yORIJS
Thirty days hllth September,
April, June. and November.
All the rest have thirty one,
Excepting February alone
And that has Iwenty·eight days clear,
And twenty-nine in each leap year.
I before E except after C.

2) RJlYTIIM

A CONNECTING IJEVICE
Some students may find it beneficial to recite their science notes to
a r.,miliar song. Lyrics of a song, and poetry arc much easier to
retain than the lines of prose.

3) (iROUI'ING

MEANINGFUL CHUNKS
Break infonnation into meaningful chunks. like a telephone
number. We commit each piece to memory. thus achieving the
whole.
9026784311 versus 902-678-4321

A good eX:lmplc of RHYME and GROUPING together is the song we teach children to
'.e1p them remember the alphabet:

ABeD, EFG. HlJK. LMNOP. QRS, TUV. W. X, Y
AND Z. Now 1know my ABC's. next time won't
you sinJ:with me.

(McK.owen. cited in Criscae & Gee. 1984. p. 251)
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APPENDIX C
PERSONAL. STUDY ENVIRONMENT

We allieam differenlly, and where we study can have an imJ'l=lcl nn wh:n

W~

TI."Incmb..T.

As you look al these queslions Ihink about whal environmenl would wtJrk bl.:sl fur you.
not necessarily how you arc 5ludying al present. Consider ),our personal prcfcrcnco:s in
study environment by compleling the following survey.
ENylRONMENTAL INFLUENCE

coon

RAn

I EOQPtPRINK

2 BACKGROUND MIJS](

3 COMPLETE 0UlET
4 STUDy AlONE
5

WITH A GROUP
WITH ONE OTHER PERSON

7 BRIGHT OVERHEAD L1GUT
~KLAMP

9 NATURAL lIGHT
10 STUDy ON MY BEp
I! STUDY AT A PESK OR TABLE

12 STUPY IN AN ARMCHAIR
J:\ STUDy AfTER SCHOOl

14

INTHE EVENING

15

INTHE MORNING

ADD ANY IDEAS THAT ARE NOT INCLUDED ABOVE FOR YOUR OWN IDEAL
STUDY ENVIRONMENT.

CtllhtritfltNolutfWItIL,
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APPENDIX D
SE.I,F-H:EPORT SURVEY
I'lease ;mswer the following questions bycirc1ing the appropriate numbt:r.

ALWAYS

USUALLY

S

SOMETlM.ES

RAREL.Y

NEVl:R

.3

2

I

4

•
•

II t rc:ld m:lIl:..ia! more lhan once if I don't understand il.

4

21 i try In pick out the most importa", points as I read.

:'11 I survey new reading assignments.
4) I recite f:Jcts 10 Ieam them.

4

5) I review fur a lest more than one day before it is given.

S

!II I concentralewhen I try 10 sludy.
7) I gel allllrrny humework done.
III I siudy wilha friend.

S •

IJI I finish rnylt:s15 before the time is up.

1Ill! try III ~ovcrleam" maler;al before a h:st.

•

•
4

•
4

IIII plan in my mind the answer 10 an essay question before

writing.

2

14)1 take the fl:quired m.1lerials tn c1ns.

2
2
2

I ~ II 1'I:311y Iry 10 gel good grades.

2

12) I fIilY aHemin" in d;Jss.
IJII13kc notes Ihal help me when we ha\'ca test.

NAME'

(Davis, 1990. p. 2781
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